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Summary
Introduction of project:
This is the first phase of a collaboration project of two students in the field of sustainable energy
systems and physics of the built environment. At this stage of the project, the aim is to give an
overview of sustainable housing in Benelux and comparable climate regions around the world.
The introduction of a method to assess sustainable housing projects in a time effective and
integral way.
Trends in sustainable building
Sustainable building has gone through some developments since the 80’s . The focus has shifted
from only reduction of energy demand to an integral approach of sustainable building design.
Though regulation still mainly foucses on increasing reductions of energy use. This is mainly
due to increasing strictness in regulations, as can be seen in the introduction of the energy
performance demands. The future goals are set to reduce the energy demands even further in
2030. Technology can already reach this goal, including other sustainability topics like material,
water and waste use. But the strategies for implementing these topics are missing in regulation.
Methodology
A comparison method is developed in order to evaluate and compare sustainable housing
projects comprehensively and with a limited amount of information. Results of the evaluation
and comparison include; design strategies, proposed solutions and focused fields of
sustainability, which will guide the students in the next phases of the graduation project. The
conclusions about the competencies of the methodology are given at the end of the report.
Case Studies
Seven cases are evaluated in this study including three projects from the Netherlands and four
projects from different parts of the world in the same climate region as the Netherlands. Some
criteria are defined to select the projects such as new built, single family house, preferably
inhabited and measurements performed. In addition to explanations in main text, each project is
explained briefly in the factsheets which can be found in appendix. Results of each case study
are presented and general conclusions are drawn regarding these results, strategies and
methodology at the end of the report.
Conclusions
The used method has shown to be useful for basic assessment of several case studies, and to
compare different approaches in these case studies. Though there are quite some parameters
which could influence the outcomes. The results which were found in the seven studied projects
mainly equal the expectations at the start of the project, that there is a high focus on energy
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reduction but that focus on affordability, environmental friendly construction and land use, and
material use is lacking in the design strategies. Also the learning points are not distinguished by
the methodology and these are presented in a different section. These points lead to new
strategies and suggestions for the graduation project.
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1 Introduction
Due to increasing concerns about impending global warming and scarcity of energy sources, it
has become more important to use energy more efficiently. Since the energy consumption of the
building sector constitutes for about 40% of the energy demand (US DoE, 2008), it is critical to
meet the energy requirement of buildings in a sustainable and the most efficient way. On one
hand, governments have started to study on new regulations to encourage the development in this
field. Following these concerns and goals, energy efficient and ‘green’ buildings have been
designed and constructed. On the other hand, in order to assess the sustainability of these
buildings, some assessment methods are developed around the world.

1.1 Sustainable building assessment
This assignment will focus on developing a new method for comparison of dwelling concepts,
which will be based on well known assessment method(s) and the model of integrated building
design. The developed method will be helpful to observe the strength and weaknesses of
sustainable housing projects.
Within the scope of this report, an overview will be given of the developments which took place
in the Benelux (but mostly Dutch) market. This will be combined with the presentation of seven
examples of sustainable housing projects. Using the comparison method which will be explained
in the following chapter, these examples will be compared and results of this comparison
together with objectives for the design phase will be given.
Results of case study using the comparison method will be used as a guideline for graduation
project, which is about developing an affordable sustainable house concept in Benelux. Using the
comparison method, design of the concept will be compared to the other examples in the world.
As a result of comparison, new design principles and objectives will be determined.
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1.2 Context of study
This study is a preliminary phase of a graduation project on
the design of affordable sustainable homes for the Benelux
region. The starting point of this research is Kingspan
Lighthouse, a net-zero carbon house which was built on the
BRE Innovation Park in the United Kingdom.
This house is integrated in this study as one of the case
studies and will be basis for further research on the possible
learning points for the design of an affordable sustainable
housing concept. To do this, the outcomes of this study will
be taken into account for applying it to the Benelux market
and situation.
This and the following graduation study is and will be
conducted by a collaboration of two students:
•

Master student Sustainable Energy Technology with
Bachelor in Mechanical Engineering: Mehmet Sinan
Senel

•

Master student Physics of the Built environment with
Bachelor in Architecture, Building and Planning: Filique Nijenmanting

Figure 1: Kingspan Lighthouse.
Source:
www.kingspanlighthouse.com

Due to this collaboration between students, most part of the methodology was constructed by
both. Some parts have been mainly coordinated or written by one of both, the division of tasks
will therefore be given in the appendix A. The study is conducted as part of an internship at
engineering company Arup in Amsterdam. A coach from this company will be a party in the
graduating committee for the next part of the project and already coached the current part
studies. Kingspan Benelux will have an advising role in this projects, since part of the initiative
to start this project lies at their basis.

1.3 Structure of report
The topic will be introduced by description of the sustainability trends in the Benelux region.
After that, the BREEAM assessment tool and the integrated building design method, which are
the basis of comparison method, will be explained. Later, the simplified comparison method and
the idea behind it will be explained. After that, seven case studies together with the results of
comparison and conclusions will be presented. The final conclusions will reflect the constructed
method, the results from the cases studies and the learning points of the total project. The
strategy for the graduation project and research questions for that will be given at the end.
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2 Trends in sustainable housing: Benelux region
Sustainable building (and housing in this case) is a part of the developed knowledge on
sustainability in general. The need for change is based on several transitions like the predicted
climate change, the depletion of fossil fuels and all kinds of material resources. Some theorems
on sustainability will be discussed to define the way of view in this study.
The trends in sustainable housing can be described by following the important changes in
regulation over time. This will give some insight in the market growth or position of sustainable
built houses. This trend will be described for the Benelux countries, and will conclude in a small
overview of future goals as they were set by the several governments. This trend will be an
introduction to the current situation, as will be described by the case studies in the later chapter.

2.1 Definition of sustainability
“Sustainable development is development that meets the needs of the present without
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs. It contains within it two
key concepts:
•

the concept of 'needs', in particular the essential needs of the world's poor, to which
overriding priority should be given; and

•

the idea of limitations imposed by the state of technology and social organization on the
environment's ability to meet present and future needs."

This was stated in the report ‘Our Common Future’ (1987). The report was written by the World
Commission on Environment and Development and was named to the chairman, dr. Gro Harlem
Brundtland. It discusses the needs for future living and it defines the sustainable development as
a combination of three pillars being Social, Economic and Environmental factors to reach
sustainability. The combination of strategies in these three topics should increase the viability of
sustainable development.

Figure 2 (left): pillars of sustainability: Social, Economical an Environmental factors
Figure 3 (right): Trias Energetica
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In the Netherlands, an approach is constructed which defines the pathway to come from
traditional approach to a source efficient one: Trias Ecologica. It can be applied to several parts
of the sustainable design process: in different building levels and on different topics. To give
more attention to energy reduction, the Trias Energetica is constructed, which defines these three
steps for the energy demand in building design. General aim of these methods is to make sure
that a minimum of material, energy etc. enters a building, and when the building is in use or out
of use a minimum of materials leaves the building. Both are constructed by Cees Duijvenstein
and adopted (1996) by the agency of economical affairs and the ministry of Housing, Spatial
Planning and the Environment, then called Novem (currently SenterNovem).
Table 1: Additional Criteria for the assessment
Trias Ecologica

Trias Energetica

1

Prevent unnessecary use of sources

Reduce the energy demand

2

Use renewable sources

provide as much energy as possible by
sustainable energy sources

3

Use ending sources in a sensible and
efficient way

use fossil fuels in a most efficient way

This study will focus on the integral approach of sustainability like it was presented in the
Brundtland report and Trias Ecologica. It will not only focus on the energy demand in houses, it
will aim to assess all topics of sustainability. This will be explained in further detail in the
methodology chapter.

2.2 Trends in sustainable building
2.2.1 Trends in general
The general way in which a trend develops consists of several stages. It starts with a group of
pioneers which develop their ideas and try to convince the established order. When it comes to
the point of formalization, the spreading occurs faster and soon the great mass will be informed
and joining the specific trend. This holds on until the hype fades out and the interest in the new
development decreases to a very low level. At that moment new pioneers can stand up to give the
trend a new impulse by moving it to another level and the cycle starts again from the beginning
(Hal 2003). This path is described in a theory by Everett M. Rogers in his book Diffusion of
Innovations. He describes five phases in which five groups can be defined with different ways in
which they accept the new trend or innovation: innovators, early adaptors, the early majority, the
late majority and the laggards.
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Figure 4: Categories of Innovativeness. Source: Rogers 1995

2.2.2 General trend Netherlands
For developments in sustainability of housing, this trend can also be found. The start was found
with the oil crisis and the publications of the Club of Rome (1972). Attention started to rise for
topics on energy and materials. Some experimental projects started to rise. This was noticed in
the 1970s in small ecological homes. The oil crisis of 1973-1974 gave a better incentive to take
energy saving measures, like double glazing, insulation of walls and roofs. This was transformed
into a national insulation program in the Netherlands (1978). When in the 80’s the Club of Rome
also emphasized the environmental need for sustainability in general. This resulted on a focus on
reducing material use, which resulted in the Dutch government introducing the first National
Environment Plan (in Dutch: Nationaal Milieu Plan). It concluded that the built environment had
a large environmental impact and large improvements could be made. There had been several
versions of these plans, spread over the period 1989 – 2001. The last one focuses on the stepdown of regulation and sets out the policy to make the building sector responsible for future
development.
For the built environment, the policy was shaped in the Plans of Approach Sustainable Building
(in Dutch: plan van aanpak duurzaam bouwen). The first version was launched in 1995,
containing vision to make sustainable building part of the future policy. The second version of
1997 gave improvements on the first and contained a list of actions and projects for the coming
years. In 1999, the sustainable building approach (DuBo) had given a good result, in many
building processes is was part of the strategy. To anchor the policy in the approach, the Policy
Program Sustainable Building 2000-2004 defined boundary measures and concrete projects to
bring DuBO to a higher level of scale and to detach it from forced policy.
The DuBO measures where very descriptive in their approach: they described set measures to
improve the performance of a building, instead of setting goals and leave freedom to the designer
how to achieve these. This was the foremost argument from the building industry against this
type of regulation. The current method is based on the achievement of performance: the Energy
Performance Certificate (EPC). This is an index which represents the energy efficiency of a
building and is calculated following the norms NEN 2916 (utility) and NEN 5128:2004 (houses).
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This is mandatory since 1995 for new buildings. It only specifies the building energy use, not
from user appliances. The builder can choose its systems to reduce the EPC of the building.
Since 2008 the energy label has been introduced. This is not the same as the EPC calculation.
The index in these systems are not the same but it holds for both systems that the lower it is
rated, the better the house is.
Table 2: Maximum set EPC-values during the years and future perspective.
Year

1995

1998

2000

2006

2011

2015

Max. EPC-value

1,4

1,2

1,0

0,8

0,6

0,4

The partners working together in the Spring Agreement of 2008 are intending to develop a new
Dutch norm (NEN 7120) which will connect the Dutch norms with the European EPBD
(explained later on). This Energy Performance Norm Buildings (EPG) will give the actual energy
performance of buildings, without using a standard for user behavior .
(Source: www.lente-akkoord.nl 9-9-2009)

2.2.3 Shift in focus
The focus in sustainable building has changed over the years. It is evaluating from building for
the long term, to energy efficient building to healthy building and now mainly focusing on
qualitative good building (Hal 2003). This trend shows that the focus on selling sustainable
building moves to other aspects than just the reduced environment impact. Even when the main
theme is not energy efficiency, it still can be achieved. A different theme like quality
improvement can lead to larger acceptation among the public, this can be found in the American
approach:
When the trend on sustainable building in the Netherlands is fading out, it is time to look
overseas. The way products are introduced in the American market differs from the Dutch:
“Think and do green building, but don’t call it that way” is a statement by Elizabeth
Cordero, a sustainable building expert on the Harvard University in Cambridge. This is a much
more commercial and marketing based approach than is used in the Netherlands. Here we are
still hesitating to commercialism with sustainability subjects.
Not calling projects sustainable building, moves the focus and selling points to quality, health
and finance. Sustainable building can gain ground by being high in quality and luxury. When
selling these aspects, a building is allowed to cost a little bit more than normal houses and having
the extra advantage of being energy efficient and having a low environmental impact (Hal 2002).
Part of the American marketing strategy to sell sustainable building is to follow rules from
marketing:
Assessment of Sustainable Housing Projects
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•

Don’t advertise for a bad product. To make sure good products are sold, testing is of great
importance. Not testing to save money is always a bad choice, because the possible
failure will show in time.

•

Don’t advertise for a product that consumers don’t need

Another aspect of sustainable building could be on the social side: improve the social state of an
area by building energy efficient, increase employment in the sustainability sector, start cultural
activities and educate people on the need and advantage of a sustainable approach (Hal 2002).

2.3 Policies for change
As can be concluded from the precious description of sustainable building trends in the
Netherlands, governmental policies play an important role in changing the behavior of users and
parties in the building sector. This has been acknowledged by the European Union, which lead to
the implementation of the Energy Performance of Buildings Directive.

2.3.1 EPBD
The European Union is aiming to reduce the energy demand and improve comfort for their
inhabitants. Since the built environment takes up for about 40% of the total energy consumption,
legislation has been constructed to reduce the energy demand in this sector.
“A key part of the legislation is the Energy Performance of Buildings Directive (EPBD)
2002/91/EC which aims to promote cost-effective improvement of the overall energy
performance of buildings, while taking into account local conditions and requirements. The
Directive provides for a holistic approach on energy performance of buildings and covers the
energy needs for space and hot water heating, cooling and lighting. The Directive sets the basic
principles and requirements and leaves significant room for Member States to establish the
concrete mechanisms and numeric requirements and ways to implement them.“ (CA-EPBD
2008).
•

a common methodology for calculating the integrated energy performance of buildings;

•

minimum standards on the energy performance of new buildings and existing buildings
that are subject to major renovation;

•

systems for the energy certification of new and existing buildings and, for public
buildings, prominent display of this certification and other relevant information.
Certificates must be less than five years old;

•

regular inspection of boilers and central air-conditioning systems in buildings and in
addition an assessment of heating installations in which the boilers are more than 15
years old.
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(Source: http://europa.eu/legislation_summaries/energy/energy_efficiency/l27042_en.htm)
This Directive has been the basis for energy performance regulation in the member states of the
European Union. For this overview addressing the Benelux market, the programs of Belgium and
Luxemburg will be described, since the program of the Netherlands has been described above.

2.3.2 Belgium
Belgium did not always have a high attention for energy efficiency in buildings; because of this
it was laying behind on neighbor countries in the trend of sustainable building. The EPBD has
given the three Belgian regions motives to change the approach.
Since the introduction of the EPBD in 2002, the government of the Flemish region has
introduced an energy performance regulation for homes: energy performance and inner climate
(EPB). This was started in January of 2006. At the end of that year, an improved version of the
regulation was constructed, combined with a certificate for the assessed houses. This regulation
is reflected and improved every two years, after evaluation. This evaluation shows that achieving
a set of values for the EPB will take two years to reach, since the building process takes about
this time span.
EPB contains a number of topics by which it describes the energy performance and inner climate
conditions of a house, containing:
•

energy performance (maximum E-peil: rate of primary energy use for the building)

•

thermal insulation (maximum K-peil and maximum U-value or minimum R-value).

•

Climate (ventilation demands, measures for reducing overheating)

The regulation started with E-100 in 2006 for new buildings, schools, office- and industry
buildings. Since November 1, 2008 it is obligatory for all for sale. From January 1, 2009 it is
mandatory for all houses for rent. The height of the energy performance demand will be reduced
from E-100 to E-80 starting in 2010.
Regulation which is set in the Flemish region is still less strict in demand of E-peil than in
neighbor countries as Netherlands, Germany and France. The reason lies in later introduction of
this assessment method, so building industry has had less time in Belgium to comply to it than
other countries. Despite this, the way in which it is handled is more accurate than in neighbor
countries, since it is applied to the built situation instead of the designed plan (VEA 2008).
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Figure 5: Belgian regions
The regions of Belgium are differently regulated; the capital region of Brussels, has applied the
energy performance regulation since July 2nd 2008, but they will increase the strictness of the
aimed energy performance in a quick way: It started on E-100 demand in 2008, but this will
reduce to E-90 in 2009 and E-70 in 2011. This reduction of the energy performance demand in
the capital region of Brussels will also be adapted to the Flemish region.
In the Walloon provinces from Belgium, the first phase of the EPB-decree has become valid on
1st September 2008. In the second phase, from 1st September 2009, the conformity with the
energy value E will become valid. At that moment the CPE - Certificat de Performance
Energétique will also be introduced. The EPB-rules in Wallonia are more or less the same as in
Flanders. Nevertheless, a new element will be introduced: The energy use of a building will be
expressed in kWh/m² or in litres of fuel oil or in m³ gas per m² and per year.
(Source: http://www.easysite.be/content/immochecker/site/10971)

2.3.3 Luxembourg
In the state of Luxembourg the EPBD is legally implemented in 1993, in a law which is the basis
for the Government to set up the requirements for the thermal insulation of buildings, which was
first done in regulation of 1995. This regulation sets up requirements for new buildings and the
refurbishment of existing building stock. In 1996 the U-value maximum demand was set on 0,4
W/(m2K) for outdoor walls, which was strictened in 2008 to 0,32 W/(m2K).
Grand-Ducal regulation concerning the energy performance in residential buildings) was
published in the national official journal “Memorial A 221” of the 14th December 2007 and came
into force on January 1, 2008. It implements methodology to calculate the energy performance of
new residential buildings, and existing residential buildings if they are subject to major
modifications. An energy performance certificate is also implemented.
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The requirements which came in force demanded an improvement of about 30-50% in
comparison to the former standards. These requirements concsist of maximum U-values,
building air tightness, external shading measures (summer), insulation of hot water pipes and
qualitative requirements for ventilation systems. For single family buildings, the energy
certificate gives grading for total energy efficiency (A <45) – I > 355) and heating energy
efficiency (A < 14 – I > 185) in kWh/m2.yr .
Information to all Luxembourg households is spread by the ministry of economy and foreign
trade. And informational meetings were organized with the syndicats of building owners.
Furthermore the government has initiated reduced interest rates with participating banks if the
projected house satisfies the energy efficiency category A or B (source: CA-EPBD 2008).

2.3.4 Future perspective of regulation:
For the Netherlands, some governmental programs were communicated on the future goals of
sustainable building. These are shown in the table below.
Table 3: Future goals for sustainable housing in the Netherlands
Year
2011
2015
2020
2030

Netherlands
New homes 25% more energy efficient than 2007 demands (spring-agreement)
New homes 50% more energy efficient than 2007 demands (spring-agreement)
20% of total energy produced by renewable sources
built environment should be 95% more material concerned and energy and water
efficient than it was in 1989 (Factor 20)
30% reduction of greenhouse gasess compared to 1990 (Meer met Minder)

It shows the rising ambition to increase energy efficiency per home, but there is also focus for to
scale up the number of homes which are energy efficient. In Belgium, this is aimed to do by
introducing an Energy Renovation program, which focus on the insulation of roofs, the
integration of double windows and the removing of inefficient heating boilers. This is aimed to
do before 2020 for all Flemish houses.
As can be read from the previous description of Benelux governmental policies, most regulation
is focused on lowering the energy demand of houses. The description of sustainable housing
concepts concerns more topics than just the energy demand. In order to assess all categories of
sustainability (as were mentioned implicitly by the Brundtland report and Trias Ecologica), a
method is set-up to do this assessment in a time effective and most subjective way. This method
will be described in the following chapters.
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3 Theoretical Background
In this section of the report, one of the most widely used assessment tools around the world,
BREEAM, will be introduced. Since Kingspan Lighthouse, being the basis of graduation project,
has been designed according to ‘Code for Sustainable Homes’ standards, this code will also be
explained in addition to BREEAM-NL. As being the basis for the new method, structure and
criteria of BREEAM-NL will be checked by using Model of Integrated Building Design
(MIDB), which will be explained in detail. Lastly, integration of BREEAM-NL and MIDB will
be explained to provide the idea behind the comparison method.

3.1 BREEAM
BRE Environmental Assessment Method is one of the most widely used environmental
assessment method for buildings. BREEAM addresses wide-ranging environmental and
sustainability issues and enables developers and designers to assess and prove the environmental
performance of their buildings. It also serves as a check for best environmental practice to be
incorporated in the building design. BREEAM has found a wide range of application types; from
residential to office buildings, from schools to court buildings and even prisons. Since this study
is about comparing sustainable house concepts, BREEAM scheme for new built homes will be
used.

3.1.1 Code for Sustainable Homes
Since April 2007, Code for Sustainable Homes has been used for the assessment of new
housing in England. In order to explain the Code, document prepared by Department for
Communities and Local Government is used in this section (Code for Sustainable Homes, 2008).
The Code evaluates the environmental performance in nine key areas which are listed below:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Energy and CO2 Emissions
Pollution
Water
Health and Wellbeing
Materials
Management
Surface Water Run-off
Ecology
Waste
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As the names imply, these categories represent the environmental impact of a building in nine
areas. It evaluates the house from a wide range perspective from energy performance of the
house to health and comfort levels in the house, from material applications to water
consumption. Each category affects the overall ranking of the house with specific environmental
weighting factors which are determined by a consensus of stakeholders. These are given by the
table below:
Table 4: Contribution of Categories to overall Rating

Overall ranking of a house is indicated by stars from one to six stars depending on the extent
to which it has achieved Code standards. Each star stands for a sustainability level reached by
application of Code minimums. Relation of the code levels with the levels of ranking can be seen
from the figure below.
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Figure 6: Categories of Environmental Impact and Overall Ranking of a house
The Code assigns one or more assessment criteria for all of the categories listed above. When
each performance requirement is achieved, a credit is awarded if it has a credit associated with it.
For each sustainability level, there are mandatory minimum requirements to be met, such as
the ones indicated with (M) in the list below to achieve level 1 rating. Minimum mandatory
standards increase with increasing rating levels. As an example, in order to achieve the highest
level in environmental performance, i.e. level 6, house should be designed to be a zero carbon
house, while 10% reduction of CO2 emission level is satisfactory for level 1.
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Table 5: Code for Sustainable Homes Assessment Criteria

As mentioned above, Kingspan Lighthouse is evaluated using Code for Sustainable Homes
and achieved level 6 which is the highest level of the Code. Since the final project and this study
(as the basis of the final project) are about development of a concept in Benelux conditions, it is
necessary to take into account BREEAM scheme which will be applied in Netherlands, namely
BREEAM-NL.
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3.1.2 BREEAM-NL
In 2008, Dutch Green Building Council (DGBC) started translation of BREEAM to
BREEAM-NL. For this purpose, five working groups consisting of retail, residential, office,
industrial and regional stakeholders were asked to give feedback for the scheme. Since October
2009, BREEAM-NL has been published and become operational for new buildings including
offices and homes (BREEAM-NL, 2010). However, BREEAM-NL for new homes has not been
published yet by December 2009 and beta version will be published in January 2010, which is
expected to be finalized in February 2010. Therefore, available scheme for new buildings with
criteria filtered according to the living function in the building (woonfunctie) will be the basis for
the study. In the later phases of the graduation project version for new homes will be used for
assessment.
BREEAM-NL uses also nine categories to assess the environmental impact and performance
of a building;
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Management
Health
Energy
Transportation
Water
Materials
Waste
Land usage & ecology
Pollution

As in BREEAM original version, these categories affect the overall rating of the building
according to the weighting factor assigned to each category. These factors together with total
achievable points in each category are given by the following table.
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Table 6: BREEAM-NL categories and Weighting Factors

Total Number Weighting
Factor
of Criteria
Management
11
12,0%
Health
11
15,0%
Energy
5
19,0%
Transportation
4
8,0%
Water
6
6,0%
Materials
4
12,5%
Waste
4
7,5%
Land Use &
7
10,0%
Ecology
Pollution
7
10,0%
Total
100,0%
Category

The final score of the building assessment is expressed as a percentage of the maximum
possible score. BREEAM-NL grades can be achieved by reaching minimum levels stated by
DGBC. These are given as:
• Pass 30%, also the minimum requirement for the granting of a license
• Good 45%
• Very Good 55%
• Excellent 70%
• Outstanding 85%
For each category, there are mandatory and optional credits defined. And also these change
according to the function of the building. For the structure of the comparison method, all the
criteria, both mandatory and optional, are taken into account. Table given below represents the
criteria under each category:
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Table 7: BREEAM-NL performance criteria
Categories

Management

Health and
Comfort

Energy

Transport

Water

Materials

Criteria
Performance insurance
Building site and surroundings
Environmental impact of building site
User manual
Consultation
Shared facilities with community
Safety
Publication of information
Measure of education
Maintenance
Life cycle cost analysis
Daylight
View
Prevention from glare
High frequency (efficient) lighting
Lighting control
Natural ventilation
Internal air quality
Volatile organic compounds
Thermal comfort
Temperature control
Acoustics
CO2 emission reduction
Sub-measuring energy use
Energy efficient outdoor lighting
Use of renewable energy sources
Thermal quality of building skin
Availability of public transportation
Distance to local amenities
Bike shed
Pedestrian and cyclists safety
Water consumption
Watermeter
Main leakage detection
Self closing water supply for sanitary facilities
Water recycling
Irrigation system
Building materials
Well-founded origin of materials
Solid design (protection from damage)
Industrial, flexible and detachable building (IFD)
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Waste

Land use and
ecology

Pollution

Construction Site Waste management
Use of secondary material
Storage space for recyclable waste (household)
Compost (only for houses with garden)
Reuse of land
Polluted grounds
existing flora and fauna on location of building project
flora and fauna as joint users of the planned area.
long-term sustainable joint use for flora and fauna
Partnerships with local nature conservation organizations.
Ground use
GWP van cooling resources for climate control
Prevention of leakage in cooling resources
Space heating related NOx emission
Minimizing flood risks
Minimizing pollution of surface water run-off
Minimizing pollution by lighting
Noise pollution

In addition to these criteria, some more performance criteria with indicators are added for the
comparison method. It should also be noted that, some of the criteria above were not offered for
buildings with living function (woonfunctie) such as user guide and they were also added in the
comparison method as being relevant for houses.

3.1.3 Why BREEAM-NL?
BREEAM-NL will be used as the main structure of this study and the remaining part of the
graduation project. Since the final concept which is expected as the outcome of graduation
project will be applicable for Benelux conditions, it is more relevant to assess the final concept
with BREEAM-NL which refers to Dutch regulations, best practices etc.
The Dutch Green Building Council has requested a study on the choice of BREEAM as base for
the Dutch green building tool. This was conducted by dr. ir. A.A.J.F. van den Dobbelsteen by the
Technical University of Delft (Dobbelsteen 2008). He concludes in a comparison between
LEED, BREEAM, Eco-Quantum and GreenCalc+. The choice of these tools for study was based
on the DGBC needs: performance directed, objective, robust, simple, transparent, qualified,
international, harmonizing, affordable and complete.
The only two really interesting tools seem to be LEED and BREEAM, since these are integral
assessment methods with a multicriteria a-analysis based on a simple checklist, though also
including advanced calculating tools behind it. EcoQuantum and GreenCalc+ are missing the
integral aspects. The reason to choose for BREEAM as basis for the Dutch green building tool is
the use of Life Cycle Analysis, good adaptation possibilities per country and that it’s scores are
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based on reference scores of other buildings. BREEAM is mostly used in the United Kingdom,
though LEED is known and used all over the world.
Since BREEAM is an advanced checklist, it could very well be used in combination with
GreenCalc+ or EcoQuantum, since these tools give well calculated and specific environmental
analysis of buildings. The acknowledgement is given that a BREEAM-NL certificate should be
given with a year of assessment attached to it, to show the state of comparison while assessing
the building.
Therefore, in order to assure the consistency within the project BREEAM-NL will be the
main structure of assessments done during the preliminary study.
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3.2 Model of Integrated Building Design (MIBD)
Model of Integrated Building Design as presented by Rutten (Rutten, 1996) provides an
overview of the sub-aspects of the design process of a building and the desired building
performance levels (Van Hoof, 2010). The idea behind the model is that building’s total value is
determined by its relationship with all the stakeholders with different purposes. According to this
model, there are six value domains for representing different values of the building for different
stakeholders, namely basic value, functional value, local value, ecological value, strategic value,
economic value. Using these value domains, sub-aspects of the design process of a building and
the desired building performance levels are reflected comprehensively. Therefore, for this study,
it can be considered as a tool to have a complete overview of the design without missing any
crucial performance level.
This model is used as a check of BREEAM-NL scheme for any missing performance criteria
as being a comprehensive overview of the design. Also strategies, which will be explained later
in the report, are defined in value domains. In addition, characteristics of case studies will be
explained by building system levels as proposed by the model, in order to have a better overview
representing all necessary aspects.

Figure 7: Model of Integrated Building Design (Rutten, 1996)
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3.2.1 Definition of value domains
In literature (Mallory-Hill, 2004), value domains are described more in detail:
Basic value (Individual) is determined from a building’s relationship with individual
occupants and their sense of psychological and physical wellbeing. Requirements under this
category include: building integrity, spatial comfort, acoustic comfort (control of building and
office noise), visual comfort, thermal comfort, and air quality.
Functional value (Organization) is concerned with how activities taking place inside the
building are supported. Underlying requirements include: support for production, manageability,
operations & maintenance, and cleanliness.
Economic value (Owner) is based on the relationship with people concerned with the
ownership and marketing of the building. Sub-level requirements include: initial cost, life-cycle
costs (operating costs & maintenance costs) and demolition costs.
Local value (Community) is based on special conditions that are unique to a particular place;
anything that may prevent a building from being constructed in the most straightforward way.
This includes the need to respond to earthquake zones, extreme climates, building regulations, or
historical contexts.
Ecological value (Global community) considers the relationship of the building to the global
environment. Considerations include how a building uses resources (energy, materials & water),
and/or creates waste and pollution.
Strategic value (Future users) is an abstract human-building relationship as it considers
performance requirements associated with time and the future. This includes the ease with which
a building accommodates the needs of many different occupants and occupancies (universality)
and/or how it can be adapted or modified over time to fit (changeability).

3.2.2 Level of Implementation
In this section of the report, integration of MIDB with BREEAM-NL and implementation in
comparison method will be explained. As stated above, this method will present the design
strategies of different concepts and compare them.
In the figure shown below, Model of Integrated Building Design is coupled with BREEAMNL scheme. As can be seen from the figure, criteria for comparison are derived from these two
schemes. For each case, fields of focus of the design and design strategies will be interpreted
from the results of the analysis. Fields of focus will be presented by graphs and BREEAM-NL
categories. Also strategies will be given in value domains in order to clarify which values of the
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building were intended to be improved in the pre-design phase, which is indicated with a dashed
arrow.

Figure 8: Integration of BREEAM-NL and MIBD to evaluate each concept
After having interpreted the strategies for different cases and fields of focus which were
determined in the pre-design phase, these will be compared to different case studies and as a
result new strategies for new design will be explained. In addition, related design challenges for
design strategies proposed for the design will be defined at the end of the analysis.
On top of these, the existing solutions applied in the case studies will be used as a guideline for
possible solutions of design challenges defined previously.
Detailed explanation of the comparison method and its application are given in the following
section of the report.
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4 A Comparison Method Based on BREEAM-NL
As this study will be the basis for the improvement of a sustainable house design, it is necessary
to evaluate the concept comprehensively. Recognized assessment tools explained above give a
detailed evaluation of designs. However, for a complete evaluation for further improvement,
interpretation of these results is important as well. On the other hand, in order to observe the
drawbacks of design it will be useful to compare the design to other case studies, i.e. comparable
examples. As far as the aim of the study is considered, such an analysis should result in a
conceptual comparison of designs. So that the problems/difficulties in pre-design or design
phases can also be reflected.
As explained previously, BREEAM-NL will be the basis of the comparison method. Since the
building assessment methods, in this case specifically BREEAM-NL, require detailed
information and detailed outcome will not be necessary for the beginning phase of the project,
criteria in BREEAM-NL are simplified by graduating students. As a result of the simplification,
criteria are reduced to simple yes/no questions and indicators which can be easily assessed. On
the other hand, structure of this assessment tool is improved using model of integrated building
design, details of which are explained in the following sections of the report.
It should be noted that this assessment will not evaluate concepts with their performance but will
evaluate the design principles such that results will show which points are taken into account. So
output of the analysis should be considered as a strategic assessment result. However, results will
include suggestions for design improvements as well as new strategies to be implemented. For
this interpretation, learning points from all case studies should be pointed out.
Moreover, details of each case study, such as drawings, specifications of systems etc. are given
in the factsheet as an attachment to the assessment. As explained above, existing solutions from
different concepts will be used as a guideline for new solutions, and in order to summarize them
in a neat way factsheets will be used. Contents of the factsheet can be summarized as:
•

Project Summary: including the main objectives of the project

•

Building characteristics: including type, size, location, total cost information

•

Sustainability measures: including information about what kind of solutions are being
applied to achieve the goal

•

Performance of building: including performance values like energy consumption, water
use, EPC value and day-lighting levels

•

Specification of systems: including information about systems in the house such as
heating, ventilation, walls, windows, energy production etc.
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These points will be helpful as well for the comparison of concepts in detail, if required.

4.1 Simplified BREEAM-NL
Simplification of BREEAM-NL is performed by Filique Nijenmanting due to Dutch content.
Basically in the simplified version, all criteria in BREEAM-NL are conserved but they are
changed into a more conceptual evaluation tool which requires less detailed information. In each
category of BREEAM-NL, each criterion is investigated with its aim and how it evaluates the
design. As a result of this analysis, new indicators for the evaluation are introduced, which are
suitable for the aim of the study and assessment.
Some criteria are only checked with a yes/no question whether they have been considered
during the design or not. On the other hand, some other criteria are assessed by only with a scale
or a number depending on the indicator. Details of the consideration are also given in the
assessment. For example, access by doors and windows in the house is rated if it is easy, with
‘E’, or hard, with ‘H’ while the costs are compared to a normal house in the same region, with
percentage. Some of the criteria remain to be subjective or quantitative for a performance
assessment, but as indicated above this method serves for only indicating strategic decisions.
In order to compare the concepts easily, each credit point will be given 1 if it is considered
during the design process and 0 if it is not. In this way, it is easy to visualize the points of focus
and to compare the different design strategies of different concepts. Details of these will be
explained in the results section below.
Complete simplified version can be found in the appendix called Appendix B: Comparison
Method. Also the explanations of criteria are given in the same appendix.

4.2 Additional Criteria
In order to add relevant criteria for the assessment tool, which are considered to be missing in
BREEAM-NL, model of integrated building design together with BREEAM Communities are
utilized as the guideline. BREEAM Communities is an assessment standard based on BREEAM
and in addition to environmental impacts it focuses on social and economical sustainability
objectives of the urban development. Although ‘BREEAM Communities’ is not aimed for
residential buildings it serves as a useful guide to determine the indicators. In addition to
environmental impacts it focuses on social and economical sustainability objectives of the urban
development in 8 categories (BREEAM Communities, 2009):
•
•
•
•
•
•

climate and energy – addresses built form mitigation and adaptation issues;
place shaping – addresses local area design and layout;
community – addresses consultation and local community involvement;
ecology – addresses protection of the ecological value of the site;
transport – addresses sustainable transport options;
resources – addresses sustainable use of resources;
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•
•

business – addresses local and regional economic issues;
buildings – addresses overall sustainability performance of buildings.

Additional criteria are listed in the table below.
Table 8: Additional Criteria for the assessment
Criteria

Indicator

Size/Volume of the house

m2/m3

Surface available per person

m2/person

Organization

Number of spaces, functions

Privacy assured

Yes/No or No Information

Design Strategy for different
and future users

Yes/No (detail: planning of
the strategy)

These criteria seem to introduce subjectivity in the comparison model, but it should be noted that
common sense of the assessors play an important role in analysis and for the interpretation of
analysis results.
Explanations of these criteria are given in Appendix C.

4.3 Results
Results of the comparative study will be visualized using graphs which indicate the focus points
of concepts. In this way, observing which parts of the concept need improvement will be easier.
An example of this is shown in the figure below.
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Figure 9: Example Result of comparative analysis
As can be seen from the example graph, in Case 1 the designers covered more points than the
second case in pollution category. On the other hand, case 2 covers more sustainability points
than the first one in certain categories and as a result, some objectives to improve in both designs
can be determined.
Moreover, learning points from each case study, including faced design challenges and proposed
solutions, will be interpreted from the case studies. This will guide the developers to guide their
focus in the new strategies for improvement.
If a concept has 100% from a category it doesn’t mean that it cannot be improved in that
category. Because there may be problems not related to strategies in the pre-design phase but
related to the design, optimization and implementation phase. These problems may be addressed
by learning points from each case study. In addition, a case achieving zero from some points in
BREEAM-NL doesn’t mean that it should be improved in that point but it will be left for the
designers to decide if that criteria is relevant for the objectives. This decision can also be made
by using the results from all case studies.
Specifically for this project, this comparison method will be utilized to determine the points for
improvement of Kingspan Lighthouse concept and as a result new strategies will be proposed as
well as possible solutions for improvement. Whole comparison method for use in lighthouse
project is visualized in Figure 10.
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4.4 Limitations
As discussed above, this comparison method can be claimed to be subjective and interpretations
can change for different assessors. Moreover, using some qualitative criteria based on the
common sense of assessors can cause some difficulties. For example, assessing the criteria for
privacy in the house is highly dependent on the perspective of the assessor. Also giving yes or no
rates for some criteria can cause interpretations to miss the point to which extent this criterion is
taken into consideration in the design.
Nonetheless, it should be noted that, as indicated above, comparison method only points out
where a certain concept lacks objectives in certain categories, which is related to the design
philosophy of developers. Therefore, it is not a performance check of the concept.
In addition, interpreting design strategies and challenges from case studies can be quite
challenging unless they are found in the information gathered during assessment. This can cause
addressing design challenges which are only solved in the project, which means pitfalls in the
design can be missed.
However, this is a comparative study and results from each case study will help to determine the
missing objectives and unsolved design challenges in different case studies. As a result, selection
of case studies becomes an important step for obtaining useful results.
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Figure 10: Use of Comparison Method for Kingspan Lighthouse
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5 Case Studies
In this section of the report, seven case studies will be presented including Kingspan
Lighthouse. These sustainable houses are evaluated and compared by using the comparison
method explained above.
The case studies had to be chosen carefully, regarding the amount of time needed to assess
each in this extensive way. One of the main criteria for the selection of case studies is the
climatic conditions where the project is located. Since at the end of the graduation project, a
concept which is applicable in Benelux circumstances will be obtained, case studies are sought in
the similar climatic regions. In order to find out the relevant places of the world, literature
(ASHRAE, 2007) which defines climatic zones by country is used. Climate of the Netherlands is
defined as ‘Zone 5’ which refers to marine climate.
Based on this first criterion, a list of case studies was collected, which contains the fields of
sustainability as were attended by each project. The amount of information available is also
important for choosing the project as a case study. The table in the appendix D gives the general
information of found projects and conclusions to choose or not to choose that project as a case
study. The table below shows the chosen case stu dies and arguments for that.
Table 9: Case studies and argumentation for choice
Benelux
Woonhuis 2.0

Contains aspects on materials, energy, water use, and management and waste.
It is interesting since it is a project built by the home owner (architect). The
price is high, but a lot of sustainable solutions are used in one building. It also
is an improved version of an earlier built house by the same architect. The
house has a passive house certificate and material choice is based on C2C
theory.
Materials, energy, learning/monitoring , state of the art technique ,
passive house

Kaswoningen
Culemborg

These homes are part of the district EVA lanxmeer. This is built from an
ecological view. Future owners are intensively consulted during design
process. A unique building method of greenhouse-type is used. These homes
are not energy neutral.
District minded, ecology, water, affordability, consultation of users,
greenhouse shape

Powerhouse

This very traditional looking house is producing more energy than it uses.
This makes it an interesting case study. It is assessed in a minimal way, due to
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Leusden

little information from the owner because of marketing reasons.
Traditional design, energy producing, new construction type,
applicability

World market
Zero Carbon
The reason behind choosing the ‘zero carbon house’ in Shetland as a case
House, Shetland study is that it presents a real time experience about the micro generation
technologies and other aspects of sustainability. Since the developers of the
project are also homeowners and their experience of living in a zero carbon
house would be helpful to guide the project.
Real time experience, transport, food, renewable energy, materials
Kingspan
Lighthouse

Kingspan Lighthouse has been chosen as a case study, partly because it was
the starting point of this research. It is achieving the highest level of the UK
Code for Sustainable Homes, so it is a good example of how to achieve
regulation standards. Also, it is built on an innovation park where it is tested
and open for public.
Market potential, carbon neutral, materials, water, waste

NREL Zero
Energy House
Colorado USA

It’s one of the typical examples in US market, which only deals with energy
aspect of sustainability and represents also passive house concept. Detailed
technical reports and measurements serve as learning points.
Energy efficiency, renewable energy, thermal comfort, measurements

Beddington
Zero Energy
Development

This development project includes sustainability perspectives ranging from
energy to transport, local food production and even quality of life in the
neighborhood. So it could help to broaden the vision of the graduation project
Carbon neutral, zero energy, sustainable life style, transport, water,
materials, renewable energy

Characteristics of case studies will be presented using Brand’s 6 S’s approach, which
includes information about Stuff, Space-plan, Services, Skin, Structure, Site. More information
can be found in the factsheets presented in Appendix E. After this description, the results from
the BREEAM-NL assessment will be presented per case study. The results of this assessment
can be found in Appendix F and G. At the end, all projects will be compared and conclusions
will be given on the case study assessment.
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5.1 Kingspan Lighthouse
Kingspan Lighthouse is a ‘Level 6 net zero carbon house’ which was built in BRE’s innovation
park in Watford, London in 2007(Lighthouse website). Figure 11 shows an illustrative
representation of the house design. As Level 6 being the highest level of sustainability in Code
for Sustainable Homes; it is designed such that the house will comply with Level 6 of Code for
Sustainable House which will be mandatory regulation for newly built houses in UK after 2016.
It covers the sustainability in all categories of Code for Sustainable Homes, which are explained
in the corresponding section of the report.

Figure 11: Kingspan Lighthouse Concept

5.1.1 Building Systems
Design of the Lighthouse will be explained using Brand’s 6 S’s approach.
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5.1.2 Stuff
Appliances used in the house are energy efficient to ensure the minimized electricity demand.
LED lights with easy to use switches are applied. All the white goods are selected from A++
rating products.
Also water using appliances such as toilet flushes, shower fittings, taps and washing machine are
water efficient in order to minimize sanitary water demand.
Meters placed in visible areas of the house enable residents to view their energy and water
consumption, which may help to improve the user behavior to consume less.

5.1.3 Services
Low carbon technologies are used in the house. As can be seen from the figure, PV array of 4.7
kW and 46 m2 is placed on a 40o sloped, south oriented roof. All the electrical energy demand,
which is minimized by the use of efficient appliances, of the house is supplied by PV panels over
a whole year. Therefore, the house is energy neutral over a whole year.
Wood pellet boiler is used as the primary heat source in the house. In addition, solar collector for
hot water is used on the inclined roof. Mechanical ventilation with heat recovery will decrease
the heat demand from wood pellet boiler. Although CO2 is emitted due to burning wood,
growing wood will compensate for the emitted CO2. Therefore, house is claimed to be net zero
carbon house.
Water use in the house is minimized by using grey/rain water recycling systems. Rain water is
recycled by a collector tank to be used in washing machine and irrigation. In addition, grey water
is recycled to be used in WC flushing. As a result of these measures, sanitary water consumption
is minimized to lower than 80 liters of water per person per day.
Overheating risks are avoided by making use of natural ventilation and night cooling principles.
In addition, phase-change materials are used to prevent overheating in a possible climate change.
Large secure window openings assure the security in the house for cooling in the night time. A
system called ‘wind catcher’ is placed on the top of the house in order to enhance the
performance of natural ventilation. This system also helps to increase daylight levels in the
house. Therefore, health and comfort issues are claimed to be solved also.
Waste management is also taken care of during construction phase and for the users recyclable
waste collection facilities are available in the house. Composting is considered as an option for
on-site waste management but any facility hasn’t been launched in the house.
Efficient operation of the house is enhanced by increasing awareness of users with user guides
and published information.
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5.1.4 Skin/Structure
House construction is made of Kingspan Off-Site’s TEK® Building System, high performance
SIPS (structurally insulated panel based system). Timber structure of the house is an important
sustainable feature of the house as it has low embodied energy and carbon captured in it. In
addition, construction materials and windows have low U values minimizing losses. House
envelope is also air tight, which is given as 1m3/h/m2 at 50Pa. Moreover, recycled, recyclable
and/or sustainably sourced material use is also emphasized.

5.1.5 Space-plan
As can be seen from the figures, the house has three floors with an open plan. The ground floor
is planned to include bed rooms while the first floor includes living room and kitchen facilities.
In the second floor, in order to make use of the daylight maximum, an office space is located,
which also can serve for different purposes. The living space uses a timber portal structure so
floors can be slotted between the frames or left open as required.

5.1.6 Site
As indicated above, the house is located in an innovation park where other sustainable house
examples are also presented. Besides, site impacts during construction are also minimized as
claimed in the published information. It is also claimed that biodiversity is improved through
native planting and creation of surface water.
All these points mentioned above imply that during the design most of the aspects of
sustainability are taken into consideration. However, it should be noted that these are only design
characteristics which doesn’t reflect the real performance of the house. On the other hand,
assessment of the house is based on the strategies and the sustainability focus of the design, not
the performance, which means level of availability of information and level of assessment match.

5.1.7 Results
Each characteristic is reflected on the BREEAM-NL criteria check list that is given in the
appendix. Results of the assessment reflect, as indicated above, focus of sustainability measures
defined by BREEAM-NL in the design of the house.
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Figure 12 (left): Assessment Results for Kingspan Lighthouse by categories
Figure 13 (right): Overall Result of Assessment of Kingspan Lighthouse
As can be seen from the assessment results per category, Lighthouse design covers all the criteria
under energy criteria of BREEAM-NL, while it has relatively low scores on land use and
ecology, transport and pollution categories. This is due to the fact that Lighthouse is located in an
innovation park. It is evident from results that the design was focused on energy, health and
comfort, water management, materials, operation of the house and waste management. Although
it covers a wide range of criteria, this doesn’t prove the performance of the house as it was noted
previously in this report.
It can be observed from the criteria list that initial costs were not one of the focus points for the
project, which is due to the fact that Kingspan Lighthouse is a demonstration project.
Moreover, as the overall result implies the design could only meet nearly 60% of analysis
criteria. However, it was stated that the house achieved 86% of the points of Code for
Sustainable Homes. This can be interpreted such that new methodology explained above has
more criteria to be met than that of CSH and therefore a wider analysis of sustainability.
As a result of this study following strategies can be interpreted from the results in value domains:

Basic Value
•

•

Increase the thermal comfort in the house especially by preventing overheating in the
summer (future climate change is taken into account) with a balanced ventilation and
passive solar design including solar shades, modest sized windows and relatively low
glazing/wall ratio.
Increase the indoor air quality by natural and mechanical ventilation
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•
•

Increase quality of indoor environment by high level of daylight, retractable shading
devices to prevent glare and spatial planning of the house
Assure security in the house by secure ventilation openings and alarm system

Ecological Value
•

Zero CO2 emission on annual basis by renewables for all energy need, only wood pellet
boiler (offset by extra renewable electricity from sun)

•

Decrease CO2 emission by transportation by close public transport and promoting bicycle
use.

•

Minimize energy demand by efficient appliances, airtight building envelope, mechanical
ventilation with heat recovery, good control of appliances, for example PIR sensors for
lighting
Use of renewable for energy supply, achieve zero energy consumption over a year by PV
panels and solar heating
Use low embodied energy materials
Decrease sanitary water consumption by grey and rain water recirculation and using
shower and taps with low water consumption
Increase recyclable material use
Motivate the users to recycle waste by supplying recyclable waste facilities

•
•
•
•
•

Functional Value
•
•
•

Increase operability, ease of use in the building by publishing user guide and operations
& maintenance manual and intelligent energy meter with a touch screen display
Increase awareness of users and public for environmental performance measures by
publishing information using websites, factsheets, brochures and user manuals
Assure both functional and spatial flexibility of house for users

Economical Value
•

Minimize operating costs by implementation of renewable energy generation systems,
reducing electricity and heat demands and losses.
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5.2 Woonhuis 2.0
Woonhuis 2.0 is a villa row house in on the Steigereiland of Amsterdam, the Netherlands. It was
built in 2009 by Pieter Weijnen from FARO-architects as an improvement of his first
experimental house nearby (woonhuis 1.0). The 2.0 version is designed to be energy neutral and
is built by Cradle 2 Cradle objectives. Recycling of materials should bring the CO2 reduction to
100%. The passive house concept is used to reach the energy neutrality. A certificate for this
building method has be given, based on the design and on measurements after built.
To achieve energy neutrality, the building skin is highly insulated and airtight to keep the heat
inside. The rest of heat needed is collected by solar collectors on the roof and extracted from the
ground by a horizontal exchanger. The electricity needed will be produced by two wind turbines
on the roof, but until now they are not installed.
This house has been designed as an example for state of the art sustainable building, therefore
the height of building costs were not a topic of high attention. These were estimated on 550,000
euro including tax.

Figure 14: Front façade and inner view of Woonhuis 2.0 (source: Faro Architects)

5.2.1 Building systems
Design of the Woonhuis 2.0 will be explained following the 6S-structure under here. In the
appendix an extended factsheet can be found, including all collected building details.
Information for this study was gained by collecting publications, internet pages and elaborate
interview with the architect and company partner: designers of the house.
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5.2.2 Stuff
All the artificial lighting was designed to be LED. During use and built, some lights had to be
replaced by reasons of armature type or users wishes to normal light bulbs and PL lamps.
Appliances in the house were not bought with the A++ label, since the owned appliances were
functioning well, so it would be a shame to replace them.

5.2.3 Services
Heating is based on the production of heat by vacuum solar collector tubes on the roof facades
(South, West, and North) with a total size of 14 m2. The collected heat is stored in two tanks of
2m3 each on the third floor. The heat is transported by water to the floor heating system in the
floors of the house. An extra heating system might be installed in the living room: a wood pellet
stove. This will form a closed system with outside, so no air tightness problems will occur. A
catalyst will be part of this system to prevent the exhaust of NOx and fine dust in the exhaust air.
Hot water is also heated by the vacuum solar collector tubes and stored in a separate tank.

Figure 15: From left to right: ventilation principle, daylight design and section of wall/window
section (source: Faro Architects)
For ventilation, a mechanical balanced ventilation system is used including heat recovery from
the outlet air. The inlet air is preheated by this, and extra heated by a horizontal ground source
heat exchanger. The glycol mixture will give this moderate ground temperature to the inlet air.
The heat recovery system includes a bypass system for releasing the extra heat in summer. Inlet
of the fresh air is placed in the staircase, with overflows to the rooms. The exhaust air from the
rooms is collected by grills in the rooms. This placement will reduce noise and prevents shortcuts
of fresh air to the exhaust.
Natural ventilation is also integrated in the design, by use of open able façade panels near the
windows. These panels are covered by semi-open façade boards to increase safety (preventing
children to fall out and criminals to get in). The combination of these open able parts will
provide facility for night time cooling in summer.
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Electrical energy should be produced by two DonQi windmills (1.75kW each) on the roof. This
is planned by the architect, but until this moment they were not installed due to regulation
problems with the local government.
Use of drink water is reduced by collection of rainwater for toilet flushing. This is stored in a
tank in the garden; the water is also used for garden irrigation. To further reduce the use of drink
water, water saving taps are used for all sinks and a water saving shower head.
A domotica system is installed to help the users reducing their energy demand and provide them
with good control and information. It includes wireless sensors which turn off the light on the
toilets, wireless light switches and a user control panel in the living room and master bedroom.
This contains the feature of shutting down all systems in the house, when the user goes to bed or
leaves the house. Some special lighting could not be connected to this system, they should be
turned off by hand.
The choice of system types was based on the level of maintenance needed during use. System
which are easy to use and to clean, with little maintenance where chosen above ones with high
maintenance impact.

5.2.4 Skin/structure
The construction type of the house is massive wooden structure, which is combined with wooden
sandwich panels, filled by cellulose insulation material. The panels are delivered by Finnforest,
with U-values of 0,10 W/m2K. They also provide good air tightness, which shows in the Passive
House certificate for which tests on air tightness and thermal performance of the skin were
conducted. Floors consist of a wooden structure, filled and heightened with material of old mattresses,
which is topped by sand board and marbled linoleum. Only the ground floor is based on concrete, with a
topping of nature stone tiles.
By use of the prefabricated building method, construction waste on building site was reduced to only
three bags, in which different types of material were separated. Spare wood is stored to use in the coming
fire place.
Windows are chosen on safety and Passive House integration, resulting in triple glazing with wooden
insulated window frames. These windows come with a safety certificate by the Dutch police organisation.
Finishing of inner walls consists of unpainted wood. This reduces the environmental impact (no use of
paint) and gives higher acoustic comfort (low reverberation times). Outside finishing (façade cladding) is
made of Larch planks, which were burned by a Japanese coal technique in order to improve durability
without impregnating with chemicals or painting.

5.2.5 Space-plan
The house is built on a lot of 6 by 12.8 meters and is 4 storey’s high, including a volume of about
990 m3. This results in a net floor area of 229 m2. This is quite large for a normal family house in
the Netherlands. The space is divided over four floors
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Ground floor: kitchen with door to garden, living area, hall.
First floor: living room, office place
Second floor: two (children) bedrooms, space for building services and laundry, bathroom
Third floor: master bedroom including walk-in closet and bathroom, guest room
Roof: roof terrace.
Spaces are flexible in use due to their large free areas. Technical flexibility is assured by use of
the demountable wooden floor package. Walls are more difficult to change.

5.2.6 Site
As mentioned in the introduction, the house is built on the Steigereiland a district in the northeast of Amsterdam. It is a living area in development, with many experimental projects like this
one. Public transportation is very well regulated with a bus and frequent tram connection within
450 meters. Local amenities can be found within 700 meters, an elementary school with daycare
is very near, within 200 meters. The district has good pavements for walking, and slow traffic.
Ecology is not addressed in an optimal way. The land was created in the river IJ, which affects
the water environment. Greenery was not clearly added to the area. Construction impact on the
area was reduced by the prefabricated building method. Therefore construction time was short,
and without heavy work (so little nuisance of sound).

5.2.7 Results of Assessment Woonhuis 2.0
The detailed aspects of this house were filled in the simplified BREEAM-NL checklist, and
points were awarded for the topics with good attention. The list could be filled in for almost all
topics, only 7% of the criteria had to be left blank due to a lack of information. The checklist is
given in appendix F and G, the results in graphical form can be found below.
The assessment was done in two parts: first literature study based on publications as found on the
internet and documents which were given by the architectural bureau.
The second, improved assessment was based on a interview and site visit. Persons which shared
their knowledge were:
•

new owner of Woonhuis 1.0 who just bought it and lived their for a couple of months

•

Axel Möltgen, member of architectural bureau Faro-architects

•

Pieter Weijnen, head of architectural bureau Faro-architects, designed and lived in 1.0,
designed and lives currently in 2.0.
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Category

Value in
BREEAM-NL

Score after first
assessment

Final score after
interview

Management

12%

33%

83%

Health and Comfort

15%

50%

100%

Energy

19%

40%

60%

Transport

8%

50%

75%

Water

6%

17%

33%

Materials

13%

50%

100%

Waste

8%

0%

50%

Land use and ecology

10%

29%

29%

Pollution

10%

0%

14%

Table 16: percentage of each topic which was addressed by the case study
Left: as resulted from early assessment on 19-11-2009. Right: as resulted from elaborate
assessment (including interview) finished on 7-12-2009.
The table shows the large difference in scores between the assessment based on literature and the
assessment based on personal interviews and site visit. With this the amount of information
increases intensively and with that, the scoring in our version of BREEAM-NL.

Figure 17 (left): Assessment results for Woonhuis 2.0 by categories.
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Figure 18 (right): Overall result of assessment Woonhuis 2.0
The figures above show the amount of attention which is given to the several categories of
Breeam-NL, based on the methodology as described above. The outcome shows a high amount
of attention for management. This is the case because maintenance and performance credits were
awarded, for good consideration in design. Also safety was improved since the first version of
the house (Woonhuis 1.0). It is not reaching 100% since the lack in attention for costs and
applicability for different kinds of users. Health & comfort scores a maximum of points.
Lighting, thermal, acoustic and air comfort were completely considered in the design, partly in
the passive and partly in the active part. Also 100% for materials: all criteria for the materials
topic were addressed in a positive way. Finally it scores quite high on transport, since the
location is favourable for public transport, cyclists and walkers. This can positively influence the
amount of car use: it decreases. The designer took the cyclists part into account by adding a
bicycle shed to the house
The house scores mediocre on energy. Preventing high energy use was provided by monitoring
system, efficient appliances and highly insulated building skin. Thermal energy collection is
provided, but electrical energy production lacks up to this moment. Though, there is intention for
installing. Pollution is quite well addressed: harmful materials are not used for cooling machines;
flood risks and polluting ground water risks are minimized by use of façade materials and garden
design. The lack of information on the fire place is resulting in a non-perfect value.
The house scores lower on the topics of water, waste and land use & ecology. It does include
water saving taps and reuses rain water for toilet, but measures like leakage detection, submetering, filtering for more reuse and irrigation are not considered yet. On the waste topic,
mainly construction waste is considered, but household waste is not completely divided in
different streams, nor is there a designed place to organize this dividing of streams in the house.
This is partly due to local government, partly due to designer. On land use and ecology: the site
was empty of flora and fauna, so no harm in that. But it was not a polluted piece of land, which
was used for building, nor is the local flora and fauna improved to contribute to the ecosystem.
The found design strategies and solutions are the following
Basic Value
•

Create high comfort in the house, by low temperature heating (low changes), high
amount of daylight designed and materials chosen on low emissions and high acoustic
comfort.

•

Adaptation of space planning to the users need, by consultation of user in being the
architect of the design.
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Ecological Value
•

Aim to reach energy neutrality during use. This was designed in a high insulated and
air tight building skin, combined with a ventilation system which regulates the
freshness of the air, and a heating system which gains his heat from the solar energy.
There is aim to integrate electrical production by wind turbines, but not installed yet.

•

Care for materials with low embodied energy and high level of flexibility and life
cycle. This was integrated by following the C2C approach and thereby choosing
materials on their embodied energy and low polluting value. The building system was
chosen to be demountable to increase possibilities for recycling after use.
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5.3 Greenhouse homes (kaswoningen) Culemborg, EVA Lanxmeer
As part of a district development in Culemborg, the Netherlands (EVA-Lanxmeer) a series of 6
greenhouse homes is built in 2002. They were built under the structure of collective private
commissioning. The urban planning design demanded a clear surplus value compared with
normal built houses. Since these greenhouses provide a buffering climate between in- and
outside, the space around the house is optimally used (NOVEM 2003). It also results in a special
material choice for the inner house construction, which does not have to be air- or water tight.
All houses differ a little in space planning, since they were built by private clients, without the
help of a project developer. The architect of the project, Karssenberg Wienberg Samenwerkende
Architecten (KWSA) was leading the design and project development. It resulted in six homes in
a cost range of 226.900 – 408.000 euro. Including ground and BTW. It developed to a second
project of five comparable houses which were built in 2005.

5.3.1 Part of EVA-Lanxmeer
EVA-Lanxmeer is an urban district which is designed around a water winning area. It is focused
on integral and sustainable design, with high demands on energy efficiency and material use. It
includes water purifying measures for drink water on district level. The area is designed to let all
users enjoy the qualities of the rural character (fruit trees, meadows and forests). Living and
working is mixed in the area to improve the varied species in the environment. Mobility is
reduced by keeping short distances to work and prohibiting cars in the district (parking at the
boundaries). The greenhouse homes are placed in the south-east of this water winning area, in a
70 meters line. The gardens are oriented on south-west direction. The gardens are connected to a
shared nature part, which will be used by all habitants together. Entrance is placed on the northeast direction.

Figure 19: EVA-Lanxmeer district and Greenhouse Homes (source: www.EVA-Lanxmeer.nl)
The greenhouse homes which will be discussed here, are the ones which were first built. These
were monitored by SenterNovem, and by their news values, a more of publications on it could be
found than on the newer ones.
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5.3.2 Stuff
Hot-fill washing machine and dishwashers are provided at built-up. So energy could be saved for
heating the hot water needed. Some houses were also supplied with a central vacuum cleaning
system. None of the owners has a dryer, since there is enough space in the greenhouse for drying
clothes.

5.3.3 Services
Heating for the house is provided by a high efficiency solar-gas combination heater, which gives
the heat to a low-temperature floor heating system. A part of the heat comes from the collective
district heating system based on a heat pump connected to the ground water. Extra heat is gained
by a solar collector and heat loss is reduced by the design of short piping.
A balanced ventilation system is applied (inlet and outlet air are mechanically regulated). This is
installed and combined with heat 90%-recovery (with an option for by-pass in summer) on the
outlet. Inlet air is taken from the greenhouse, since this air has a higher temperature than outdoor
air. Possibilities for turning off the inlet part or the whole system are applied, so the user will be
able to use natural ventilation when possible (night ventilation in summer).
To provide cooling in summer, enormous ventilation valves (control automatically or by hand)
can transport the hot air outside quickly with a possible speed of 20 greenhouse volumes per
hour.
Drink water use is reduced by efficient toilets (2-4 liters per flush). The waste water is
distinguished in black, grey and rain water streams. The last two streams are lead to natural
purification systems in the district.

5.3.4 Skin/structure
The core house is built under a glass skin, based on the greenhouse principle. The structure of
this greenhouse consists of glass in aluminum profiles as are used in the greenhouse industry.
The core house is build up out of sand bricks and concrete slaps floors which are carried by
wooden beam layers. Inner walls were built up out of rogipsum, which is based of a rest product
of electricity plants. Rc-value of the floors and facades are 4.0 W/m2K. The roof has a Rc-value
of 4,25 W/m2K. This is reached by use of mineral wool insulation material. The windows have
U-values of 1,2 m2K/W.
Inner finishing is chosen to be environmentally friendly, being natural or crylic paint, no
wallpaper on a wooden background. The outdoor finishing of the core house partly consitst of
reused Azobe wood or mineral stucco with high solid painting.

5.3.5 Space-plan
The inner space is designed by consulting the future owner, since the building process has been
directed as partly private ownership. Therefore the useable floor area of the houses differs
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between 487 and 872 square meters. Two houses include a separate office space. The living
room on the ground floor can easily be extended to the greenhouse space during 8-9 months of
the year. This also accounts for the roof terrace on the first floor, which can be used for several
purposes. Privacy between the houses is assured by a blind wall, which goes on to a natural
hedge. The greenhouse is oriented on the south.

Figure 20: Greenhouse over home and distances to public transport (source: www.EVALanxmeer.nl; EVA-Lanxmeer prentenboek)

5.3.6 Site
The house is built in the district of EVA-Lanxmeer, as was described above. This was created
within a formal water winning area. A key motive of the project was to maintain this water
winning function and the ecological value of the site. This resulted in water filtering areas on the
boundaries of the district, a low amount of paved surface, water infiltration areas to prevent
flooding and the use of environmentally friendly materials. The district is free from cars. They
can be parked at the boundaries, where connections for bus travelling are provided.

5.3.7 Results of Assessment Kaswoningen Culemborg
For this case study, quite a lot of publication was available, but with mostly the same information
included. A visit was not part of this case studies assessment, neither was an interview with the
architect. This resulted in a percentage of credits not awarded by lack of information of 39,3%.
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Figure 21 (left): Assessment results for Kaswoningen by categories.
Figure 22 (right): Overall result of assessment Kaswoningen
The figures above give an overview of the fields of focus, as they could be found in the given
amount of information. For this case study, awareness should be there for the reliability of the
outcomes, since only about 60% of all criteria could be filled in, based on given information.
The high scoring categories in this case study are Management and Materials, followed by Land
use and Ecology and Pollution. This was expected in the choice of this study, since it is part of
the project EVA-Lanxmeer, which has a large focus on ecology and participation of users. Points
for management were awarded for communication to owners (publication, user manuals,
consultation) and for attention for costs. Also the easy maintenance as result of the covering
greenhouse was awarded. The materials topic was awarded high as result of the attention for
finishings and structure, though improvement to this part are still very possible. Land use,
ecology and Pollution scored high points for water management in the environment and the
attention for local ecology in case of flora and fauna.
Water and transport were addressed in a non complete way, but still got points awarded for some
good aspects, as the car free district (results in good public transport) and the reuse of water and
separation of waste water streams.
Low topics of attention are health and comfort, energy and waste. It is remarkable that these
topics contain a lot of criteria scoring zero due to a lack of information. Health and comfort was
monitored by SenterNovem which gave good results, but the full research could not be found.
Energy topics were addressed, but since the age of this project (2002) standards have changed, so
criteria have become stricter, which influences this score. The waste topic also ‘suffered’ under a
lack of information in its score.
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The strategies and solutions which were applied in this project are summarized below.
Basic Value
•

Create a moderate climate level in and around the core house, by constructing a
greenhouse which covers the core house.

•

Prevention of overheating in the designed greenhouse, by integrating large top windows
which are regulated even when owners are not at home

•

Insure protection for overheating, by integrating possibilities for addition of sun shading
in the covering greenhouse.

Functional Value
•

change of useable space during the seasons by greenhouse covering the house, which is
accessible by flexible openings in the core house

Local Value
•

To create tight community bonds, consultation took place in an intensive way. Owners
were actively involved in design process

Ecological Value
•

Reduction of energy demand by integrating energy producing measure (solar collector)
and reduction of energy demand by double skin.

•

Keeping up the ecological value of the district (water winning area), by using nonpolluting materials.

•

Prevention of polluting ground water and flooding by separate sewage systems, drainage
areas, water filtering areas and reuse of rain- or grey water for toilets.

Strategic Value
•

Insure long-term safe environment, by integrating users in the design process and setting
up a owners safe and healthy community. Community activities to increase education.

•

Improving user behaviour and creating a safe environment by prohibiting car use in the
district and giving good access to public transport.

Economic Value
•

Reduction of costs by consulting future users and considering maintenance costs of the
core house.
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5.4 Powerhouse Leusden
This case study was chosen for its architectural value in the Netherlands and the aspect of being
energy producing (producing more than needed). It is a house built in a new area of Leusden,
with a look of a traditional villa, as they were built in the 1930’s and still are very popular. This
quite normal looking house was planned to be assessed following the described method, but
marketing objectives got ahead of this.
Instead of assessing it by the simplified BREEAM-NL criteria, an overview containing 6S’s will
be given and a factsheet in the appendix. As a result, some learning points of this project will be
discussed.

Figure 23: Streetview with Powerhouse (own picture) and backside of the house during opening
(P+ Bouwtrends, Year 2, nr. 2, May + June 2009, pg. 4-11)

5.4.1 Stuff
Appliances in the house are chosen for energy efficiency. Also the lights are all chosen to be 7
Watts LED lamps or PL, the most energy efficient types of light available.

5.4.2 Services
Heating for the house is mainly produced by two large solar collectors which are installed on the
façade of the garage (vertical) and two are placed on top of the garage (4 in total). They contain a
glycol mixture which gives the heat to a glycol-water 750 L buffer tank (blue). A heat pump
cools or heats this water by help of two 70 meters deep earth pipes. In these two pipes heat or
cold is stored for different seasons. Temperature in the glycol-water storage tank is kept on 50 °C
which should be high enough to kill all bacteria. A heat exchanger collects the heat from
wastewater from the bath and shower, this is also stored in the buffer tank. The thermal solar
collectors should provide 60-70% of yearly heat demand. Rest 30-40% must be produced by
vertical earth heat collector, in combination with a heat pump.
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The ventilation system handles air circulation and heating or cooling of air, by help of an
underground system. Fresh outdoor air is taken by a 2 meters deep, 65 meters long pipe in the
ground. It preheats in winter and pre-cools the air in summer. The air is blown underneath the
floating covering floor (ProKlima), where it crosses the floor heating tubes. Small grills at the
bottom of almost all facades transport the preheated or pre-cooled air into the room. Heat from
exhaust air is regained by a mechanical heat recovery system. Air is cleaned (ProOxion) by
system based on ionisation (filters dirt, dust, bacteria and polls from the air).
Electrical power is produced by 12 large PV-panels which are installed on the back side of the
roof, their capacity is calculated on 2000 kWh per year. Wind is also used for electricity
production, by the Everkinetiq windmill on the roof. It is similar to a jet-engine and rotates in the
direction of the wind. A second one will be installed in 2010.
A grey water system piping system is integrated in the house design, but collection of rainwater
is currently not practiced, due to financial problems of the collection tank which should be
placed underneath the driveway.
A home computer monitor with remote control is monitoring the energy use and production. This
includes the option to shut down the house energy systems when leaving the house, or turn of
lights in other places of the house. The switches and sensors are wireless connected to the
domotica system.

Figure 24: Building services in the garage, wind turbine and PV on the roof, wall
structure/insulation system.

5.4.3 Skin/structure
The house was funded on a 50 cm. thick layer of glass recycled porous material which could
have the advantage that less ground has to be moved. This material gives a good base for the
house and also has an insulating value (U= 0,17 W/m2K per 500 mm; Rc= 5,8 m2K/W). Walls
are built-up out of the same type of material, but shaped in building blocks, connected by place
holders and filled with concrete: inside to outside 5 cm insulation – 15 cm concrete – 15 cm
insulation Styropor/Neopor. This building method (Styrostone) gives a short building time, due
to the light weight, easy to stack blocks. Insulation value of the blocks is Rc = 6,9 m2K//W.
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Windows consist of triple glazing filled with inert gas. Window frames are insulated with cork.
Glare and overheating is prevented by flexible solar shading. The device contains a black inner
layer which absorbs all air and light, based on air chamber.
Outside finishing is made of normal brickwork. This had to be done following the rules of the
Welstand committee, otherwise, thin panels of brick-like patterns could have been used and
would have prevented excessive material use.
Inner finishing is foremost traditional wallpaper and stucco. Floor carpets are chosen to be
recycled by PvanH.

5.4.4 Space-plan
The house is detached, with a garden connection between front and back at the west façade. The
house is oriented on north-south, with the living area on the south façade.
•

Ground floor: living room with open kitchen and dining area, hallway, study room and
garage (building services are placed here).

•

First floor: three bedrooms (9-18-22 m2) a bathroom and a hallway.

•

Top floor: attic

5.4.5 Site
The house was built in a new rising district, with many similar looking houses. The district is
built on a former grassland. The streets are accessible by cars, though they are slow-driving due
to placed obstructions. Walking paths are available, but cycling paths are not. Water is designed
in the district, only as a visual part of it.
Public transport is not well reachable, a bus stop is on 1,47 kilometers with a bus frequency of 15
minutes. The nearest large OV terminal is on a travelling distance of 28 minutes travelling (to
Amersfoort central station).

5.4.6 Results/conclusions
This house could not be assessed on the BREEAM-NL criteria list due to mentioned reasons.
Though, some learning points could be described after studying the published information and
the information which was gained during visit and interview with the builder/owner Johannes
Out on 10th of December, 2009.
The house was built by this owner to show the possibilities of the recycled porous glass material
in Dutch building practice, even when regarding the future governmental aims of the
Netherlands. By adding electrical and thermal energy producing systems and good insulation,
this house could produce more energy than needed. The extra energy could be used to drive an
electrical car. If this is really the case, it can be found out after some time, since the house is
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currently in use for about 4 months. The point of attention was mostly on energy, other
sustainable topics were addressed in a minimal way. This was partly due to the building
regulations of the site (brickwork was demanded) and to some problems with new building
technique (Dutch contractors did not want to accept the job, other contractor went bankrupt and
some material delivery came in wrong sizes).
Basic Value
•

Insure good comfort in the house by combining floor heating and air heating system in the
floor package.

•

To increase the quality of air by integrating an air cleaning system based on ionization in the
ventilation system.

Ecological Value
•

Reduce the energy demand from fossil fuels by using thick insulation package, preheating
ventilation air, storage of seasonal thermal energy, collecting thermal energy from the sun
and collecting electrical energy from wind and sun.

•

Reduce energy demand for transport, by using energy from overproduction to charge an
electrical car.

•

Reduction of source materials by use of recycled glass as basis for foundation and wall
insulation/structure. This approach was not used in the choice of façade materials, being
bricks.

Strategic Value
•

To make the energy producing house marketable by designing it in Dutch popular way,
making it look like a traditional villa house.
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5.5 Zero Carbon House- Shetland
A zero carbon house on Britain’s most northerly island of Unst was built in 2008(Zero Carbon
House website). The carbon neutral home lowers the carbon footprint by producing its own
energy and storing it to heat the home. This energy is also used to fuel an electric vehicle for
transportation which is about to be implemented in the project.
Project is developed by the owners of the house as they live in it. The project is privately
sponsored by companies either financially or by providing discounted services. As one of the
main objectives of the project being to pilot an approach to carbon-neutral living that can be
replicated across the UK and elsewhere, sustainability is achieved by a wide perspective.
In order to explain the concept better, illustrative scheme of the concept is shown in Figure 25.

5.5.1 Building Systems
Design of the Zero Carbon House will be explained using Brand’s 6 S’s approach.

5.5.2 Stuff
Appliances used in the house are also energy efficient to ensure the minimized electricity
demand. LED lights with easy to use switches are applied.

5.5.3 Services
As can be seen from the figure, concept includes wind turbines to supply electrical energy to the
house and the grid. Since the location of the project, Unst, is a very windy area developers
decided to install wind turbines instead of putting PV arrays on the roof which is typical for low
energy housing projects. This could result in high initial costs but since this is a pilot project
costs of the turbine are reduced drastically and purchase is sponsored by companies. Moreover,
excessive energy will be stored using battery/fuel cells, which is also an important part of the
energy concept. On the other hand, electrical car will be charged using the electrical energy
produced by wind turbines and stored by battery/ fuel cells. Therefore, carbon emissions related
to transportation will be reduced.
In order to meet the heat demand of the house, an air-to-water heat pump together with hot water
battery and underfloor heating will be utilized. Mechanical ventilation with heat recovery utility
will decrease the heat demand, and this is also an air conditioning unit with a consumption of
300 Watts. For hot tap water demand, a heat store tank with a capacity of 4200 liters is installed
underground which is connected to the air-to water heat pump. As soon as the water in the store
reaches the required temperatures, a valve feeds the water to the house. In addition, an inline
water heater is installed in case.
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Figure 25: Schematic view of the zero carbon house concept in Shetland
Water is supplied by spring water manifolds on the site and French drains are built around the
house which is connected to a central sump. In addition, rain water is harvested to the central
sump. The water in the sump is used to irrigate the garden and 10 meter deep well which is
spring fed is used for water needs.
Another innovative part of the project is horticulture greenhouse where the food will be produced
domestically. Required heat for the food production will be supplied by the heating system
explained above. LEDs are used to increase the fertility of food crops which are locally sourced.

5.5.4 Skin/Structure
Construction of the house is made of natural timber from certified forests, which has low
embodied energy and it will be supplied from Scotland to minimize transportation costs and
impacts. The whole roof and all external walls are insulated with Celotex foam of 140mm which
is claimed to be the only green certified foam in the UK, and all joints were sealed with
expanded foam with a gun. Therefore, thermal properties of the building skin together with
airtightness are enhanced.
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5.5.5 Space-plan
Since there are not enough information available, space-plan details of the house cannot be
given.

5.5.6 Site
As mentioned previously, the house is located in a low density area. Since the location has high
flood risk, French drains are used to prevent flooding and also pollution by surface water run off.
A bio tank is used for sewage on site and fully treated effluent is sent to the sea via sea outfall
pipe.

5.5.7 Results of assessment for Shetland
Characteristics of the project are rated by the comparison method and results of the analysis can
be seen in Figure 26 and Figure 27. As can be seen from the first figure, the concept is focused
on energy, waste, management, health and comfort and materials section of BREEAM-NL.
However, criteria under categories of transport, pollution, land use and ecology. Especially lack
of attention given to transport criteria is due to the fact that it is located in a suburban area of the
island. Although electric car is included in the concept as a part of sustainable life style, design
didn’t achieve any points in transportation category since criteria in the methodology require
public transport connections and available bicycle sheds.

Figure 26: Assessment Results for Zero Carbon House Shetland by categories
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Figure 27: Overall Result of Assessment of Zero Carbon House Shetland
Developers consulted suppliers for a long time, around three years, to minimize the technical
risks and costs. Also robust technologies are claimed to be implemented in the concept. In
addition, during construction site impacts are taken into account. Therefore most of the criteria
under management part are covered. On site composting technology and separated waste
collection are the main reasons for relatively high score in waste category.
Grey/rain water recycling is not utilized in the house because the water is supplied from spring
water fed on site. Therefore, this cannot be viewed as lack of attention but preferences due to the
conditions of the location can be the main reasons for certain strategies. As a result of the study
and using the main objectives of the project following design strategies are interpreted:

Ecological Value
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Achieve zero carbon emissions by using wind turbine, and in addition decrease the
carbon emissions related to transportation and food production
Minimize energy demand by constructing a highly efficient home
Use of renewable for energy supply, achieve zero energy consumption over a year
Use low embodied energy materials for construction
Assure well founded origin of materials
Decrease the building site effects during construction
Recycling of construction wastes
Recycle organic wastes by composting on site
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Local Value
•
•
•

Make use of experience of local community
Promote low carbon living in and around UK
Protection of ecology around the house

Economical Value
•
•

Minimize technical risks by using proven technologies
Minimize initial and operating costs

Functional Value
•
•

Increase awareness of users and public for environmental performance measures by
publishing information through internet and reports.
Assure the usability of the house for different or future users by increasing ease of use for
elderly inhabitants
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5.6 Habitat for Humanity Zero Energy House
This project, supported by the U.S. Department of Energy’s (DoE) Building America Program, is
a case study in reaching zero energy within the affordable housing sector in cold climates. Main
aim of Building America Program is to understand how to achieve high energy efficiency in new
homes. As part of this project, Habitat for Humanity of Metro Denver and the National
Renewable Energy Laboratory collaborated to build a zero energy house in the cold climate of
Wheat Ridge, Colorado (Norton, 2008). The home attracted attention within USA, including
some newspapers, TV channels, websites and magazines, and presented in several conferences.
In the beginning of the project stakeholders defined project design criteria and they are strictly
followed throughout the project. Every design decision and strategy is based on these criteria,
which might be inspiring for the graduation project. These design criteria are given in the
technical report (10) as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Its goal should be zero net energy
It should be replicable by Habitat for Humanity
It should take advantage of Habitat volunteer labor.
Tradeoffs for zero energy were done at full material cost.
The home should require no special operation
No prototypes are used.
Keep it simple

As the criteria imply, in the project, goal of zero primary energy use over the year is tried to be
achieved by applicable, known, simple and cost effective solutions. Although volunteer labor
will reduce the cost of the project, design decisions are given in order to make use of free labor,
so solutions with low initial cost and high labor cost are selected.
For the design of the house, building simulation tools TRNSYS and DOE2 are used. TRNSYS is
used for solar system sizing calculations, which is concluded to be challenging.
After the residents move into the house in 2005, developers started to collect data by
measurements and the data collection was completed in 2007. According to these measurements,
the house proved to be energy positive, i.e. it consumes less energy than it produces over a year.
A picture of the house is shown in the following figure
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Figure 28: NREL Zero Energy House Colorado

5.6.1 Building Systems
Design of the Zero Energy House will be explained using Brand’s 6 S’s approach.

5.6.2 Stuff
Appliances used in the house are also energy efficient, i.e. A++, to ensure the minimized
electricity demand. LED lighting is used throughout the house so that electricity consumption
due to lighting will be minimized.

5.6.3 Services
In order to provide fresh air to the home and minimize energy losses, a balanced energy recovery
ventilation (ERV) system, i.e. mechanical ventilation with heat recovery, is utilized. The ERV
exhausts air from the kitchen and bathroom and supplies fresh air to the living room and bedrooms.
Heat from the exhaust air is used to heat the incoming fresh air as in all the heat recovery systems.
The space heating system combines a point-source direct vent NG furnace in the living/dining area of
the home and small baseboard electric resistive heaters in the three bedrooms. This approach is
relatively low cost, elegantly simple, and provides zone heating because each appliance has its own
independent thermostat.
Approximately 9-m2collector area with 200 gal of water storage is used which will result in an 88%
annual solar saving fraction including pump energy losses. In addition, an NG tankless water heater
as a backup to the solar system to be used in the winters. All hot water need is met by solar collector
and storage system.

As being a zero energy home (ZEH), it is designed to consume as much energy as it produces
over the course of a full year. Electrical energy storage systems are not utilized since the over
production by PV array will be fed to the grid and excessive demand will be supplied from the
grid. So PV system with 4-kW of maximum power based on the assumptions for typical energy
use in the house.
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5.6.4 Skin/Structure
The walls of the house consist of an outer 2 × 4 structural stud wall on 16-in. centers with R13
fiberglass batts in the cavities. Thermal bridging is avoided by the insulation in the space between the
double stud walls. Therefore, R values of the walls are close to the nominal values. Floor and ceiling
are also covered with fiberglass insulation to improve the thermal performance of the building
envelope.
South facing windows are different than the windows facing east, west and north directions. This is
to increase the solar gain from south façade. Double-glazed, low-emissivity (U-value = 0.30 Btu/h-Fft2) high solar heat gain coefficient (SHGC = 0.58) glass was chosen for the southern windows.
Double-glazed clear windows would have provided more solar heating, but also would have
increased the overheating potential. Very high performance low-e solar glass with argon fill and a Ufactor (SI) of 1.14W/m2 K was used for the east, west and north faces with a higher solar
transmission U factor 1.70 glass used for the south exposure.

5.6.5 Space-plan
Since there are not enough information available, space-plan details of the house cannot be
given.

5.6.6 Site
The house is placed at a site in Wheat Ridge that had fairly good solar access, a site with a relatively
low density.

5.6.7 Results
Results of the analysis of the Zero Energy House are shown in Figure 28 and Figure 29. As it is
observed from the figures, in this project designers and developers didn’t pay attention to the criteria
of categories transport, materials, waste, land use and ecology and pollution. Therefore, this project
can be claimed to be focusing on only energy and health & comfort aspects of the design. In the
water management category, it earned a credit because of the water-meter available in the house,
which does not mean one of the focus points was to reduce water consumption.
Overall ranking of the house is also relatively compared to previous results.
This result was expected as far as the project objectives are considered, which are achieving net zero
energy use over a year by affordable and practical measures. The reason why this house is selected as
a case study is to show the general trend in low energy housing in USA. Except for some unique
projects, most of the projects are run with similar objectives.
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Figure 29: Evaluation Results of NREL Zero Energy House by categories of BREEAM-NL

Figure 30: Overall Result of NREL Zero Energy House- 27%
Using the information from technical papers and the results of the evaluation of the design
following strategies can be interpreted for the zero energy house.
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Ecological Value
•
•
•
•

Minimize electrical energy demand by using highly efficient appliances
Minimize heat demand by thick insulation and airtight envelope.
Use of renewable for energy supply, achieve zero energy consumption over a year
Minimize lighting load by incorporating passive solar design and efficient lighting
equipment

Basic Value
•

Achieve high thermal comfort by installing individual temperature control in each room

•

Increase the air quality in the living rooms and bedrooms by mechanical ventilation

Local Value
•

Make use of experience of local community

Economical Value
•
•
•

Minimize technical risks by using proven technologies
Minimize initial and operating costs
Make use of volunteer labor such that choose low initial cost systems regardless of their
construction requirements

Functional Value
•

Increase awareness of public for environmental performance measures by publishing
information through internet and reports.
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5.7 Beddington Zero Energy Development (BedZED)
The Beddington Zero Energy Development, or BedZED, is the UK’s best-known eco-village
(BioRegional, 2009). BedZED comprises 100 homes, community facilities and workspace for
100 people. The scheme was completed and occupied in 2002.
In addition to sustainable properties of dwellings, this project stands out with promoting
sustainable life styles to its residents. The importance of user behavior for energy efficiency in
buildings is emphasized by the project. Many aspects of sustainability are considered in the
project including energy efficiency, water and waste management, green transport, quality of
indoor environment and life of residents, low embodied energy of materials and even sustainable
food production on site.
Within seven years after the project was completed, measurements have been taken and
satisfaction of the residents are questioned by some studies. These results together with
implementation failures/successes result in a large amount of learning points. Also this project
also affected the development of Code for Sustainable Homes which is explained in one of the
previous chapters.
Main idea behind the project is to show how ‘sustainable’ way of living is possible in the future
and how the ecological footprint of dwellings and residents can be reduced.
According to the measurement results (11), electricity use and heat demand is 45% and 81% less
than the local average, respectively. Also water consumption is measured to be less than half o
fthe average use in Sutton. In addition, strategy to promote sustainable living of BedZED
residents seems to be effective as far as car ownership, mileage and waste recycling aspects are
considered.
Some of the key operational aims are listed in the reports (11) as follows:
• reduce water consumption compared to the UK average by 33%
• reduce electricity consumption compared to the UK average by 33%
• reducing space heating needs compared to the UK average by 90%
• reduce private fossil fuel car mileage to 50% of UK average
• eliminate carbon emissions due to energy consumption

5.7.1 Building Systems
Design of the BedZED three storey maisonette will be explained using Brand’s 6 S’s approach.

5.7.2 Stuff
Appliances used in the house, such as washing machine, freezer, fridge and light bulbs, are all
energy efficient, to ensure the minimized electricity demand. Compact fluorescent lighting is
used throughout the house so that electricity consumption due to lighting will be minimized.
Also water using appliances such as toilet flushes, shower fittings, taps and washing machine are
water efficient in order to minimize sanitary water demand.
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Visible meters are placed in kitchens to enable the users in the house keep track of the
consumption and take necessary precautions for minimum consumption.

5.7.3 Services
BedZED houses are super insulated such that under normal occupancy, temperature level stays at
comfortable levels by internal gains from residents, appliances and daily activities like cooking.
Therefore, no central heating systems are required.
A site-wide heat source is provided by the combined heat and power plant. This provides a
constant supply of low temperature hot water (LTHW) at around 80°C while the CHP is in
operation (around 18 hours per day). The systems have been designed to minimize peaks in the
heating demand by providing large amounts of hot water storage in each property.
The temperature level in houses is kept above a certain level because the houses are designed to
have a high thermal inertia, which means if the temperature falls below the predetermined level
then it will be energy intensive to heat up the house again. In order to keep the temperature level
above the limit during extended unoccupied periods, each house is equipped with a
supplementary heating system.
Ventilation of the dwellings is provided by passive stack ventilation (PSV) units with heat
reclaim. Warmth of the exhaust air from kitchen, bathroom and toilets is used to preheat the fresh
air which is distributed to all habitable parts of the house. Passive ventilation is supported with
the power of the wind which is supplied by wind cowls on top of houses.
Electrical energy demand in the houses is minimized and the remaining demand is met by a
central CHP plant. CHP plant is fed by locally sourced woodchips and gasification system
produces combustible gas out of woodchips and feed it to the spark ignition engine. Although the
CHP plant didn’t work due to some technical problems, for the analysis it’s assumed to be
working since this is a comparison and evaluation based on the idea of concepts, not the
performance.
777m2 of photovoltaic panels are placed on roof tops and south facing windows in order to
power 40 electric cars, which were expected to be used by residents. However, due to the fact
that uptake of electric cars is not as expected and since the CHP plant didn’t operate as planned,
output of PV array is used in the site for all purposes.
Waste recycling and composting facilities are also available on site.
Waste and rain water recycling systems are used to minimize the water use in the dwellings.
Waste water is treated on site and used in toilet flushing and irrigation. Recycled rain water is
collected in a storage tank and after self cleaning in the system, it’s fed to toilets, water points in
the garden.
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Following figure is an illustration of the sustainability concept in building services.

Figure 31: BedZED building service concept

5.7.4 Skin/Structure
The building envelope is designed to be airtight and minimize heat losses such that thermal
demand in the house will be minimized. In order to achieve this goal, all the external surfaces in
the house are super insulated with 300 mm. thick insulation material.
Thermal mass of the house is increased to solve overheating and underheating problems without
consuming excessive energy. For this purpose, dense concrete blockwork and concrete floor
slabs and exposed radiant surfaces to aid heat absorption are used in the design.
Windows are of different type depending on the orientation. 2 skins of double-glazing to south
elevation and triple-glazing for all other elevations are used to increase the solar gain from the
south elevation.
It should be also noted that the building fabric is designed for a 120 year design life.

5.7.5 Space-plan
Orientation and passive design of the house is optimized to increase the passive solar gain. In the
houses, sun spaces are also placed in the dwellings facing south. Since there are not enough
information available, space-plan details of the house cannot be given.
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5.7.6 Site
The neighborhood is designed such that sustainable lifestyles are promoted. Local food
production and green transport plan are one of the most emphasized features of the neighborhood
to reduce the ecological footprints of residents.
Surface water are collected via foul drains and treated on site by a sewage treatment system.

5.7.7 Results
Results of the evaluation of BedZED dwelling is shown in the following figures.

Figure 32: Evaluation Results of BedZED by categories of BREEAM-NL
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Figure 33: Overall Result of BedZED- achieved 66%
Graphs above imply that during design process all the BREEAM-NL categories are focused to
certain extend. All the criteria in energy and waste categories are met and most the criteria in
management, health & comfort, transport and water categories are covered in the design.
Although material applications in BedZED are claimed to be sustainable, the design of the house
is not flexible which in turn resulted in a relatively low percentage in material category.
Although a green transport plan and facilities for local food production are implemented in the
development, they are not visible in the evaluation results since this methodology, as explained
above, is not evaluating all the measures beyond the physical boundary of the house.
Using the information from technical papers and the results of the evaluation of the design
following strategies can be interpreted for BedZED project.

Basic Value
•

•
•

Increase the thermal comfort in the house by preventing overheating in the summer using
passive ventilation, windows and sunspace and by preventing temperatures below certain
level by passive solar gain, human activity and appliances, and residual heat from the hot
water cylinder and heated towel rail.
Increase the indoor air quality by natural ventilation using openable windows and wind
cowls placed on top of dwellings
Increase level of daylight by passive solar design using large glazing on the south facing
façades
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•

Improve the quality of life of residents by providing community facilities and creating a
sense of community

Ecological Value
•

Zero CO2 emission on annual basis by renewables for all energy need, only wood fuelled
CHP which is offset by growing trees.

•

Decrease CO2 emission related to transportation of residents by reducing the need to
travel, promoting public transport and to offer alternatives to private car travel.

•

Minimize energy demand by efficient appliances, airtight building envelope, passive
ventilation with heat recovery, good daylight design, visible meters, good control of
appliances like photocells for external lighting
Use of renewable for energy supply, achieve zero energy consumption over a year by
bio-fuelled CHP plant
Use low embodied energy materials
Decrease sanitary water consumption by grey and rain water recirculation and using
shower and taps with low water consumption
Increase recyclable material use
Motivate the users to recycle waste by supplying waste recycling and composting
facilities
Decrease ecological footprint of residents by supplying facilities for local food
production,

•
•
•
•
•
•

Functional Value
•
•

Increase operability, ease of use in the building by publishing user guide and operations
& maintenance manual.
Increase awareness of users and public for environmental performance measures by
publishing information using published reports, user manuals and visible meters to
observe the level of consumption

Economical Value
•
•

Minimize operating costs by implementation of renewable energy generation systems,
reducing electricity and heat demands and losses.
Minimize initial costs by avoidance of non-standard technologies with high capital costs
where possible (author’s note: this is not strictly followed during the design process)
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5.8

6 Discussion and Conclusion
In this part of the report, results of the study will be discussed. Conclusions are presented
basically in four different sections. Firstly, comparative analysis results of the cases are
discussed in BREEAM- NL structure. After that the design strategies of the cases will be
discussed and the conclusions related to the missing design strategies in the projects will be
highlighted. After mentioning the learning points from this study are presented, use of the
developed methodology will be discussed and methodology during the graduation project will be
expressed.

6.1 Discussion and Conclusion Regarding Comparison Results
The conclusions are drawn on the basis of the found graphical results in the studied projects.
When viewing the results it must be taken into account that the amount of projects was small, the
amount of information per project was sometimes little and the difference between assessors
could result in differences.
There will be two parts in this conclusion: based on the separate categories and based on the total
score in BREEAM-NL (the integral approach). The first part consists of nine graphs, which
represent the amount of focus given to a category by the six assessed projects. The overview of
all category graphs can be found in appendix H. This will also include the graphs per case study
divided per category and one showing the integral BREEAM-NL score. The categories will be
discussed here and findings in the graphs will be explained by linking them to the solutions in
the case studies. The second part will explain the outcomes in the total BREEAM-NL scores of
the project. It will contain an explanation of why some projects score high or low.

6.1.1 Management
The topic of management is generally well addressed by the studied projects. All projects gave
some attention to the performance of the system installed, the publication of building information
and education by showing sustainable measures. Also some projects gave attention to the
building site, by using prefabrication building techniques which take short time for construction
little waste, water and energy on site. Lack of attention has been given to the life cycle costs of
the houses and applicability for different or future use.
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Figure 34 (left): results for category Management.
Figure 35 (right): results for category Health and Comfort.

6.1.2 Health and Comfort
The topic of health and comfort is one of the basic needs for a house design. All houses should
comply with the regional building regulations, but for the simplified BREEAM-NL assessment,
not all information could be found, and therefore not awarded. The spatial comfort and thermal
comfort were much addressed. The parts of thermal comfort where attention seems to lack are
the acoustics and the volatile components in the air. Attention was given to daylight availability,
but this could be done in a more extensive way.

6.1.3 Energy
Energy was a high addressed topic in all project. Half of all projects score 100% on this field. It
is apparent to see two projects scoring low or very low. This is due to a half finished design in
the case of Woonhuis 2.0 and a lower aim than reaching an energy neutral status during use for
the Kaswoningen. In that project, also a lack of information for the criteria is resulting in a low
grade. Improvements could be made by monitoring energy use by sub-measuring and measuring
the performance of the building skin.
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Figure 36 (left): results for category Energy.
Figure 37 (right): results for category Transport.
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6.1.4 Transportation
This is a topic which influences the environmental impact of users strongly. It focuses on the
distance to public transportation facilities, local amenities and possibilities for cycle usage. The
region of the house is influencing this topic. For instance, the distant place of the Shetland house
results in a very low score, though a solution for the problem was given by including electric car
charging facilities. The houses in urban areas score high (Woonhuis 2.0 and BedZED). A lack of
information resulted in a zero score for the Colorado. house.

6.1.5 Water
Reducing water use by reducing measures on taps and showers and reusing rain- or grey water
gets some attention in the studied projects, but none of them addresses it in the full way (as is
described by the BREEAM-NL credits). Neither does any of them totally discards the measures
for reduction of drink water use. Criteria which were not addressed by any of the projects were
the prevention of leakage in the water system and the self-closing facilities to prevent open taps
when they are not in use. It can be questioned how large the influence of these criteria is in a
normal household.
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Figure 38 (left): results for category Water.
Figure 39 (right): results for category Materials.

6.1.6 Materials
There can be seen a large diversity in attention for this topic between the several case studies.
The architect of the highest scoring project (Woonhuis 2.0) clearly stated his design strategy to
follow the methodology of Cradle 2 Cradle. Therefore, large attention was given to the type,
origin and the demount-ability of the chosen materials and building system. The medium scores
are mostly based on a lack of information. The zero score is true, since the attention for low
impact materials in the Colorado house was none. This also resulted in a lack of information in
most of the criteria.
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6.1.7 Waste
Attention for low production of construction waste was addressed by more than half of the
projects. But use of recycled material for construction was only implemented in one. Attention
for separation of household waste in different streams and collection of compost for use in the
garden was addressed by four projects. Only the Kaswoningen and the Colorado house show a
very low amount of attention, for half of the topics this was caused by a lack of information. The
other projects address some of the waste topics and BedZED addresses all of them. For
construction, Woonhuis 2.0 can be seen as a good example (low impact materials, prefabricated).
For recycled materials and separation of waste BedZED is the best example (15% of total
materials is recycled, all waste streams separated and collected that way).
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Figure 40 (left): results for category Waste.
Figure 41 (right): results for category Land use and Ecology.

6.1.8 Land use and ecology.
The focus on land use and ecology was low on average of the studied projects. The location was
mostly not part of the design, so it was also not broadly discussed, nor were measures actively
taken to improve the ecological environment. Since the Kaswoningen project was part of a
district development plan which focus was on this topic, the project scores above average. The
most credits were awarded for the low impact on land by the projects. None of all projects gave
information or attention to the groud/space use ratio or the collaboration with local nature
organisations. It can be questioned which importance this has for single house projects

6.1.9 Pollution
There can be found a large diversity in outcomes on the pollution topic. This also comes with a
large diversity in amounts of information. This could be the case because of the applicability of
the chosen criteria for houses. The use of cooling resources (and leakage of that) was not
applicable, since there are no cooling systems in houses of this climate region. In none of the
projects, information could be found on NOx emissions due to space heating. The prevention of
flooding was by some projects addressed by designing facilities for drainage in the garden or in
the projects district. The choice of façade cladding gave in 5 projects a positive credit for
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preventing pollution of surface water run-off. Outdoor lighting pollution and pollution to outside
by noise production were low addressed. These topics are of low impact for single family
houses.

Figure 42: results for category Pollution.

6.1.10

Conclusions on integral scores

The scores on separate categories were weighted by the BREEAM-NL distribution (as given in
the pie-graph below. These weighted scores are presented in the table below and the sums of
those scores are presented in the graph-bars. Some remarkable results will be discussed in this
section.

Figure 43: graph of total weighted scores on simplified BREEAM-NL assessment.
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Figure 44: Weighting of BREEAM-NL categories

6.1.11

High score

The two highest scoring projects are Woonhuis 2.0 (71%) and BedZED (66%). Their scores are
close together, though they are two completely different projects with a very different approach:
a residential villa with all newest (2009) techniques versus a district (2002) This difference
shows the possibilities in sustainable design: though using different strategies and solutions,
almost equals scores can be gained on the integral sustainability level.
Woonhuis 2.0 scores high on materials and health, but BedZED gains the most points on the
energy topic and the combination of waste and transport. Though gaining many points, large
improvements can still be made on the topics:
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Figure 45: Comparison of Woonhuis 2.0 and BedZED results
Woonhuis 2.0:

energy, water, waste, land use and ecology

BedZED:

management, health and comfort, materials, land use and ecology,
pollution

It shows that only the land use and ecology category has to be improved by both, all other
categories to improve are different for these two projects.

6.1.12

Low score

The lowest scoring project is the ZEH/NREL house in Colorado. The strategies for design of this
house were mainly focused on energy performance. It has been tested and proven to be energy
producing, though its score in this assessment is very low due to the single sustainability focus
instead of an integral one.

6.1.13

‘Equal’ scores

It is evident from the Error! Reference source not found.49 that Kingspan Lighthouse covers
he same amount of sustainability criteria in overall as the case study in Shetland does, both
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achieving 59% of the points. However, focused criteria are not exactly the same for the two case
studies.

Figure 46: Comparison by categories of BREEAM-NL
In management category, Shetland project achieved more points than Lighthouse. This can be
explained by some facts. Firstly, developers spent approximately three years consulting
suppliers, local authorities and local community. Moreover, during construction all the stone and
soil excavated from the site used to landscape and wall the site. Therefore, some strategies will
be interpreted from this in order to enhance the sustainability of the house over the whole life
cycle starting from the construction.
Although they both covered all points in the energy category, each project handled the energy
production problem separately. In Shetland, two small scale wind turbines are used but in the
Lighthouse PV panels are installed. These are decisions due to the local conditions, which
concludes to the fact that one of main objectives for the new concept would be implementing
technologies which is applicable for the local conditions.
Shetland is a low populated island and the site where the project is located has a bus service once
a day, which is not sufficient. Since Lighthouse is built on an innovation park, site selection was
not a primary decision of developers. However, in the house user guide transportation links are
mentioned. In the Shetland project, the transportation problem is resolved by an electric car
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which will be charged by the electricity produced on site, which can be claimed to be
sustainable.
The Lighthouse concept is dealing with the water consumption challenge by recycling rain/grey
water but as mentioned above achieving points in this assessment is not related with the
performance of the systems, so systems should be checked if their performance matches
predictions. This holds also for health and comfort criteria where Lighthouse ranked higher as
well.
The zero carbon house in Shetland was built on a brown field which decreases the footprint of
building a new house. Also irrigation of the building site using spring water is another measure
to decrease the effect of the house to the environment. These points are not considered for
Lighthouse concept due to the site conditions it was built. Therefore, for new design these can be
one of the focus points to decrease the effect to the environment and footprint of the project.
Both projects claim to use low embodied energy material, timber frame construction. However,
in neither of the projects demolition phase of the house is mentioned explicitly. Although prefab
timber frame is easy to construct and demolish, insulation materials attached to it can be
problematic during demolition so this point should be another focus points of new concept.

6.1.14

Summary of graphical conclusions

The conclusions which were give above give an overview of the differences of sustainable
building strategies for integral design. These will be implemented in the learning points of this
project and the recommended design strategies for the next phase, which is to design an
affordable sustainable house for the Benelux region.
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6.2 Discussion and Conclusion Regarding Strategies
At the end of each case study several strategies are interpreted from the results and available
information about case studies. These strategies are presented in six value domains such that a
specific strategy is associated with a specific value domain that it intends to improve. In this
section, conclusion from these points will be drawn and strategies that should be focused for an
affordable sustainable housing project will be explained. Also strategies which are emphasized in
seven case studies and which are considered to be missing will be pointed out. Conclusions will
also reflect the authors’ experience of general trends as they are observed during the literature
study.

6.2.1 Basic Value
As explained previously, basic value is determined from a building’s relationship with
individual occupants and their sense of psychological and physical wellbeing. Typical strategies,
which are pointed out in all case studies, associated with this value domain focus on thermal
comfort in the house, daylight levels for visual comfort and air quality regarding fresh air supply
to habitable rooms. Thermal comfort strategies generally focus on temperature level in the rooms
achieved by mechanical ventilation, heating elements and individual temperature controls. Also
designing balanced ventilation systems to assure the thermal comfort in the house is a typical
design strategy (and solution) in the projects.
Acoustical properties of the houses are not emphasized which is an important factor for
health and comfort level in the house. Also air quality related with the pollutant amount is not
specified in most of the projects, only in powerhouse leusden, pollutants in the air were filtered
out by a system based on ionization (air cleaning system). Spatial comfort of the house design is
also not pointed out in the design, which may be due to the fact that it’s a relatively objective
criterion. However, for some projects any details about spatial planning are not published which
may imply that special attention is not given to the spatial organization of the house.
Therefore, in order to add more basic value to the design, new design should incorporate
design strategies regarding acoustics, spatial comfort and internal air quality.
Suggested strategies can be listed as follows:
•

•
•

Acoustical comfort should be improved in the house by implementing simple design
solutions such as placing all the noise producing equipment in an acoustically
insulated room or preferably out of the house.
Spatial comfort in the house should be given a special attention and local perception
of spatial comfort should be implemented in the design.
Internal air quality goal should be clearly defined in terms of pollutant and CO2
concentration. Strategy for fresh air supply with non polluted air by internal and
external factors should be explained.
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6.2.2 Economical Value
As all of the projects focus on minimizing energy demand and producing energy on site,
operational costs related to energy bills are decreased. However, for most of the projects, except
for ZEH in Colorado, affordability, especially initial costs, was not one of the priorities in the
design. Also a life cycle cost analysis is not performed in any of the case studies. Although low
maintenance cost is mentioned in two of the projects, i.e. Woonhuis 2.0 and Kaswoningen
Culemborg, details of this argument are not given. Demolition costs should also be considered
for ‘sustainable’ houses which are generally designed for long life times.
Therefore, in order to increase the economical value of the house, life cycle costs analysis
should be performed and details of initial, maintenance & operational and demolition costs
should be given.
Suggested strategies can be listed as follows;
•

Selection of proven, robust technologies in cooperation with the suppliers will decrease
the design risks and costs.

•

Life cycle cost analysis should be made by giving details about initial, maintenance &
operational and demolition costs

•

Design decision should be made according to the design goals or limitations in initial and
operational costs. Choosing a solution with low initial cost is not always preferable so
life cycle costs should be considered for decision making.

6.2.3 Ecological Value
Ecological value is the most improved value in all the projects since all of them are about
improving the environmental or energy performance of houses. Low energy consumption in the
house is emphasized in all of the projects, and low carbon technologies are implemented to meet
this low energy demand. Water and waste management subjects are also addressed in some of
the projects and general trend shows the importance of these subjects in designer’s perspectives.
However, low embodied energy, i.e. environment friendly materials in whole life cycle, is not
generally addressed in detail. Also environmental impact of constructing the house and
construction site, including details about used materials, waste management during construction,
are not given special attention. In addition, relationship of the house design with the ecological
environment (flora/ fauna) around the house should be mentioned, which includes details about
efficient use of land for the project.
Therefore, in order to improve the ecological value of the house strategies related to low
embodied energy, construction (site), land use and existing fauna/flora around the house
should be implemented in the design.
Suggested strategies can be listed as follows:
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•

Design the house such that waste during construction would be minimized, which
depends on material selection, excavations required and site selection.

•

Material selection should be based on low embodied energy criteria and calculations of
CO2 emissions and energy consumption related to the pre-construction phase of the
material should clearly display the environmental impact of the material.

•

Selection of renewable energy technologies according to the local conditions

•

Incorporating sustainable solutions for transportation of inhabitants according to the local
conditions will help to achieve not only sustainable houses but also sustainable life styles.
Similarly, growing own food is another way of promoting self sufficient, sustainable life
styles.

•

The process of demolition of the house should be taken into account during design phase
such that, the house should be demolished after use with minimum waste and effort
possible.

•

Building site should be carefully selected and the ecology around the location, if there
exists any, should be protected from the consequences of building a house.

6.2.4 Strategic Value
As can be seen from the projects, strategic value of the houses is not improved at all. This means
flexibility of the design and design features which ensure the value/function of the house in the
future and for different users are not highlighted in the design. This conclusion can also be a
result of limited information, because in Woonhuis 2.0, about which good deal of information is
available, these points, especially flexibility, are found to be quite implemented in the design.
However, they are not pointed out as important characteristics of the design.
Therefore, design strategies for different and future users together with flexible features of the
design should be improved in order to assure the strategic value of the design.
Suggested strategies can be listed as follows:
•

•

Implement design solutions for different and possible future users considering the
predicted life time of the house. For example house design should allow old or disabled
people to live in the house comfortably.
Technical and spatial flexibility of the house should be considered in the design phase.
Addition or modification of systems, changing spatial planning of the house should be
relatively easy. For example, house should be easily modified to be used in a
neighborhood or an urban development project.
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6.2.5 Functional Value
Manageability and ease of operation and maintenance in the houses are quite improved by user
manuals, operation and maintenance manuals and also domotica systems. Nearly in all of the
projects importance of easy control of systems and visibility of metering devices are mentioned.
For example in Woonhuis 2.0 the systems can be controlled and monitored by one simple touch
screen placed in a convenient place, e.g. living room.
Therefore, for the new design some advices and strategies can be concluded from the case
studies:
•
•
•
•

Selection and design of simple systems will make the house more manageable and easier
to maintain.
Preparing detailed and easy to understand user guides will increase the efficiency of the
systems and awareness of users.
Domotica systems should be placed in visible areas
Control of the systems should be easy for the users.

6.2.6 Local Value
As pointed out in BREEAM-NL with a criterion, consultation with the local authorities and
incorporating local know-how in the design is quite important and from the case studies it can be
concluded that local value of the houses are quite improved. Affect of local climate in design
decisions are visible in most of the projects. For example in Shetland Zero Carbon House,
instead of using photovoltaic panels, small scale wind turbines are implemented since it’s a
windy area. Effectiveness of this decision can be questioned but it shows the designer’s approach
for selecting appropriate systems.
Therefore, following strategies and advices can be interpreted from the case studies;
•

A design based on local know-how will increase the ease of construction and also the
local value of the house

•

Choice of the systems and solution during design process should be based on local
conditions including micro climate, best and typical practices, know-how of the labor.

•

In order to design according to local conditions, interaction with the local community
should be effective such that some decisions should be made based on the local
experience.
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6.3 Learning Points
Authors conducted a literature research for sustainable housing projects in the Benelux and
world market. During this period, several projects have been processed and some learning points
from these projects are pointed out in this section of the report.
Starting a design process with clearly defined design criteria is useful for the consistency and
success of the project. In most of the projects which are presented in this report, as the first step
of the design, stakeholders defined the criteria quite clearly and stick to these criteria for the rest
of the project. To give examples, the ‘zero energy house’ in Colorado is designed according to
the volunteered labor criteria, and chosen wall systems have a low initial but high installation
costs due to intensive labor requirement. In BedZED project, one of the design strategies was to
use only proven technologies to avoid technical risks but this was not followed truly while
selecting the bio-fueled CHP system which required custom controls and new type of operation.
Later the CHP plant was not in operation anymore. Findings like these and the emphasis of
design criteria in nearly all of the projects lead to the following suggestion for the graduation
project:
•

Define design criteria and strategies clearly in the beginning of the project try to stick
with these criteria throughout the whole project so that scope and focus of the design will
not shift.

It is evident from the sustainable housing projects, especially those with the measurement results,
that performance of the house is highly dependent on the user behavior. Therefore estimating the
user behavior correctly during design phase plays a crucial role in the final performance of the
design. So, following suggestions for the graduation project can be interpreted:
•

Estimate the user behavior based on the local way of living and preferences. Checking
the sensitivity of the solutions to possible behavior changes will give indications of
possible consequences or problems which can be faced in practice.

BedZED, one of the case studies presented in this report, is a sustainable development project
which aims to demonstrate how to live sustainably and create sustainable societies. One of the
conclusions of this project was that ecological footprint of societies can be reduced much better
as developed sustainable community gets larger. This can lead to a suggestion and also a design
strategy as follows:
•

The new design should create possibilities for urban development and should be
technically flexible to be modified for projects with larger communities.
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•

New design should promote the sustainable way of living for residents such that
ecological footprint of the community will decrease by improving environmental
performance of not solely buildings but also residents.

Nearly in all projects, design decisions for renewable energy technologies are made according to
the local conditions and local know-how. Apart from choosing technologies according to the
climatic conditions such as average wind speed, solar irradiation, it’s also quite crucial to apply
technologies which are known by the designers, developers and builders. Following strategy can
be interpreted from the projects as:
•

Choice of the systems and solution during design process should be based on local
conditions including micro climate, best and typical practices, know-how of the labor.

These points are utilized while defining new strategies which are explained in the previous
section.

6.4 Discussion and Conclusion Regarding Methodology
As a conclusion from the results of the comparison; the methodology presented above serves
well for the purpose of generating new strategies that were rarely or not addressed in the example
projects to achieve a broader aspect in sustainability. It is proven to be useful to compare the
projects for their sustainability perspectives and focuses. Since each project has unique
objectives and boundaries, it is reasonable to compare the strategies of the projects for defining
the path of developing new concepts. It should also be noted that rating the buildings according
to their field of focuses in BREEAM-NL criteria help to visualize the range of sustainability in
the projects.
Although the methodology is mentioned to be useful, limitations of the methodology can be
pointed out after application with the case studies, which have already been mentioned
previously.
First of all, results of the study depend highly on gathered information for the case studies.
Although the methodology is developed such that the concepts should be compared even with a
limited amount of information, it has been observed during application that contacting directly
the developers changes the rating of the house considerably. This means that dependency on the
level of information is not totally overcome by the new comparison method. For one of the cases,
i.e. Woonhuis 2.0, interview with the architect improved the score of the building, which was
shown in the relevant section. Therefore, interviewing or directly contacting the designers or
developers can be part of the developed method.
Also interpreting the design strategies from the assessed criteria can lead to misleading results
such that the unresolved design challenges can be invisible. So interpretation of the results
depends on the capabilities of the assessor.
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Another disadvantage of the methodology and also BREEAM-NL is that the house concept is
not assessed if it is promoting a sustainable way of living for habitants. For example, the
solutions of using electric car for transportation and production of food on site were not visible in
the awarded credits. This implies that the methodology and BREEAM-NL criteria overlook the
factors affecting the footprint of residents if they are effective beyond the limits of the house.
As mentioned in this report several times, results of the analysis are not detailed enough to
evaluate the performance of the building and the solutions if they are as effective as claimed. The
reason behind this is that developed methodology is more qualitative while for a performance
assessment criteria should be more quantitative. Simulation results can give some details for
simplified BREEAM-NL criteria. In addition, they can also point out some additional
performance criteria which were not included in evaluation tools. In order to analyze the
concepts comprehensively and to evaluate the performance of buildings, simulation of the whole
concept is necessary. So, for the subsequent phases of the graduation project, detailed analysis of
the concepts will be performed according to the following scheme in Figure 47. Simulation tools
which will be used in the graduation project will be determined during the next phases of the
project.

Figure 47: More quantitative methodology for graduation
Therefore, it can easily be concluded that despite the difficulties and disadvantages of the
methodology, it has proven to be useful to compare different cases with different objectives and
solutions. As explained above, together with simulation results, the scheme which is shown in
the following figure will be used in the graduation project.
In the graduation project, the design strategies and objectives from different case studies will
be used as the starting point to determine a new set of strategies and objectives to reach the new
design goal. Existing solutions from case studies will also give ideas for the new and alternative
solutions which will be implemented to meet the final goal. As explained before, in the first part
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the design will be evaluated for strategies but in the next phase different conceptual options for
the final design will be evaluated by simulation tools together with BREEAM-NL in order to
observe the performance of building system solutions.

Figure 48: Methodology of Graduation Project
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8 Appendix A: division of tasks
Task

Person in Charge

Explanations

Developing an analysis
method based on VDA

Filique Nijenmanting
(Sinan Senel)

Filique prepared a report out of
studies done by both Sinan and
Filique for the assessment method
based on only VDA. Explained the
criteria more clearly in the report.

Simplifying
BREEAM-NL

Filique Nijenmanting

Translated, summarized and
simplified BREEAM-NL in order to
use for comparison of case studies

Additional Criteria for
assessment method

Sinan Senel

Added additional criteria to the
method based on BREEAM
Communities, Model of Integrated
Building Analysis

Interpretation of assessment
results

Sinan Senel

Defined how to interpret results of
assessment of case studies

Sinan Senel

After basic setup for methodology as
discussed by both, Sinan described
this process by hand of MBID and
BREAAM-NL

Filique Nijenmanting

Based on literature study, an overview
is given in trends of sustainable
building, together with the regulation
in Benelux

Describing methodology for
report

Describing trends
sustainable building Benelux

Describing and assessing
case studies ‘world’

Sinan Senel

Describing and assessing
case studies ‘benelux’

Filique Nijenmanting
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Three case studies were selected and
assessed by BREEAM-NL criteria.
Conclusions on the findings were
described. Assessment of Lighthouse
was done by both.
Three case studies were selected and
assessed by BREEAM-NL criteria.
Conclusions on the findings were
described. Assessment of Lighthouse
was done by both.
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Describing conclusions
based on graphical results
Describing conclusions
based on methodology,
strategies and learning
points

Filique Nijenmanting

After combined setup for all
conclusions, description of the
conclusions from graphical results
was done by Filique

Sinan Senel

After combined setup for all
conclusions, description of these
topics was done by Sinan.
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9 Appendix B: Comparison Method
9.1 Simple Description of Criteria
This document gives explanation to all BREEAM-NL credit points
(http://www.wiki.dgbc.nl/index.php?title=Hoofdpagina). The aim of all criteria is described,
including background information on which assessment is based. Every criteria is concluded
with the Kingspan Lighthouse, as an example, information on the topic and the necessary
information to be found in the investigated case studies.
Management
Man1: performance insurance
Aim is to stimulate a good way of performance insurance of building services, so an optimal
functioning can exist when the building is in use. This can be reached by reserving enough time,
money and manpower in the building process for guarantee of the building services to work.
They should be inspected, tested and started by a commissioning manager. Complex systems
(air-conditioning, mechanical ventilation, management systems, renewable energy sources..)
should be assessed by an expert in this field and should be tested in the first year of use.
Lighthouse: nothing found on performance insurance of building services in the pre-building
phase. The current built Lighthouse is tested on the BRE science park.
Case studies: find in literature if attention is given to the performance insurance of the building
services concept. Mention if tests are conducted on the installation system. What is learned from
that?
Man2: Building site and surroundings
Aim is to stimulate sensible building site management, including its influence on the
surrounding.
Criteria which will be used for now are based on checklist A2 (1a
Technische_checklist_A2_def[1].pdf) which considers topics on
-

attention for users of building site and people living near it,

-

environmental awareness in form of low energy lighting and low small amount of
lighting, low water usage, use of renewable energy sources, ..

-

clean keeping, in detail: clean entrance ways, nicely stored and covered materials,
cleanliness of workspaces and cafeterias, prevention on waste and graffiti around the
building site.
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-

Good neighbors, in ways of low sound production, acceptable building hours, good
handling of complaints and keeping light away from neighborhood. But also
information ways (looking through the fence), informing community (by speaks
person) etc.

-

Respect: available clean protection clothing and code against unrespectful behavior of
people, clothing standards, lady toilets, sun protection, identity checks

-

Safety: good signs, emergency exits, evacuation procedure and health instructions for
staff, good protection against falling material, check of allowed people and goods,

-

responsibility, BHV and EHBO staff, directions to police office/hospital, entrance
security, learning responsibility (schools, internet, papers)

-

approachable: posters/boards with collaborating parties in the project, mentioning of
sustainability assessment at entrance, approachable for comments from inspectors or
staff..

Lighthouse: “construction site impacts”
Case studies: find in literature if attention is given to building site and environment. Specify the
points to which was given special attention. Focus on energy saving, community collaboration
Man 3: Environmental impact of building site
Aim is to stimulate building sites which are managed in a environmental positive way in terms of
material use, energy reduction and reduction of waste. The main criterion is to use at least 80%
wood that is produced in a sustainable way, and 100% of the used wood should be legal! Extra
points can be earned when complying with the following subjects:
-

CO2 production or energy use by activities on the construction site

-

CO2 production or energy use of transportation of people and goods to the
construction site

-

Water use on the construction site

-

Implement best-practice policy on air /dust pollution from construction site

-

Implement best-practice policy on ground and surface water pollution on the
construction site

-

Environmental policy for use of sustainable materials on the construction site
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-

Contractor will work by means of a certified environmental management system.

These topics are checked by a separate and detailed checklist A2 (1a
Technische_checklist_A2_def[1].pdf). It considers plans to improve these points, considers the
reporting and guarding of the produced amount of CO2 and used water by the construction site.
Lighthouse: “construction site impacts”
Case studies: mention if sustainable produced wood is used in the building site, mention the
number and type of measures from the list which are implemented in the construction site of the
assessed case study.
Man4: User manual
Aim is to stimulate the publishing of a building manual for non technical building users in order
for them to understand the building and to use it efficiently. Background is that buildings should
be used for the way they are designed. A wrong use of the building will result in higher energy
demands than were predicted or bad health and comfort aspects for the users.
A user manual should contain these topics:
-

information on building installations

-

how to act at calamities

-

policy on energy reduction and environmental care

-

water use

-

(public) transport facilities

-

Waste and environmental policy

-

Considerations for redesigning rooms

-

Contact procedures

-

Training possibilities

-

References to information sources

Lighthouse: User guide available (yes); For client, by Kingspan Offsite (1 June 2007); contents:
Control, water and energy use, waste & recycling, information resources. Extra: CSH report,
climate change, public transport, local amenities, emergency info, buy sustainable products
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Case studies: check if there is a user guide, does it contain all necessary topics? More or
less/better or worse than Lighthouse user guide?

Man6: Consultation
Aim is to involve stakeholders in the design process to enlarge the local involvement with the
goal of designing a building that is perfect for its intended function.
This consultation should exist of:
-

stake holding members of local community are pointed out, design team consults
them

-

knowledge on experience with comparable projects is shared

-

wishes of neighbors are inventoried in ways of green/ecological design and design of
outdoor spaces

-

members of local community are asked to share knowledge on local flora and fauna.

-

A consultation plan will present the planning and amount of influence of local parties.
With focus on:
o Functionality, building quality, local impact
o Satisfaction of users, productivity
o Maintenance duties
o Effort of people and goods for maintenance
o Good and bad examples of comparable building types
o Influence of local transport and traffic
o Possibilities for shared use of facilities and infrastructure by new building and
community
o Possibilities of shaping the building in order to give educational quality
o Feedback to consulted stakeholders, with argumentation of decisions!

It is best to conduct this consultation by a third, independent party.
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The idea is: if consultation occurs in a right way, the stakes of all parties will be taken into
account. By consulting the local community, regional and cultural aspects will be taken into
account too.

Lighthouse: the Lighthouse was not built in a real community, so consulting stakeholders was
not applicable.
Case studies: did consultation with local community occur? If yes, which topics were discussed?
How were initiatives integrated in the design?

Man7: shared facilities
Aim is to design flexible buildings which make shared use of facilities possible for the
community and building users. Assessment by BREEAM-NL is based on the criterion of
consultation. All subjects of MAN6 should be passed and extra subjects for consultation are
added:
-

Potential users of shared facilities should be consulted during the program of
demands design.

-

The design team should consider the wishes of potential users and describe the way
the involved their ideas in the design.

-

Extra credits are awarded when the shared facilities are accessible on a separate base,
so people cannot enter the rest of the buildings functions.

Lighthouse: has no shared facilities for community partners
Case studies: mention the availability of shared facilities and accessibility of those facilities,
apart from the house.

Man8: Safety
Aim is to identify and stimulate effect design measures which can increase the project safety.
Fire and construction safety are handled by the Building Codes which are mandatory. So this
criterion focuses on break in safety, based on the quality mark given out by the police, which
checks the design solutions on prevention of breaking in (in Dutch: politiekeurmerk veilig wonen
PKVW). Measures are divided in 5 levels:
-

Urban planning aspects (types of homes, road plan, social facilities, events)
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-

Public space (public lighting, parking, tunnels, public transport, entrance and sight on
courtyards, street furniture, green, graffiti places)

-

Lots (sight on house, visibility of entrance roads, fencing, sheds lighting)

-

Building (number of homes, entrance (doors), balconies, lighting of shared space,
elevators, sheds, parking, anti-graffiti walls)

-

House (sight on public space, doors locks, windows locks, rooflights, sheds and
garages, alarm system)

The main objective of the measures are visibility of danger, sight on danger from home owners
and sight on the house from burglars. Entrance possibilities are also important, including type of
locks. Alarm systems are advised but not mandatory because the main objective is to keep the
burglar out.
(www.politiekeurmerk.nl, 17-9-09), (1b 2008 PKVW NB Checklist def.xls)
Consideration: since fire safety and construction safety must be on a mandatory level following
the building codes, focus on the safety against breaking in.
Lighthouse: security – alarm system; large secure ventilation openings occupants feel safe
leaving open at night and away from home (by windcatcher on the roof).
Case studies: for dutch projects: does it have a PKVW? And: how is safety on house-level?
Sight form street inside? Outdoor lighting level? Position of openable windows? Locks on doors
and windows? Accesibility of sheds and garages? Pecense of alarm system?
Man9: publication of building information
Aim is to stimulate publications on design and building processes which reduce negative
environmental impact. Following BREEAM-NL this information must be published on websites
of the building company, developer or information portal or educational institution. The
information must contain the following aspects:

Overview
1.

short description

2.

BREEAM rating and score

3.

Most important innovative and
environmental friendly design

12.

% of terrain used for local
community

13.

% of building used for local
community

Energy
14.
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measures
Costs
4.

Building costs, euro/m2

5.

Costs of installations, euro/m2

6.

Terrain costs, euro/m2

Spacing
7.

Gross floor surface, m2

8.

Total terrain surface, ha

9.

Floor surface per function,
m2/function

10.

Traffic space, m2

11.

Storage surface, m2

bvo
15.

expected use of fossil fuels,
kWh/m2

16.

expected use of renewables,
kWh/m2

Water
17.

expected water use, m2/person/year

18.

expected percentage of water use
which comes from rain water, %

Sustainable measures
19.

used measures during building
process to reduce environmental
impact (special building methods)

20.

a list of realized sustainable
measures in social or economical
fields

Lighthouse: the lighthouse brochure is giving some building information. Mandatory
information which is not in the Lighthouse brochure: 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 11, (12, 13), 17, 18, 20
The brochure is not complete comparing to the standards described above.
Case studies: mention the availability of the website or brochure (include link if possible).
Specify which topics are described (overview – costs – spacing – energy – water – sustainable
measures) and compare it to the lighthouse brochure (which is not complete).

Man 10: building and terrain as measure of education
Aim is to stimulate the use of building and terrain to be a measure of education on environmental
awareness. Since the possibilities for education differ for all building types and functions,
examples are given to inspire the designers:
building
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1.

use of building examples (renewables with energy reduction monitor/alternative
heating with energy reduction monitor/rain collection with measuring state)

2.

show used materials (section of wall, ..)

3.

permanent showcase with information on building design and environmental
measures

4.

make energy and water meters visible

5.

presentation of the building design in public area

terrain: space is open for creating free nature of biological farming.

Lighthouse: Photovoltaics, solar panels, water and energy monitors
Case studies: type of measures which are examples of sustainability and are visible for the
community. Possible measures are described above
Man11: Maintenance
Aim is to stimulate building and building services design which is easy to maintain during total
building life cycle.
While constructing technical specifications for the building, building services and terrain easy
way of maintenance must have been considered as is done by ‘best-practice’ methods.
− The building has to comply with the ‘CIBSE guide to ownership, operations and
maintenance of building services’ checklist (1c CIBSE guide to ownership, operations
and maintenance of building services, Appendix 2 A1). This checklist considers main
topics:
o Feasibility (climate, concepts, costs, adaptability, health/safety,…)
o Outline proposals (integration of systems, spatial planning, type of systems,
maintenance skills,..)
o System design (specify used systems, reconsideration of maintenance
implications, costs, flexibility, energy performance,…)
o Detailed design (practical application, maintenance regime, problem solving,
future,…)
o Production information (procedures, contracts, methods of installation, risk
plan,…)
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o Tender (insure commitment)
o pre-construction (method statements)
o construction (construction following design, time schedule, control by
authorities,…)
o commissioning (testing, maintenance training, solving problems, …)
o handover (legislation, regimes in place,…)
o occupation (review and feedback)
− A critical assessment must take place on maintenance impact of several building design
options and feasibility, following ISO 15686 (Buildings and built works, maintenance
plan, part 1).
− A maintenance strategy must be developed to reach efficient and cost effective
maintenance. Replacement of parts must be an item in this strategy.
− There should be enough space for maintenance appliances to store, at least one at every
floor.

Lighthouse: nothing to be found
Case studies: yes/no: was there a maintenance assessment? Describe measures which are taken
to improve good maintenance of the building. This includes cleaning, replacement of parts and
accessibility of building services spaces.
Man12: Life cycle cost analysis
Aim is to improve the design and development of a life cycle cost analysis, including
improvement of maintenance and management costs during the buildings life cycle.
A life cycle cost analysis must be executed following ISO 15686, based on preliminary design. It
describes these building phases:
-

phase of realization

-

phase of use

-

phase of maintenance

-

end of life cycles
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It concerns a period of 25 or 30 years AND 60 years. Worth is expressed by real, calculated and
non-calculated cash flows. The LCA must show calculations on strategic and system level for
tow out of four subjects (construction, building skin, systems or finishing).
The best choice on systems for a good life cycle cost is based on:
-

the lowest energy use during total building use, or

-

a decrease in maintenance needs or frequency during the years, or

-

the prolongation internal systems and material life time

-

the detaching and recycling of building parts

Lighthouse: no LCA.
Height of costs compared to ‘normal’ house in same region:
Initial (+/- %)
Energy/year (+/- %) £31 ,- per year on energy (wood pellets) (0,36£/m2; 0,39 euro/m2)
Maintenance/yr (+/- %)
Demolition (+/- %)
Case studies: Life cycle cost analysis made: yes/no, (details: are initial, life time and demolition
costs higher or lower than costs for a ‘standard’ house in the same region? Give percentage
above or below. Specify the intentions on system choice as mentioned above.)
Health
Hea1: Daylighting
Aim is to provide enough daylight availability in living areas to improve visual comfort and well
being.
The BREEAM-NL sets criteria for daylight factor, light transmission factor for windows and
minimum equivalent daylight areas. These parameters only account for building functions other
than residential.
Guidelines for daylight factors in home functions are:
Living room : 3,5%
Kitchen: 2,5%
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Bedroom: 2%
Office space: 3%
Daylight factors may not always be given, so in order to compare case studies also the glazing to
wall and glazing to floor ratios will be given. Note that these factors do not give the daylight
quality inside the house in rooms, but can indicate the amount of daylight availability.

Lighthouse: daylight factors 1,5-2%
extra: ratio glazing to wall area = 18%
glazing to floor ratio = 17%
Case studies: Daylight factor (%) and/or Glazing to wall ratio and/or glazing to floor ratio
Hea2: view
Aim is to stimulate an unobstructed view on all working areas, to improve visual comfort and
prevent monotone internal environment.
This criterion is assessed by specifying the distance between the working position and the
window. This must be smaller than 5 meters. From the window there must be an unobstructed
view which implies sight on the sky, green or water on objects close and far away.

Lighthouse: View: yes, within 3,5 meters from window with unobstructed sight.
Case study: View: yes/no (details: distance to window with unobstructed sight)
Hea3: prevention from glare
Aim is to prevent discomfort in rooms as a result of reflection or glare though entered light by
use of screens. Assessment by BREEAM-NL is based on presence of blinds on building
orientations on which discomfort by glare or reflections might occur. These blinds should be
flexible and controllable by the users.

Lighthouse: Prevention from glare: yes, sliding wooden foldable shading screens for all
windows on west façade. Blocking sun-and daylight
Case studies: Prevention from glare: yes/no (details: prevent glare, enter daylight? type of
shading system)
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Hea4: high frequent (efficiency) lighting
Aim is to improve the visual comfort by applying high frequent fluorescent lighting in used
building spaces. This is assessed by stating that all lighting equipment in the building should be
of the specified high frequent fluorescent type.
COMMENT: high frequent lighting is not the only solution. The aim should be to use lighting of
good quality (depending on color temperature, color rendering index Ra> 80) with a high
efficiency. LED lighting is also a good choice for this.

Lighthouse: High quality and efficiency lighting: yes, “low energy lighting technology
throughout with external mood lighting provided by LED lights.
Case studies: High quality and efficiency lighting: yes/no (details: type of lighting equipment,
efficiency (%))

Hea5: internal and external artificial lighting
Aim is to reach a level of lighting that complies with qualities of good lighting, high visual
comfort and high visual performance.
Assessment in BREEAM-NL is based on parameters: practical illuminance, color rendering
index, Unified Glare Rating, maximum luminance ratio and daylight dependent switches.
Since these parameters are only useful for building with places for work and for traffic
spaces in the buildings, there is only a small part of the a residential building to assess. For
this reason, the criterion will not be assessed in this research.

Hea6: Lighting control
Aim is to insure that building users can easily control the lighting in all relevant spaces inside the
building.
The switches used must be good accessible and controllable for all users, and be useable per
zone.

Lighthouse:
Main corridor lighting is on PIR controls
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• Many lights are two way switched for ease of operation
• 2 Amp lighting sockets allow users to install their own (low energy) lights but complete with
the convenience of switch from a well labelled central wall location.
• Dimming compact fluorescent lamps as a demonstration in ground floor bedroom 2
Case studies: Good lighting control: yes/no (details: zoned, type of system used, daylight
depended lighting?)

Hea7: Natural ventilation
Aim is to give the user a possibility to create extra ventilation with direct open air on top of the
basic ventilation amount.
For homes the BREEAM-NL gives some standards: minimum of 1 open able window per 10m2
living area and a minimum of total area of open able windows of 0,015 m2 per 1 m2 living area.
Ventilation grilles are also allowed if they have a capacity of 1,5 times the capacity given in the
building codes.
The case studies will be assessed based on the availability of open able windows and their size.

Lighthouse: Open able windows: yes
Amount of open able windows:
Living/kitchen/study-room: 1,7/10 m2

Size of open able windows:
0,3 m2/m2

Bedroom 1:

1/10m2

0,045 m2/m2

Bedroom 2:

1/10m2

0,028 m2/m2

The amount of openable windows is sufficient (> 1/10m2) and also the size of openable windows
(> 0,015/m2)
Case studies: Open able windows: yes/no; Amount of open able windows/function, size of open
able windows/function
Hea8: internal air quality
Aim is to create a healthy living environment for every space by using a reasonable amount of
fresh air (not polluted by inner or outside sources), supply of fresh outside air and exhaust of
used indoor air.
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Assessment in BREEAM-NL is based on a maximum concentration of 800 parts per million
(ppm) CO2 in the indoor air. Ventilation with non polluted air must prevent the CO2 level to rise
above this amount. The criterion by which to assess this is the volume of outdoor air entering a
room per hour per square meter. The necessary amount depends on the number of persons in a
room. A minimum amount for dwellings is 0,7 (verblijfsgebied) and 0,9 (verblijfsruimte)
dm3/s/m2 (from Bouwbesluit 3.10.1, 3.46). For air exhaust it is advisable to use places like
kitchens, bathrooms or toilets in order to prevent spread of odors and moist to other parts of the
house.
In this study, the type of ventilation system will also be mentioned.

Lighthouse: Type: combination of mechanical ventilation and natural ventilation by stack effect
Amount: ?? dm3/s/m2.
Case studies: Type: (type of ventilation system); Amount: (dm3/s/m2 (per type of ventilation);
Details: place of air exhaust and inlets.
Hea9: volatile organic compounds
Aim is to improve a healthy and good air quality by using building materials with a low emission
of harmful ‘volatile organic compounds’ and other harmful chemicals.
Assessment is based on the presence of low emitting materials of these compounds. Used
materials (especially materials based on or containing glue) should comply with category E1 of
EN 13986. Materials containing carcinogenic or reproduction toxic or which are treated with
toxic compounds to increase material sustainability are not allowed.
This assessment will be based on the presence of toxic materials and the amount of emission of
building components.
Lighthouse: No information found on emission rate of materials
Case studies: Category of used materials

Hea10: thermal comfort
Aim is to insure an acceptable level on thermal comfort. This should be done by use of design
tools for ‘dynamic thermal simulation’. The shape, placing, window amount and shadowing on
the building should be considered in order to calculate the risks of overheating, cold air drop and
to calculate the weighted temperature exceeding hours. The reference climate year to be used is
1995.
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For homes, the level of thermal comfort as are presented in “GIW/ISSO Publicatie Installatieeisen voor nieuwbouw eengezinswoningen” (1d). They are given for several residential functions
in the table below.

Space/function

Temperature
in °C

Residential areas (not defined as residential, traffic- or storage room).

20 °C

Residential rooms like living rooms, other rooms and kitchen.
Traffic rooms, like hallways, stairs and landings

15 °C

Attic, linked to traffic space like corridors, stairs or landing

15 °C

Toitelroom

15 °C

Shower or bathing room

22 °C

Built-in storage rooms

15 °C

Two grades in comfort level are specified:
Normal
PMV < + 0,5 and TO < 300 based on GIW/ISSO temperatures; or “Adaptief
Klasse C klimaat conform ISSO 74* - ATG methode (categorie III Annex A2 NEN-EN 15251)”
which demands: 65% acceptation.
High PMV < +0,3 en TO < 250 based on GIW/ISSO temperatures; or “Adaptief Klasse B
klimaat conform ISSO 74* - ATG methode (categorie II eis Annex A2 NEN-EN 15251)” which
demands: 80% acceptation.
The short description and summarizing presentation of the ATG method can be found in the
documents (1e by Dienst Huisvesting TU/e).

Lighthouse: PMV: unknown; TO: unknown
Case studies: PMV: (value); TO: (number of hours)
Hea11: temperature control
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Aim is to provide enough possibility for temperature control in user spaces by individual
building users.
Individual control is realized when the user can change the temperature in a room between at
least -2 and +2 degrees of the average temperature. The device must be easy to understand and to
control for all users.

Lighthouse: Control unit available: no information
Case study: Control unit available: yes/no; details: possible temperature range to set
Hea13: acoustics
Aim is to prevent sound nuisance in the building by inserting good acoustic insulation. The
nuisance must be reduced in such a way that a high level of acoustic comfort will be reached.
Criteria for homes:
-

acoustic insulation to noise from outside is 5 dB better than described in the norms:
40 dB.

-

Air sound insulation between all spaces inside the building is > 42 dB

-

Weighted contact sound insulation between all spaces inside the building is >59 dB

-

Sound level of control building services is < 25 dB(A)

-

Reverberation time is maximal 0,6 seconds.

Lighthouse: Open space between kitchen, living room, dining room and office. This might give
noise nuisance in the office space.
Case studies:
Sound insulation inside-outside (dB), demand ≥ 40dB
Air sound insulation inside-inside (dB), demand > 42 dB
Weighted contact sound inside-inside (dB), demand > 59 dB
Sound level of building services (dB), demand < 25 dB(A)
Reverberation time (s), demand < 0,6 seconds
Details: over all information.
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Hea14: spatial comfort
Energy
Ene1: CO2 emission reduction
Aim is to stimulate building design with the lowest possible CO2 emission of building related
primary energy use during phase of use. Assessment in BREEAM-NL is based of energy
demands which are set by the Dutch government. In different countries there are different rules,
but a percentage of improvement in proportion to the set regulations can be compared for all
buildings and all regulations.
Reduction = (1- (performance level / demand for performance level) * 100%
For instance: Dutch regulations demand an EPC rating of 0,8. The reduction to an EPC rating of
0,0 (lowest possible value) will result in an energy neutral home and a percentual reduction of
100%.

Lighthouse: Assessment method: SAP2005
101% CO2 saving, net zero carbon dwelling
Case studies: Assessment method: SAP/DER/EPC/..
Percentage of improvement (%), (details: main measures to reach this goal)
In order to compare quantities of energy use, these figures will be mentioned in the factsheet,
belonging to the case study.
Ene2: sub-measuring of energy use
Aim is to use sub-measuring of building zones in a building and to introduce a system of
monitors which are used to guard the energy use level and to adjust it when necessary. The
system should be able to register, guard and visualize the energy use and periods of use and also
give possibilities for the building user or manager to adjust the system when necessary.

Lighthouse: Availability of monitoring system: yes
Case studies: Availability of monitoring system: yes/no; details of system
Ene4: Energy efficient outdoor lighting
Aim is to stimulate reduction of energy and CO2 by applying energy efficient outdoor lighting.
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This can be reached by using energy efficient outdoor lighting (> 65 lumen/watt), which is not
turned on at unnecessary moments and social safety is not decreased. Energy efficiency can be
reached by a combination of light level and time switching of the lighting installation.
Lighthouse: Measures: external lights on Passive Infra Red (PIR) sensors
Case studies: Type of lighting: (specify type); Type of control system: (daylight/movement/time
dependent switches)
Ene5: use renewable energy sources
Aim is to stimulate the use of renewable energy sources. In order to reach the goal a feasibility
study must be done for the planned building on possibilities for energy sources. When renewable
energy sources can provide up to 20% of total energy demand, credits will be awarded by
BREEAM-NL. In this study precense and amount of renewable energy production will be
checked.
Lighthouse: Renewable sources installed? Yes; Percentage of renewables in total energy
demand (?); details.
Case studies: Renewable sources installed? (Y/N); Percentage of renewables in total energy
demand (%); details.
Ene10: to guarantee thermal quality of building skin
Aim is to stimulate buildings built as they are designed with the minimum amount of CO2
emission. Following BREEAM-NL, credits are awarded if after completion, measurements are
conducted in fields of thermo graphical research (to check thermal quality of building skin) and
air tightness (to check the amount of infiltration).
Lighthouse: thermo graphical measurement conducted: ?; air tightness measurement conducted:
yes
Case studies: thermo graphical measurement conducted (Y/N), conclusions; air tightness
measurement conducted (Y/N), conclusions.
Tra1: availability of public transport
Aim is to stimulate building developments near good public transportation, to reduce transport
related emissions and traffic jams. This can be expressed in distances to public transport stop (<
500 – 250 m), frequency of public transportation (min. every 15-10 minutes) and the
transportation time to the city centre or public transport-junction (< 15 minutes).
Lighthouse: distance to transport stop: 875m; transportation frequency: ?; time to public
transportation centre: ?
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Case studies: distance to transport stop (meters); transportation frequency (minutes); time to
public transportation centre (minutes)

Tra2: distance to local amenities
Aim is to stimulate building developments near local amenities to reduce transport related
emissions and traffic jams. This results in the demand to reach local amenities within 500 meters
from the building. At least three of following facilities must be placed within these 500 meters:
-

Canteen/lunchroom

-

Supermarket including produce department

-

Cash dispenser

-

Sport facilities

-

Day care

-

Other facilities: book shop, kiosk, pharmacy, barber, bicycle repairer, dry cleaning,
market, flower shop.

Lighthouse: no facilities within 500 meters
Case studies: number of facilities within 500 meters ; type of facilities
Tra3: bike shed
Aim is to stimulate building users to cycle instead of driving by car by offering enough
parking/storage space for bikes. By BREEAM-NL, credits are awarded for homes when there is
a covered and lighted bike shed for all residents.
Lighthouse: Bike shed: cycle storage available
Cade studies: Bike shed: Yes/No, details
Tra4: pedestrian and cyclists safety
Aim is to provide safe entranceways for pedestrians and cyclists to the location. These should be
separated from main roads, and connecting these roads to the bike shed or main entrance of the
building. Sufficient lighting on these footpaths and cycle paths is important.
Lighthouse: Foot/cycle paths: no information available
Case studies: Foot/cycle paths: Yes/No (details: type, safety measures,…)
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Water
Wat1: water consumption
Aim is to minimize sanitary water consumption by applying water-saving or waterless facilities.
This can be done by installing toilets with water saving function (maximum 6 or 4 liters), use of
water saving taps (with sensors based on presence or time) or water saving shower heads.
Lighthouse: Measures: annual water consumption (L/yr), low water shower 8 liters/min and
taps; dual flush WC 4/2 liters; 160 liters bath
Case studies: Measures: annual water consumption (L/yr)
Wat2: water meter
Aim is to provide good monitoring and management of water use in order to reduce the clean
water consumption. To do so, water meters must be installed at all water supplies around the
house, also when ground water or grey water sources are used. This must give output to a water
consumption monitor.
Lighthouse:
Cases studies: Water meter Yes/No, details
Wat3: Main leakage detection
Aim is to prevent water leakage and find them in time. In order to reach this goal a detection
system is necessary to install. This must give a signal to the users when the water flow is higher
than programmed in the system.
Lighthouse:
Case studies: Leak detection system: available Yes/No, details
Wat4: Self-closing watersupply for sanitary facilities.
Aim is to reduce the water loss by small leakages in toilet facilities. For this goal a precense
detection system should be installed in all toilet facilities, which switches off thewater supply
when the facility is not in use.
Lighthouse
Case studies: detection system (Yes/No), type of system, details
Wat5: water recycling
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Aim is to stimulate the collection and recycling of grey waste water or rain water for flushing
toilets and to reduce the drink-water consumption. A system can be installed which collects and
recycles rain or grey water to use for toilet or urinary flushing. Possible measures: rain collecting
tank, waste water from sinks and shower collection. This water can be recycled for toilet flushing
or irrigation purposes.
Lighthouse:
Case studies: Grey/rain water use: Yes/No, percentage of total demand for toilet flushing and
irrigation
Wat6: Irrigation system
Aim is to reduce the drink-water consumption for plants, garden or landscape interior. This can
be done by taking one of the following measures:
-

drop irrigation in the earth with moisture and rain sensors.

-

Recycling of rain or grey water

-

Choice of plant types which live well in the present climate, during all seasons.

-

Use of plants which live well in dry hot climates

Lighthouse:
Case studies: Irrigation system; Yes/No, measures for reducing drink-water demand
Materials
Mat1: building materials
Aim is to identify and stimulate the use of building materials with a low environmental impact
during the full buildings life cycle (life time for homes is set on 75 years). It is based on lowering
the so-called ‘shadow-price’ per building material. The shadow-price is a price set by the Dutch
government which indicates the highest acceptable level of costs per unit emission control. The
environmental profile which leads to the shadow price consists of 9 effects
1. Exhaustion
2. Greenhouse effect
3. Ozone layer affect
4. Smog
5. Humane toxicity
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6. Ecotoxicity, water
7. Ecotoxicity, earth
8. Acidification
9. Overfertilization
The shadow-price will be defined per m2 used floor area. Assessment in the field of this study
will be different, because calculation of the shadow price should not be part of assessing all case
studies (too detailed, too much work). In order to make a basic comparison in material use, the
“NIBE's basiswerk milieuclassificaties bouwproducten : de leidraad bij het realiseren van
duurzame en gezonde woning- en utiliteitsbouw” will be used.
In these books, classification is given for all types of building products in a environmental class
1a – 7c (best choice – unacceptable). The environmental classes are based on emissions, sources,
land use and nuisance.
For the most profound building elements, these climate classes will be given to compare:
Main structure – Roofing and facades - Furnishing

Lighthouse:
Every building material and component used has been specified for its ability to optimize the
house’s overall sustainability credentials and minimize embodied energy and maximize recycled
content and reuse. These include:
• Timber frame
• Sweet chestnut cladding
• Screw piles
• Floating ground floor, replacing concrete slab
• Wool carpet
• Natural rubber flooring
Case studies: type of materials used for main structure, roofing and facades, furnishing
Case studies NL: climate class for: main structure, roofing and facades, furnishing as specified
by Nibe.
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Mat3 (recycling of existing façade) and
Mat4(recycling of building structure) are only applicable for renovation projects.
Mat5: Well-founded origin of materials
Aim is to use materials with a well-founded origin for main components (80%) and to apply
100% sustainable produced wood. The origin is described in the class of origin (tier level).
Wooden material may not be mentioned on the CITES-list (CITES = Convention on
International Trade in Endangered Species). The documentation should specify the total process
of production till use of materials and show that this process has been done in a sustainable way.
Lighthouse: Case studies: Origin of materials known? Yes/No (details)

Mat7: solid design
Aim is to stimulate measures for protection of building parts and terrain inventory, in order to
minimize the frequency of replacement.
-

Entrance paths are well defined

-

Fragile building parts are protected against damage by vehicles or persons.

Measures can be: poles, thresholds, railings, wear-resistance finishing materials.
Lighthouse: No information
Case studies: Solid design measures (Y/N), type of measures

Mat8: Industrial, flexible and detachable building (IFD)
Aim is to maximize the functional and economical lifetime of real estate to spread the
environmental impact of the building and its materials over a long time.
-

Technical flexibility: replacement of building parts is geared to the functional and
economical lifetime of these parts.

-

Spatial flexibility: there are different ways to arrange the building functions which
can be done with small technical measures
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-

Functional flexibility: spaces can be used for a minimum of 2 functions.

Lighthouse:
Technical flexibility
(Y/N)

Ye
s

Foundations of off-site timber floor cassettes, when building
reaches end of useful lifespan, the fast foundation support point
can be removed.

Spatial flexibility (Y/N)

Ye
s

Spatial flexibility: The living space uses a timber portal structure
so floors can be slotted between the frames or left open as
required

Functional flexibility

Ye
s

Bedroom 2 can also be used as meeting room.

Case studies:
Technical flexibility (Y/N), type of measures
Spatial flexibility (Y/N) type of measures
Functional flexibility(Y/N) type of measures: building and district level!
Waste
Wst1: Construction Site Waste management
Aim: to use materials efficiently, by useful and efficient waste management on the building site.
Credit points are awarded in phases containing minimizing of waste, separating waste flows and
recycling of the recyclable building material (in the project, in other project or by recycling
facility). (BREEAM-NL)
Credits are awarded when:
-

Construction site waste is minimized

-

Construction site waste is divided in separate waste flows.

-

80% of recyclable building material is re-used or recycled.

Lighthouse
Waste minimized (Y/N), measures
Separation of waste products (Y/N) type of products
Recycled material used (Y) in what amount?: Assessment of Sustainable Housing Projects
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Case studies:
Waste minimized (Y/N), measures
Separation of waste products (Y/N) type of products
Recycled material used (Y/N) in what amount?

(The Code for Sustainable homes gives the following aim definition: To promote reduction and
effective management of construction related waste by improving on performance which meets
the Site Waste Management Plan (SWMP) regulations. Background: Waste management on site
can have significant impacts especially at a local level.
Wst2: Use of secondary material
Aim is to stimulate the use of recycled or reusable additional material to reduce the demand for
raw material.
This material can be:
-

From building site

-

Of waste-disposal 30 km near building site

-

Rest product of different industry

Lighthouse: No information
Case studies: Recycled additional material applied (Y/N), source

Wst 3: Storage of non-recyclable waste and recyclable household waste.
Aim is to make facilities for storage of recyclable waste during building use, to make waste
separation efficient for recyclable materials. Prove availability of waste collection area near the
building. An area which is well accessible, and good to clean, by water and power connection.
Size: 2 m2 per 1000 m2 building surface.
Lighthouse: Waste collection (yes) : there are several bin compartments in the house and
compost facilities.
Case studies: Waste collection (Y/N), details: the size of this place (when given) and mention
the different waste flows which are defined.
(BREEAM-NL)
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Aim is to recognize and reward the provision of adequate indoor and outdoor storage space for
non-recyclable waste and recyclable household waste. (CSH)
There should be enough room inside the house for recyclable waste, which is accessible for
disabled people. These bins should have a total capacity of at least 60 liters. More credits are
awarded when waste is collected by Local Authoroties. For this purpose bins for three waste
streams should be available in a distance of 10 meters from the house, also good accessible for
disabled people. (DCLG 2006)
From VDA: what is the amount of annual produced waste per type of waste? Kilos of greenery,
rest waste, glass and other.. )
Wst5: Compost
Aim is to stimulate recycling of waste on the building terrain in order to decrease the amount of
transportation for waste disposal. Specified for compost waste.
Credits are awarded when a compost bin is placed for organic waste and a user manual is
included. This criterion only counts for homes with a garden area.
Lighthouse: Composting (Y/N): yes, Case studies: Composting (Y/N): details
Land usage and ecology
LE1: reuse of land
Aim is to stimulate property developers, local authorities, house-building corporations and other
parties to realize building projects at a location with a low ecological value and value of the
landscape and to stimulate the reuse of developed land, in order to prevent morbid growth of
developing projects in the rural area.
The amount of credits awarded depends on the location: main categories from low to high:
In a national park – in a nature reserve – in the built-up area – in built-up area on reused land.

Lighthouse: Ecological impact (high/low): low, Built on present science park
Case studies: Ecological impact (high/low), specify location
LE2: polluted ground
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Aim is to stimulate property developers, local authorities, house-building corporations and other
parties to realize building projects on a location with polluted ground instead of a location with
clean grounds.
The project develop must clean up this polluted ground before building the project.
Lighthouse: Built on polluted grounds (Y/N): Case studies: Built on polluted grounds (Y/N): details of pollution and cleaning plan.
LE3: existing flora and fauna on location of building project
Aim is to stimulate measures which protect flora and fauna which exist on the building site,
during the building process.
In order to do so, a certified ecologist can make a report of the existing flora and fauna on the
building site, and he will keep sight on the protection of these species during the building
process.
Lighthouse: Flora and fauna protected (Y/N), measures. –
Case studies: Flora and fauna protected (Y/N), measures. LE4: flora and fauna as joint users of the planned area.
Aim is to stimulate planning measures which facilitate joint use of the building in development
and the public space for native flora and fauna species.
-

To stimulate joint use with flora and fauna

-

Ti introduce measure that improve the living area for rare species (on regional scale)

Lighthouse: Joint land use with flora and fauna (Y/N), Case studies: Joint land use with flora and fauna (Y/N), details: measures, and extra care
measures for rare species.
LE6: long-term sustainable joint use for flora and fauna
Aim is to stimulate environmental friendly management, maintenance and monitoring of
buildings and public space to guarantee the flora and fauna as mentioned at LE3 and LE4. This
can be done by making a management plan for the current and future building users with a
period of currency of 6 years.
Lighthouse: Sustainable maintenance plan to improve flora and fauna on building site (Y/N), -
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Case studies: Sustainable maintenance plan to improve flora and fauna on building site (Y/N),
details: measures in plan to instruct users
LE8: Partnerships with local nature conservation organizations.
Aim is to stimulate the project developer to set up a partnership with a local organization/person
with knowledge on the local ecosystem. This must be done in order to use this knowledge for
long-term support. The partnership is ment to gain public support, to facilitate management and
monitoring and to help design an environmental friendly building and surrounding.
Lighthouse:
Partnership with local nature conservation organization (Y/N), Case studies:
Partnership with local nature conservation organization (Y/N), details: name of organization,
type of partnership
LEX: Ground use
Aim is to promote very efficient ground use, to insure optimal amount of land and material use
during development. This is defined by giving the ratio ‘used floor area: built terrain area’ for
homes.
Good values for this ratio are for homes: 2,5-3 : 1 - for apartments: 3-4 :1
Lighthouse: used floor area: built terrain (ratio), Case studies: used floor area: built terrain (ratio), details
Pollution
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10 Appendix C: Additional Criteria
For additional criteria for the assessment tool, model of integrated building design is utilized. If
points are considered to be missing in BREEAM-NL, they are added to the assessment criteria
together with their explanations. In order to add relevant criteria value domain analysis is used as
the guideline. Moreover, to provide a holistic approach BREEAM-Communities is used.
BREEAM Communities is an assessment standard based on BREEAM and in addition to
environmental impacts it focuses on social and economical sustainability objectives of the urban
development in 8 categories:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

climate and energy – addresses built form mitigation and adaptation issues;
place shaping – addresses local area design and layout;
community – addresses consultation and local community involvement;
ecology – addresses protection of the ecological value of the site;
transport – addresses sustainable transport options;
resources – addresses sustainable use of resources;
business – addresses local and regional economic issues;
buildings – addresses overall sustainability performance of buildings.

Although BREEAM Communities are not aimed for residential buildings it will be used as a
guideline to determine the missing criteria. All the information related to BREEAMCommunities standard mentioned in this report is taken from ‘BREEAM Communities SD5065B
Technical Guidance Manual’.
In the following chapters missing points in BREEAM-NL is analyzed according to the value
domain analysis and relevant points are added with definition of performance indicators.

10.1.1

Basic Value

Criteria from value domain analysis are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Thermal Comfort: covered
Air Quality: covered
Acoustic Comfort: covered
Visual Comfort : covered
Spatial Comfort: not covered
Safety: covered

Nearly all criteria above are assessed in BREEAM-NL under ‘gezondheid’ section. Thermal
comfort is assessed with Hea10 and Hea11 (Hea 10: Thermisch comfort and Hea 11:
Temperatuurregeling). Air quality is assessed with Hea7, Hea8 and Hea9 (Hea 7 Natuurlijke
ventilatie, Hea 8 Interne luchtkwaliteit and Hea 9 Vluchtige organische verbindingen). Acoustic
is mentioned in Hea13 (Akoestiek). All lighting issues are evaluated with credits points from
Hea1 to Hea6 (Hea 1 Daglichttoetreding, Hea 2 Uitzicht, Hea 3 Tegengaan lichthinder, Hea 4
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Hoogfrequente verlichting, Hea 5 Kunstverlichting binnen- en buiten, Hea 6 Lichtregeling).
Description of these assessment criteria can be found in the report by Nijenmanting.
Therefore, it is necessary to add a criterion which will help us to assess the spatial comfort in the
buildings, in this case houses.
Spatial Comfort: From literature it was found out that parameters for spatial comfort and
satisfaction are: surface used per volume, surface available per user, accessibility/services,
spatial organization (functional relations between spaces and relative location of spaces),
size of house, number and quality of spaces and privacy. In BREEAM Communities, this part
is not covered at all. This criterion, i.e. spatial comfort can be evaluated under health & comfort
(gezondheid) section of BREEAM-NL. Kind of a checklist can be formed as:
Criteria

Indicator

Lighthouse

Size/volume of the house

m2/m3

85/…

Surface available per person

m2/person

~ 20
2 bedrooms
1 living room

Organization

Number of spaces, function

1 kitchen
1 dining room
1 bathroom

Privacy assured

Yes/No or No Information

Yes, separate bedrooms,
work place and living room

Size of the house means the usable floor area in the house and it reflects how big the assessed
dwelling is.
Surface available per person is a measure to account for devoted space for one person in the
house. This helps to assess if one person has adequate space in the house.
Organization gives hints about the interior design of the house and how living spaces are placed
in the house. For example, only one bedroom for a 4 people family is not enough. In addition,
these can be regulated by the local authorities so it becomes an important variable.
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Privacy is an important but also a subjective measure but one can say if privacy is taken into
account in the design by evaluating the layout. To give an example, bedrooms which are not
isolated from common areas of the house lack privacy.

10.1.2

Ecological Value

Criteria from value domain analysis are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

Energy Consumption: covered
CO2 emission: covered
Material Use: covered
Water and Waste Management: covered
Score on Local Energy Label, EPC,BREEAM, LEED etc.: covered

Energy consumption is implicitly taken into account in ‘Energie’ section of BREEAM-NL with
Ene1, i.e. CO2 emission reduction. There exists a section called Materials in BREEAM-NL
which extensively evaluates the materials in the building. Moreover, water and waste
management are also evaluated under water and waste sections respectively.

10.1.3

Economical Value

Criteria from value domain analysis are as follows:
•

Initial Cost: Covered

•

Maintenance Cost: Covered

•

Operating Cost: Covered

This section is completely covered in BREEAM-NL under management, lifecycle cost analysis
(Man12).

10.1.4

Local Value

Criteria from value domain analysis are as follows:
•

Public Acceptance: Covered

•

Consistency with Local Context: Covered

These criteria are covered in BREEAM-NL in consultancy part (Man6).
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10.1.5

Functional Value

Criteria from value domain analysis are as follows:
•

Multi-functionality, flexibility: Covered

•

Operations & Maintenance : Not fully covered

Multi functionality and flexibility are assessed in IFD part (Mat8) under materials section in
BREEAM-NL.
Operations and Maintenance: This is not fully covered in BREEAM-NL. Although in
management category, user’s manual criteria are evaluated it is not included as a criterion for the
new residential buildings, which is essential for the residents to use systems in the house more
efficiently. BREEAM-NL questions both presence of user’s manual and the content of it
referring to a guideline which mentions the topics in the user manual. Therefore, criterion given
by BREEAM-NL, named Man4, should be included in the assessment.

10.1.6

Strategic Value

Criteria from value domain analysis are as follows:
• Universality: Not covered
• Changeability: Covered
Universality: BREEAM Communities evaluates these criteria in community part, inclusive
design (COM1): meeting changing needs of current and future occupants, for example
disabled occupants. Implemented design strategy and strategic plan is asked in addition to
compliance with the guidelines as: Lifetime Homes and Wheelchair Housing Design Guide. For
the purpose of our analysis, it is enough to question if this kind of a design strategy exists or not.
Changeability: This criterion is assessed in BREEAM-NL, under Materials section with category
flexibility (Mat8).

Criteria

Indicator

Lighthouse

Design Strategy for
different and future users

Yes/No (detail: planning of the
No
strategy)

Design Strategies will be questioned if there exists for different users of the house (referring to
designer’s reports or claims), like disabled or elderly people and details will be given to
understand how these strategies are implemented in the design.
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11 Appendix D: List of Case studies
No

Title

Location

Finished

House Type

1

Kingspan
Lighthouse

Watford,
UK

2007

2

Zonnehuis

Dalem, NL

3

Villa Deys

4

6

Energieplus
huis
Energiezuinige
woning
Dijkwoning

7

Tussenwoning

8

Sleephelling

9

Aramis

10

Woonhuis 2.0

11

12

5

Rating

Costs

Topics

Arguments

Yes/No

Detached
house

Sustainable
Type
Net-zero
carbon

CSH 6

-

Large number of topics, basis
example, enough information

yes

2000

Detached
house

Passive
house

EPC 0,4

MAN, HEA,
ENE, MAT,
WST, WAT,
ECO, POL , TRA
MAN, ENE

No

Rhenen, NL

2002

Villa house

Domotica

-

€791,000

MAN, ENE

Leusden, NL

2009

€700,000

ENE, MAT, TRA

2004

EPC 0,19

€315,000

ENE

Sliedrecht,
NL
Veere, NL

2004

EPC 0,42

€144,000

ENE

2006

EPC 0,41

€320,000

ENE

Rotterdam,
NL
Roosendaal,
NL
IJburg, NL

2008

Appartments

EPC 0,4

€170,000

2008

Social rent

EPC 0,4

€278,000

2009

Residential
villa

Energy
producing
Passive
house
Passive
house
Passive
house
Passive
house
Active th., el.
Passive
Passive,
energy-0

EPC 0,0

Duiven, NL

Detached
house ‘30
Detached
house
Dike house (6
pcs)
Row house

EPC 0,46

€550,000

Kaswoning

Culemborg,
NL

2002

6 Row houses

Greenhouse

EPC 0,51

€240,000

MAN,ENE,
MAT
MAN, ENE,
MAT
MAN, ENE,
HEA, MAT,
WST, WAT,
TRA
MAN, ENE,
HEA, MAT,
WAT, TRA,
ECO, POL

Quite old example, newer
techniques can be found in other
projects
No special focus on energy, villa
type is not in range focus
Popular, traditional house design.
Energy producing, recently built.
Too little sustainability topics
attended
Too little sustainability topics
attended
Too little sustainability topics
attended
Renovation project, so not
applicable for project target
Too little information available.
Test period unfinished
Passive house certificate, C2C and
energy-0 ambition: advanced
techniques

NorOne
Passive House

Sørumsand,
Oslo,

2007

Single Family
House

Passive
energy

PassivHaus
Certificate

?
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No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
Yes

High focus on consultation, ecology
and water filtering.

Yes

Climate is not exactly similar to NL,
and Zero Energy House from

No

13

Pleiade
Passive House

14

Villa
Malmborg

15

ÉcoTerra

16

Norway
Louvain-laNeuve,
Belgium
Lidköping,
Sweden

1995

Single Family
House

2007

Detached 2
storey house

Quebec,
Canada

Nov.
2007

Two-storey
Detached
Home

Habitat for
Humanity
House
Velux Home
for Life 2020
NREL Zero
Energy House

Michigan,
USA

2009(?)

Aarhus,
Denmark
Colorado,
USA

2009

19

Baratt Green
House

Watford,
London, UK

20

Zero Carbon
House

21

BedZED

Shetland,
Scotland,
UK
Hackbridge,
England

17
18

neutral
Passive, Low
Energy
House
Passive
House

-

-

-

-

Net zeroenergy home

-

-

Detached
House

Affordable
Green House

LEED
Platinum

Detached
House
Detached
House

Low Energy
House
Zero Energy
House

2007

Detached
House

2008

2002

2005

Colorado is representing this kind.
Although there are measurement
results, the house design is old.

No

$100.000

Only an energy efficient house with
thick insulations, MVHR and airtight
structure. Colorado example is
similar.
Since it is located in Quebec,
Canada; the climate is not
appropriate for our purposes,
which is subarctic
Not enough information

No

-

-

Not enough information

No

-

-

Yes

Zero Carbon
House

CSH Level
6

-

Detached
House

Zero Carbon
House

-

£210.000

Neighborhood
with detached
houses, flats
and
workspaces

Zero Carbon
Development

-

£265,000
3 Bedroom
Maisonette

There are detailed technical reports
and measurements, indicative
example of the sustainable housing
trend in USA
There are not enough info and the
Lighthouse is enough to study from
BRE Innovation park
Not only zero carbon house but also
way of sustainable living and quite
active concept
One of the best known eco-village
in Uk, several reports and a lot of
learning points. Although it’s a bit
old, wide aspect of sustainability
makes it worth analyzing
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No

No

No

Yes

Yes

12 Appendix E: Factsheets of case studies
12.1 Kingspan Lighthouse Factsheet
PROJECT TITLE: Kingspan Lighthouse, Watford, London, UK, 2007
PROJECT SUMMARY
PROJECT IMAGE

‘Lighthouse’ was launched at BRE’s
Innovation Park and is the most advanced
house ever produced for mainstream
construction. With annual fuel costs of just
£30, Lighthouse has pushed the boundaries of
modern housing design to become the first to
achieve the highest level of the government’s
Code for Sustainable Homes (CSH), level 6.

BUILDING CHARACTERISTICS
Type
Residence, villa
Location
BRE Science Park
Watford, London
UK
Building period
April– May 2007

Size (l*w)
GBO

5,3m * 9,2m

BVO

Bruto Volume
Built terrain area
85 m2
No info
No. of floors
3
IMAGE OF SUSTAINABILITY CONCEPT

Total costs
SUSTAINABILITY
MEASURES
- Very low U values and
airtight building
envelope
- Solar thermal and PV
- Energy efficient
appliances
- Wind-catcher for
natural ventilation
- MVHR 90%
- Grey/rain water
recycling
- High daylight levels
- Triple glazing+shading
- PCM materials (BASF)
- Waste management;
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recycling, composting
PERFORMANCE OF BUILDING
Energy use
EPC value
Water use: 80 liters/day/person
Waste production
PMV value/ATG class
Daylighting levels: 1,5-2%

Users perception
Maintenance costs
CO2 reduction: 101%
Airtightness: 1m3/h/m2 at 50Pa
Energy production: 4.7kW max., 46m2 PV
Glazing/wall ratio: 18%

SPECIFICATION OF CONCEPT PARTS (order based on trias energetica/ecologica)
Walls
Walls, roof,floor U-values = 0.11 W/m2K
- TEK® Building System,
Thickness: 284 mm
Windows
U-value = 0,7 W/m2K – triple glazing – gas
filled
Modest sized windows with timber frames,
weather stripping, special glass coatings and
cavities filled with special inert gases
Heating
Wood Pellet Boiler 10 kW peak
Hot water and heat storage

Ventilation
Mechanical ventilation with heat recovery
(90%) system
Passive ventilation effectiveness increased by
windcatcher
Large and safe ventilation openings
Thermal energy production
14 m2 heatpipes: Auron DF vacuum collectors,
double glazed with glycol mixture
η = 7,92%
k=2,65 W/m2K
Electrical energy production
46 m2 photo voltaic roof mounted panels.
4,7 kW maximum electricity production capacity
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Water Management
Grey/rain water recycling
Low water flow fittings
Water efficient appliances
Other
A++ appliances, LED lighting, Phase change
material
PROJECT DETAILS
Architect
Contractor
Client
Advisor

Shephard Robson
Kingspan Offsite
Arup

12.2 Woonhuis 2.0 Factsheet
PROJECT TITLE: WOONHUIS 2.0, IJBURG, NETHERLANDS, 2009
Since the success of a energy efficient home,
FARO architects put higher goals for a second
home. This one should be energy neutral and
will be built by Cradle 2 Cradle guidelines.
Recycling of materials will bring the CO2
reduction to 100%. The passive house concept
by which it is designed will help to reach
energy neutrality.
To achieve energy neutrality, the building skin
is highly insulated and airtight to keep the
heat inside. The rest of heat needed is
collected by solar collectors on the roof. The
electricity needed will be produced by two
wind turbines on the roof .
BUILDING CHARACTERISTICS
Type
Residence, villa
Size (l*w)
12,8m * 6m
Location
Lot 228, IJburg,
Useable floor area
229 m2
Amsterdam,
Gross floor area
294 m2
Netherlands
Building period
March – august
Gross Volume
1057,2 m3
2009
Built terrain area
76,8 m2
Total costs
550.000,- euro
No. of floors
4
incl. BTW
SUSTAINABILITY MEASURES
IMAGE OF SUSTAINABILITY CONCEPT
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- thick insulation (passive
house)

- energy production (el+th)
- cradle 2 cradle strategy
- deep lying horizontal
-

windows
efficient lighting
near station
triple glazing+shading
PCM materials (BASF)
Entrance portal
Night ventilation
Heat recovery and storage
Ground heat exchange

PERFORMANCE OF BUILDING
Heating demand: 15 kWh/m2/year
Users perception: EPC value: 0,46
Maintenance costs: Primary energy use/yr: 45.448 MJ
CO2 emission: Overheating: 3,4% over 25 degrees Water use: Equivalent daylight surface: ok
Energy production: Airtightness: 0,6 h-1
Waste production: SPECIFICATION OF CONCEPT PARTS (order based on trias energetica/ecologica)
Walls
U-value = 0,10 W/m2K – 30 cm thick – FSC wood structure and
finishing; organically insulation
Out -> In: Larch planks coaled 22 mm, air cavity 30 mm with
framing, water proof foil, pamatex 25 mm, FJI300/isovlok
insulation, 85 mm kerto-leno, airtight.
Windows
U-value = 0,8 W/m2K – triple glazing – passive framework
certified – FSC wood and insulated framework
Framework of Larch wood with a core of two layers of PUR foam
and Purenit.
Horizontal and deep lying: prevent overheating, increase privacy
Materials
Construction: FSC wood (FinnForest)
Insulation: mineral wool flocks, recycled mattresses, wood-fibre
Finishing in: non-painted wood, loam stucco with PCM, linoleum,
nature stone tiles.
Finishing out: larch boards (coaled for sustainability), EPDM roof
Heating
1. Floor heating system (low temperature)
2. Fire place with catalyst and heat exchanger
3. Extra heating by Mitsubishi air-water heatpump
Heat storage: 3 water storage tanks in technical room (0,3 m3
for hot tap water.
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Ventilation
Mechanical ventilation with heat recovery system and horizontal
ground air pre-heating system (Sole, 150 m length, 2m depth).
Open able windows.
Passive night cooling in summer possible by open able lids in
façade and roof.
Thermal energy production
14 m2 heatpipes: Auron DF vacuum collectors, double glazed
with glycol mixture
η = 7,92%
k=2,65 W/m2K
[planned!] Electrical energy production
2 donQi Urban Windmills on the roof.
Rated power = 1750 W
Average yield = 1400 kWh/year (average wind speed=4,5 m/s)
Other
LED lighting with Kreon armatures
Rainwater harvesting, reuse in toilets. Efficient taps and shower.
Wireless domotica system
PROJECT DETAILS
Architect
FARO, Pieter Weijnen
Contractor
Kerkhofs Montagebouw
Client
Pieter Weijnen & Renske
Feikema
Advisor
Trecodome & Aitec
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12.3 Kaswoningen CulemborgFactsheet
PROJECT TITLE: KASWONINGEN, CULEMBORG, THE NETHERLANDS, 2002
As part of a district development in
Culemborg, the Netherlands (EVA-Lanxmeer)
a series of 6 greenhouse homes is built in
2002. They were built under the structure of
collective private commissioning. The urban
planning design demanded a clear surplus
value compared with normal built houses.
Since these greenhouses provide a buffering
climate between in- and outside, the space
around the house is optimally used. It also
results in a special material choice for the inner house construction, which does not
have to be air- or water tight. All houses differ a little in space planning, since they
were built by private clients, without the help of a project developer. The architect of
the project, Karssenberg Wienberg Samenwerkende Architecten (KWSA) were
leading the design and project development.
BUILDING CHARACTERISTICS
Core house: 872 m2
Type
6 row houses
Gross floor area (6
Greenhouse: 487 m2
houses)
Location
RomeinGross floor area (per 185-305 m2 incl.
verschoorpad,
house)
greenhouse
Culemborg
Gross Volume
655-1110 m3 incl.
greenhouse
Building period June 2001 –
No. of floors
2
may 2002
Total costs (without 137.000-277.000 euro
land)
incl. BTW
SUSTAINABILITY
IMAGE OF SUSTAINABILITY CONCEPT
MEASURES
- Greenhouse cover:
thermal buffer
- Healthy materials
- Improvement of local
ecology
- Intensive consultation of
future users
- Sustainable living
promoted
- Drink water filtering,
greenhouse – double skin
separating waste water
- Collective heat pump for
heating
- Solar collectors, PV cells
PERFORMANCE OF BUILDING
Heating demand: Users perception: EPC value: 0,51
Maintenance costs: Primary energy use/yr: CO2 emission: Assessment of Sustainable Housing Projects
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Overheating: low (senternovem)
Water use: Equivalent daylight surface: 20% Energy production: above regulation of 2002
Airtightness: Waste production: SPECIFICATION OF CONCEPT PARTS (order based on trias energetica/ecologica)
Walls
Rc-value = 4,0 m2K/W –– sand lime structure, wood or stucco
finishing.
Cover: greenhouse safety glass in aluminium profiles.
Windows
U-value = 1,2 W/m2K – double glazing- dry glazing system
Materials
Construction: sand bricks, concrete slap floors, wooden beam
layers.
Insulation: mineral foam; cellulose (isofloc)
Finishing in: rogipsum walls, no wallpaper, water based acrylic
paint, loam stucco.
Finishing out: reused Azobé wood, roof: EPDM
Piping: PPC/PE
Heating
1. collective district heat pump, source is ground water
Distribution of heat by floor heating system.
2. hot water by solar boiler
Ventilation
Balanced ventilation system, 90% heat recovery.
Inlet: from greenhouse
Outlet: to outdoor air.
Large openings in greenhouse for natural cooling in summer
Energy production
Thermal: solar boilers
Electrical: PV panels

Water
Waste water separation (black-grey-rain) and water collection in
filtering ponds.
Infiltration borders on the streets.
Separate piping for drink- and household water.
PROJECT DETAILS
Architect
KWSA architecten
Contractor
Vah Hoogewest Bouw

Developer
Structure

Client
Installer

Measurement
Website

6 separate clients
ITW
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12.4 Powerhouse LeusdenFactsheet
PROJECT TITLE: POWERHOUSE, LEUSDEN, NETHERLANDS, 2009
This house is built in the style of the 30-years:
large windows (in blocked pattern), brickwork
walls, bay window and tiled overhanging roof.
It is designed to produce more energy than it
uses, and to be an example for energy neutral
building. It was built by help of a number of
commercial parties. It contains energy reducing
and producing measures and the designer lives
in it. Objective was to not use the passive
house concept, since it has risks on
overheating in summer. Aim was to show that
a house with a traditional look can be more
efficient than a passive house. The energy
efficient measures are hidden in the house.
This house was an initiative by InnoConstruct
(Johannes Out has a share in this) and narrow
connection between Eneco, Siemens and
Philips.
BUILDING CHARACTERISTICS
Type

Residence, villa

Size (l*w)

Location

Damreeschespoor
22, Leusden, the
Netherlands

Useable floor area

217, 18 m2.

Gross floor area

294 m2

Building period

Sept. 2007- March Gross Volume
2009
Built terrain area

1.000 m3

Total costs

600.000-700.000
euro

3

SUSTAINABILITY MEASURES

No. of floors

IMAGE OF SUSTAINABILITY CONCEPT

- Large energy producing
capacity: wind turbine, pv
panels, sola collectors
- Quick building system,
insulating
- Insulating foundation type
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- Efficient floor climate
-

system (combined air and
water heating/cooling)
Air cleaning
Energy monitoring
Efficient appliances
Common design (not trend
sensitive)

PERFORMANCE OF BUILDING
Heating demand: -

Users perception: -

EPC value: -

Maintenance costs: -

Primary energy use/yr: -

CO2 emission: -

Overheating: -

Water use: -

Equivalent daylight surface: -

Energy production: -

Airtightness: -

Waste production: -

SPECIFICATION OF CONCEPT PARTS (order based on trias energetica/ecologica)
Walls
Rc-value insulation material = 6,9 m2K/W
Styrostone wall elements type R7, in-out:
5 cm insulation – 15 cm concrete – 15 cm insulation
Windows
Triple glazing in insulated (cork) framework. Glare
prevention by flexible solar shading (Luxaflex). The
device contains a black inner layer which absorbs all
air and light, based on air chamber.
Ventilation system
Inlet from floor near facade, outlet at ceiling.
Air from outside, through ground tube (2 m. deep,
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65 m. long). Transport through open floor layer, with
heating included. Siegmund climate system;
ProOxion air cleaning system
Heating system
Water heating tubes in floor climate system.
Heating is stored in 750L tank in garage (short-term)
or in vertical ground tubes (70 meters deep), (longterm).

Electricity production
12 PV panels on roof. Schüco, www.schueco.com
Peak power 2,7 kW, yearly capacity: 2000 kWh/year

Windmill which turns to wind direction. Everkinetiq.
Capacity: <2000 kWh/year.
Heating production
Solar collectors (4 parts), with water-glycol mixture.
Schucosol HP

Other
Domotica system (Moeller)
Energy efficient appliances (Siemens)
Energy efficient lighting: 7 Watt LED (Philips)
Electric car and loading point
PROJECT DETAILS
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Architect

Innoconstruct

Client

Johannes Out

Advisor

Niemann BV
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12.5 Zero Carbon House Shetland Fact Sheet
PROJECT TITLE: Zero Carbon House, Unst, Shetland, Scotland, 2008
PROJECT SUMMARY
PROJECT IMAGE
A zero carbon house is built on Britain’s most
northerly island of Unst, which will bring
obvious benefits to the environment. The
carbon neutral home lowers the carbon footprint
by producing its own energy and storing it to
heat the home. This energy is also used to fuel
an electric vehicle for transportation. Food will
be grown in hi-tech greenhouses using a
hydroponic growing system. Main aim of the
project is to pilot an approach to carbon-neutral
living that can be replicated across the UK and
elsewhere.
BUILDING CHARACTERISTICS
Type
Residence,
Size (l*w)
villa
Location
Unst,
GBO
Shetland,
BVO
Scotland
Building
2008
Bruto Volume
period
January
Built terrain area
180 m2
Seven zones each one of which can
Total costs £ 210.000
No. of floors

be isolated.
SUSTAINABILITY
MEASURES
- Highly insulated, air
tight, timber
envelope
- Passive solar design
- Two wind turbines
- Power storage
- Heat storage
- Bio tank for sewage
- Triple glazing with
argon filling
- Mechanical
ventilation with heat
recovery
- Producing own food

PERFORMANCE OF
BUILDING
Energy use: 1.45 kW for

IMAGE OF SUSTAINABILITY CONCEPT

Users perception
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heating
EPC value
Maintenance costs
Water use
CO2 reduction: 200%
Waste production
Airtightness
PMV value/ATG class
Energy production:
Daylighting levels:
Glazing/wall ratio:
SPECIFICATION OF CONCEPT PARTS (order based on trias energetica/ecologica)
Walls, Roof
Insulated with 140 mm Celotex foam
Windows
Triple glazing with argon filling

Error! Objects cannot be
created from editing field codes.

Heating
Air to water heat pump (COP ~3) coupled with
under-floor heating.
Water battery; tank with 200 mm thick
insulation and capacity of 4200 liters

Ventilation
Mechanical ventilation with heat recovery
system
Electrical energy production
2 wind turbines of 2,5 kW
(Still being developed)
Fuel cell power storage

Other

PROJECT DETAILS
Architect
Contractor
Client
Advisor

Water Management
Rain water harvesting
French drain
Central sump
Well, 20 foot deep, spring fed
Other
Efficient LED lighting, Horticulture glass house
for food production, electrical car for
transportation
Ken Fowler
Michael Rea
Dorothy Rea
Scotframe
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12.6 Zero Energy House Colorado Factsheet
PROJECT TITLE: Habitat for Humanity Zero Energy Home, Colorado, Denver, USA,
2005
PROJECT SUMMARY
PROJECT IMAGE

This project, supported by the
U.S. Department of Energy’s
Building America Program, is a
case study in reaching zero energy
within the affordable housing
sector in cold climates. The
design of the 1200 square foot, 3bedroom Denver zero energy
home carefully combines
envelope efficiency, efficient
equipment, appliances and
lighting, and passive and active
solar features to reach the zero
energy goal.
BUILDING CHARACTERISTICS
Type
Residence, villa
Location

Colorado, Denver, USA

Size
(l*w)
GBO
BVO

Building
period

April– May 2007

Total costs

No info

SUSTAINABILITY
MEASURES
- Very low U values
and airtight building
envelope
- Solar thermal and PV
- Energy efficient
appliances
- MVHR
- Passive solar design

Bruto
Volume
Built
119 m2
terrain
area
No. of
1
floors
IMAGE OF SUSTAINABILITY CONCEPT

PERFORMANCE OF BUILDING
Energy use: 2085 KWh (elect.)
1665 kWh (natural gas)
EPC value:

No image

Users perception:
Maintenance costs: No info
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Water use:
Waste production
PMV value/ATG class: No info
Daylighting levels: No info

CO2 reduction: 101% ( Energy producing)
Airtightness: 1m3/h/m2 at 50Pa
Energy production: 4.7kW max., 46m2 PV
Glazing/wall ratio: 18%

SPECIFICATION OF CONCEPT PARTS (order based on trias energetica/ecologica)
Walls
2 × 4 structural stud wall on 16-in. centers with
R13 fiberglass batts in the cavities. They have the
nominal R40 assembly.
Windows
Double-glazed, low-emissivity (U-value = 0.30
Btu/h-F-ft2) high solar heat gain coefficient
(SHGC = 0.58) glass was chosen for the southern
windows. Double glazed low emissivity (U-value
= 0.22 Btu/h-F-ft2) low SHGC (0.27) were used
for the east, west, and north windows.
Heating
The space heating system combines a point-source
direct vent NG furnace in the living/dining area of
the home and small baseboard electric resistive
heaters in the three bedrooms. This approach
provides zone heating because each appliance has
its own independent thermostat.
Ventilation
Energy recovery ventilation system
Natural ventilation
Thermal energy production
96-ft2 collector area with 200 gal of water storage
would result in an 88% annual solar saving
fraction that includes pump energy losses. An NG
tankless water heater as a backup to the solar
system.
Electrical energy production
4 kW maximum electricity production capacity

Other

PROJECT DETAILS
Architect
Contractor

Other
A++ appliances, LED lighting, Passive solar
design, Light coloured roof shingles,
Increased attic ventilation
?
National Renewable
Energy Laboratory
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12.7 BedZED Factsheet
PROJECT TITLE: Beddington Zero Energy Development, Sutton, London, UK, 2002
PROJECT SUMMARY

PROJECT IMAGE

The scheme helps people to live
more sustainably, perhaps even
within their share of the earth's
renewable resources, without
sacrificing a modern, urban and
mobile lifestyle. It challenges
conventional approaches to
housing by tackling sustainability in
every area from the outset. The
objective of the design is to match
the buildings’ energy demand to
the available renewable energy
sources so that there are no nett
fossil fuel carbon dioxide
emissions to atmosphere.
BUILDING CHARACTERISTICS
Type

Neighborhood

Size (l*w)

-

Location

Sutton, London, UK

GBO

-

BVO

-

Bruto Volume

-

Building
period

Total costs

Finished in 2002

Built terrain
area
£ 265.000 for three
bedroom mais.

SUSTAINABILITY
MEASURES

No. of floors

82 homes and 2,500m2 of
commercial or live/work space

-

IMAGE OF SUSTAINABILITY CONCEPT
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- Low U values and
-

airtight building
envelope
Photovoltaic
panels
Energy and water
efficient
appliances
Passive
Ventilation with
Heat Recovery
Passive solar
design
Bio-fuelled CHP
plant
Waste and water
recycling
Green Transport

PERFORMANCE OF
BUILDING
Energy use:

Users perception: “nice

82,4 kWh/m²/yr

community spirit, non-isolating”, “lack of local amenities”

EPC value: ?

Maintenance costs:?

Water use: 72

l/person/day

CO2 reduction: 100%

Waste production

Airtightness: ?

PMV value/ATG class:?

Energy production: 777 m2 of PV, Bio fuelled CHP

Daylighting levels: ?

Glazing/wall ratio: -

SPECIFICATION OF CONCEPT PARTS (order based on trias energetica/ecologica)
Walls

All the external surfaces in the house are super
insulated with 300 mm. thick insulation
material. Dense concrete blockwork and
concrete floor slabs and exposed radiant
surfaces to aid heat absorption
Windows
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2 skins of double-glazing to south elevation and
triple-glazing for all other elevations
Space and Water Heating
A site-wide heat source is provided by the
combined heat and power plant for water
heating. No space heating is required.
Ventilation
Passive stack ventilation (PSV) with heat
recovery powered by wind cowls on top of roofs

Thermal energy production
Bio-fuelled CHP which runs on wood sticks.

Electrical energy production
Bio-fuelled CHP and Photovoltaic panels of 777
m2 for 6 dwellings

Other

Other
Energy efficient appliances, LED lighting,
Passive solar design

PROJECT DETAILS
Architect

BDa ZEDfactory

Contractor

Bio-Regional-Peabody

Client

Peabody

Advisor

Arup
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13 Appendix F: Criteria list results for six Case Studies
12%

Management

Woonhuis 2.0

Code

Criteria

[..]

Man 1

Performance insurance
attention? (Y/N)

yes

tests conducted? (Y/N)

yes

Man 2

Man 3

Man 4

Building site and surroundings
Concerned? (Y/N),Points of
yes
special attention (focus on
energy saving, community
collaboration

Environmental impact of building site
Is sustainable produced
yes
wood used on building site?
(Y/N)

CO2 reduction in building
activities or transport? (Y/N)

yes

Best practice in preventing
air and/or water pollution?
(Y/N)
User manual
Available? (Y/N)

no info

no
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Kaswoningen Culemborg

Lighthouse

Details

[..]

Details

[..]

The ventilation system
was tested on its
functioning (still
continuing). By
architect living in it,
testing occurs
continuously but
without reports:
results in repair
test on ventilation
systems functioning.

yes

monitoring has
taken place,
partly on
performance of
systems and
satisfaction of
users

prefabrication building
method results in low
water and waste on
building site. Site
impacts are low,
because of low
building time. Only
concrete floor
required more time
and water

no info

FSC wood is used for
construction parts.
Waste material
(wood) is recycled by
owner's fire place
local tree used and
poles for construction
were used. Wall
materials originate
from germany, Loarch
façade planks from
Dutch
Staatsbosbeheer
-

architects lives in own
designed house, so did
not make user
manual. Is willing to
do so when house will
be sold (as was done
by previous version)

Shetland Zero Carbon House

Colorado Zero Energy House

BedZED

Details

[..]

Details

[..]

Details

[..]

Details

-

nothing found on
performance insurance of
installations in the prebuilding phase

Y

Before we started the
build I spent 3 years
talking and visiting our
proposed suppliers. We
knew it would work

Y

No prototypes! We
designed the homes with
off-the-shelf proven
technologies available in
the marketplace today.

Y

Quotation: We
have demonstrated
with BedZED that
the technology to
build low
environmental
impact homes
already
exists.

Yes

The current built Lighthouse
is tested on the BRE science
park

N

-

Yes

“construction site impacts”

Y

yes

FSC wood

-

“construction site impacts”

?

no info

-

-

-

Yes

no info

-

-

-

yes

user manual
available, and
committed to
the design
process. There
is also a manual
for the district

Yes

Home user guide v1.pdf;For
client, by Kingspan Offsite (1
June 2007) Extra: Operating
and Maintenance Manual.

no info
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N/A

Off cuts were given to
local people who have
wood burners. Soil taken
out used to build a
garage.

4,5 days, three labour to
finish erection

Users are also designers
and developers, so no
need

N

N

N

Y

-

?

-

Yes

-

?

N/A

Yes

BedZED was
designed to
minimise its
ecological
impact, both in
construction and
operation, to
help residents live
within their fair
share of the
earth’s resources.

minimise its
ecological
impact, both in
construction and
operation

No detailed info,
user guide is only
mentioned in a
report

Which topics? (control, e/w
consumption, waste, space
planning, information
resources)

Man 6

Consultation
Did consultation with local
community occur? (Y/N)

Initiatives integrated in
design? (Y/N)

Man 7

Man 8

Man 9

-

n/a, see above

district, ..

-

-

Control, water and energy
use, waste & recycling,
information resources. Extra:
CSH report, climate change,
public transport, local
amenities, emergency info,
buy sust. products

-

yes

knowledgde from
previous house (1.0) is
taken into account.
Main learning points:
safety of layout,
ventilation system and
privacy. Community
was not consultated,
but regulations were
taken into account

yes

intensive
consultation of
home users
during design of
district and
design of
houses!

n/a

Not built in real community,
but science park: consulting
stakeholders not applicable

Yes

yes

Ventilation system is
changes, layout is
more useful and safe,
privacy is improved at
street façade.

yes

houses differ in
space plans, due
to wishes of
future uses

-

-

being a house it is not
logical to share
facilities with the
community. The
gardens are shared for
bycicle transport due
to lack of urban plan

yes

the area around
the house is
shared with the
whole district.
The gardens in
the
greenhouses
can be shared
with
neighbours, but
could also be
separated

No

Shared facilities with community
Facilities available? (Y/N)
yes

-

?

Yes

Yes

Project cooperated
with local
authorities

no info

no info

Yes

- UK Building
Regulations
- Sutton Borough
Fire Department

No shared facilities

No

No

No

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

Yes

Fortunately I listened to
local people and built
French drains around the
house to a central sump

Safety
If Dutch: PKVW label?
(Y/N/[n/a])

no

no, not tried to
achieve

no info

-

n/a

Non-Dutch

Insight from street (Y/N)

no

large windows on first
floor. On ground floor
horizontal deep lying
windows, which
reduce insight

yes

insight in
greenhouse, but
little insight in
the core houses,
due to greenery

No

High windows, on 1 floor

n/a

Outdoor lighting (Y/N)

no

no info

-

Yes

Automatic external lighting

Yes

LED

no info

Access by doors/windows
(easy/hard)

hard

no outdoor lighting,
low safety
window frames do
have PKVW label.
Front door's safety not
specified

no info

-

Hard

Large secure ventilation
openings occupants feel safe
leaving open at night and
away from home (by wind
catcher on the roof).

n/a

Not enough drawings

Easy

Access to shed/garage (Y/N)

yes

no

no shed or
garage

n/a

No shed or garage

Yes

Garage is built next to
house.

?

Yes

Alarm system (Y/N)

no

shed is present in back
yard. Access occurs by
passing neighbour
gardens: social control
increases safety
no breaking in alarm
system.

no info

-

Yes

-

No

No need

?

?

Publication of building information
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st

No consideration at all

Easy

External Light on
PIR control
No consideration
at all

Bicycle locking
stands and car
parking

Information available? (Y/N)

yes

Topics described (overviewcosts-spacing-energy-watersustainable measures) (#/6)

4/6

Faro Katern
steigereiland (not
published?) +
simulation movies on
www.faro.nl; news
articles online about
rough plans for 2.0.
Excursions and
lectures given by
architect
overview - total costs spacing - sustainable
measures. Missing:
BREEAM or EPC rating,
installation/terrain
costs, terrain m2,
energy demand % use,
water use, % reused
water

yes

information was
published on
architects
website and
EVA lanxmeer
website

Yes

Brochure/website:
www.kingspanlighthouse.com

Yes

6/6

all topics

3/6

Overview, Spacing (in
drawings), Energy,
Sustainable measures.
Missing: water use, costs
overview, social aspects

wall section and
model at building site,
tree as construction
(visible), visible energy
measuring panels

yes

building
typology of
greenhouse:
shows greenery.
Additional PV
cells are visible

Yes

Website, short film, diary
of user

Yes

Technical Papers

Yes

Technical papers,
Website, Learning
points reports

2/6

4/6

overview-costs-energysustainable measures

5/6

Only information
about spacing is
not published

Photovoltaics, solar panels,
water and energy monitors

Yes

Yes

Photovoltaics, Solar
thermal, energy use
predictions and
measurement results

Yes

Photovoltaics,
Solar thermal, CHP,
Sustainable
materials, food
production,
promoted electric
car transportation

-

?

?

?

Partly

Man
10

Building and terrain as measure of education
Sustainable examples used?
yes
(Y/N)

Man
11

Maintenance
Maintenance assessment
done? (Y/N)

yes

maintenance reduced
by: coaled façade
instead of paint, high
quality roof cover
(EPDM), no indoor
painting

yes

low
maintenance
level of building
skin, since the
roofing by the
greenhouse.

-

Man
12

Life cycle cost analysis
Life cycle cost analysis made
(Y/N)

no

costs were not a topic
of special interest

no

no life cycle
analysis was
made

No

Partly

Partly

Height of costs compared to
‘normal’ house in same
region:
Initial (+/- %)

+180%

total building costs
550.000 euro. Volume
= 1113,6 m3. --> 494
euro/m3. CBS 2008
zuid-holland: 273
euro/m3

77%-91%

-

£210,000
builders
told it
would cost
£700,000

+13,80%

$ 149,351 ZEH
$ 131,227 Normal

+18%

£265,000 BedZED 3
Bedroom Mais.,
£225,000 Local
Market 3 Bedroom
Mais.

Energy/year (+/- %)

no info

prospected to be low,
but no figures
available

no info

building costs
per m3 differ
between 209
and 249,5
euro/m3 incl
BTW. CBS 2003
gives an average
of 273 euro/m3
incl. BTW
prospected to
be low, but no
figures available

?

$17/month

-40%

£ 96.48 BedZED 3
Bedroom,
£163.62 new built
3 Bedroom
maisonette

Maintenance/yr (+/- %)

no info

prospected to be low,
but no figures
available

no info

after 4 years,
only one glas
washer was
needed for the
greenhouse
cover. Painting

-
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-

£31 ,- per year on energy
(wood pellets) (0,36£/m2;
0,39 euro/m2)

-100%

No

would be 37
Sterling/month if
connected to grid but
now 0 Sterling/year

?

?

walls of a house
would be more
expensive

Man13

15%
Code
Hea 1

Hea 2

Hea 3

Hea 4

Demolition (+/- %)

no info

prospected to be low,
but no figures
available

no info

-

-

No

Additional
Design Strategy for different
and future users (example:
Elderly/disabled)

no

4 steep stairs in the
house make access for
disabled impossible.
Maybe elevator can
be installed, but with
large impact

no info

-

No

Yes

Kaswoningen Culemborg
[..]
Details

Lighthouse
[..]

Details

Health (& comfort)
Criteria
Daylighting
Daylight factors (%);
Demand > 3%

Woonhuis 2.0
[..]

Details

?

?

No

No

Zero Carbon House Shetland
[..]
Details

Colorado Zero Energy Home
[..]
Details

BedZED
[..]

Not
enough
info

Not
enough
info

-

Not enough
info

Not
enough
info

-

Not enough
info

no info

no calculations were
made on daylight
levels. Designed on
architects wishes

no info

-

1,5 - 2

-

Ratio glazing to wall area
(%) Normal 25-30%

45,50%

calculated from
drawings

no info

-

18

To reduce overheating in
summer

Ratio glazing to floor area
(%) Normal ?
View

32%

calculated from
drawings

no info

-

17

-

View from office space (Y/N)

yes

office space is directly
placed to room-wide
window in northfacade

no (info)

in only 2/6
houses an office
space is
designed. No
information on
view from office
space

Yes

within 3,5 meters from
window with unobstructed
sight

n/a

prevention from glare
prevention from glare (Y/N)

yes

flexible horizontal
louvres. Mainly to
prevent overheating
and to prevent glare.
Also placed at office
space window.

no info

no shading in
greenhouse, no
info about
shading in
house

Yes

sliding wooden foldable
shading screens for all
windows on west façade only:
blocking sun-and daylight

Not
enough
info

LED and PL lighting,
some light bulbs in
one room

no info

-

Yes

75% of all fixed lighting are
low energy type (using about
20% of the energy of normal
lights). All remaining fixed
lights use similar compact
fluorescent or LED energy
efficient lamps

Yes

standard efficiency
LED, PL is also energy

no info

-

high frequent (efficiency) lighting
High quality and efficiency
yes
lighting (Y/N)

Lighting efficiency (lm/W)

20-62 lm/W
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Designed for wheelchair
in the ground and paths
around the house, easy
to use switches

The house is orientated
East, West so we get the
sun in the morning and
in the afternoon and
evening. We also have a
light ube on the landing
with ba lens on the roof.
The house is very light
and open plan.

Details
Good daylight
design reducing
the need for
electric lighting

-

We do not get glare in
the house. The sun room
roof is not transparent
and we have big
windows.

-

-

?

?

Yes

Compact fluorescent
throughout the house

Yes

20 watt compact
fluorescent light
bulb

efficient
Hea 6

Hea 7

Lighting control
Good lighting control (Y/N)

Openable windows size
(m2/m2); Demand > 0,015

Hea 9

no info

-

Yes

yes

open able windows
and panels

yes

Yes

0,26

6 openable windows
/panels in total (GBO)

no info

open able
windows in
house and in
greenhouse,
with capacity of
20 h-1 for
greenhouse
-

1,7

Living/kitchen/study-room

No

?

-

1
1
0,3

Bedroom 1
Bedroom 2
Living/kitchen/study-room

No
No
No

?
?
?

0,045
0,028

Bedroom 1
Bedroom 2

No
No

?
?

combination of mechanical
ventilation and natural
ventilation by stack effect

MVHR
90%

Mechanical
Ventialtion
with Heat
Recovery

Energy recovery
ventilation system with
Electricallly Controlled
Motors

Passive
ventilation
with heat
recovery

Wind powered
ventilation system
with wind cowls on
top of houses

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

0,06

6 openable
windows/panels in
total (GBO), total size
12,75 m2

no info

• Main corridor lighting is on
PIR controls; • Many lights
are two way switched for
ease of operation; • 2 Amp
lighting sockets allow users to
install their own (low energy)
lights but complete with the
convenience of switch from a
well labelled central wall
location.; • Dimming
compact fluorescent lamps as
a demonstration in ground
floor bedroom 2

Yes

All the swithces are from
a company with Logic
Plus range.One touch
easy operation for
elderly

No info

Yes

As far as the information
is considered, no special
attention to natural
ventilation

Yes

Yes

a 2A lighting ring
main with switch
close to the door is
provided in
bedrooms and
living/dining
rooms, with four
2A sockets per
room into which
the occupant can
plug their
own light fittings.

No details

Yes

All habitable rooms
have openable
windows to meet
the requirements
of the Building
Regulations for
purge ventilation.

Openable
areas of
1/20th
floor area

internal air quality
Type (-, type)

-

Heat recovering
ventilation system.
Combined with
horizontal ground pipe
under the house
which heats fresh air
in winter and cools it
in summer

-

Amount (dm3/s/m2)
Demand > 0,7 dm3/s/m2

no info

contains extra large
inlet air pipe to ensure
good amounts

no info

good

low impact materials
are used, with low
emission. Painting is
not used, so no
emission. Marmoleum
has low emission too.

no info

Balanced ventilation
with 90% heat
recovery. Inlet air is
taken from
greenhouse and
preheated in this
way. Bypass for heat
recovery and inlet
air is possible in
summer
-

-

volatile organic compounds
Find out more! (nibe
basiswerk)

Hea 10

light switches with
dimming possibilities
in all rooms total
house switch present
in corridor and master
bedroom, to turn off
the lights at night or
when away movement
sensors in toilets, to
turn on the light only
when in use

Natural ventilation
Openable windows amount
(Y/N, #/10m2) Demand > 1

Hea 8

yes

acrylic painting,
or loam stucco
on inner walls.
No wallpaper is
used

thermal comfort
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-

Hea 11

Hea 13

Hea14

Predicted mean Value(-)
Demand< +/- 0,5 or 0,3

no info

floor heating system

no info

-

-

?

?

Temperature Exceeding
hours TO (# of hours);
Demand < 300 or 250

no info

no info

-

-

?

?

ATG class (A/B/C); Demand
B or C for homes

no info

calculations are
included in passive
house calculation and
EPC. They comply with
standards
-

?

?

no info

-

-

Overheating simulation
shows ….?

-

temperature control
Control unit for user
available (Y/N)

yes

control unit available
in ground floor. Main
control accessible in
technical space

no info

-

-

acoustics
Sound insulation insideoutside (dB) (D≥ 40dB)

no info

thick insulation layer
of building skin,
ventilation in- and
output on roof

no info

-

-

Air sound insulation insideinside (dB), demand > 42 dB

no info

open space between
ground- and first floor
rooms.

no info

-

-

Weighted contact sound
inside-inside (dB), demand >
59 dB

no info

no info

-

-

Sound level of building
services (dB), demand < 25
dB(A)

no info

no info

-

-

Reverberation time (s),
demand < 0,6 second

no info

detached floor
package inclusive
insulation of
matrasses. Use
experience: no
disturbance (updown)
building services in
separate room
between two sleeping
rooms.
wooden finishing used
in all spaces, so soft
tones. Indicates low
reverberation time

no info

-

-

Spatial comfort
Size of the house

230 m2

Surface available per person

57,5

considering 4 persons

3 bedrooms

1 guest room

1 living room

1 roof terrace

1
kitchen/living
1 study room

1 garden

Organization ( Number of
spaces, function)

185-305 m2
46,25-76,25
m2/pp

85 m
considering 4
persons
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Yes

Yes

Not
enough
info

Sound insulation is very
good. Minearl wool, All
external walls and the
entire roof have 140mm
of Celotex foam panels
mounted into the frame

Not
enough
info

Not enough
info

180

119

90
m2/person

40
m2/person

2
bedrooms

lack of info

3 bedroom

1 living
room
1 kitchen

lack of info

1 Living
Room
1 kitchen

1 dining
room
1
bathroom

2 bathrooms

Computer Control of
user

Open space between kitchen,
living room, dining room and
office. Possible noise on these
places.

~20
2
m /person

1 bike shed

Yes

considering 4 persons

lack of info
lack of info
lack of info

No Info

No Information

19%
Code
Ene1

Ene2

Ene4

Ene5

Ene10

8%
Code
Tra1

Privacy assured

yes

lack of info

lack of info

Energy
Criteria
CO2 emission reduction

Woonhuis 2.0
[..]

Details

Kaswoningen Culemborg
[..]
Details

Lighthouse
[..]

Details

Zero Carbon House Shetland
[..]
Details

Colorado Zero Energy Home
[..]
Details

BedZED
[..]

Assessment method
(method)
Percentage of improvement
to standards(%)

0,46

EPC

0,51

EPC

SAP 2005

-

SAP

Local

SAP

42,50%

percentage better
than norm of 0,6

36,25%

percentage
better than
norm of 0,6

101

CO2 saving, net zero carbon
dwelling

200

yes

monitoring system
available on ground
floor. Separate
building parts can be
viewed on this system

no info

-

Yes

Intelligent energy meter with
a touch screen displays
electricity and heat energy
use together with solar PV
electricity generation, solar
hot water generation and
mains water consumption

Yes

no outdoor lighthing

no info

-

Yes

external lights controlled on
daylight and Passive Infra
Red (PIR) sensors.

Yes

Available (Y/N) (> 65
no
lumen/watt)
Use of renewable energy sources
Renewable sources installed yes
(Y/N)

n/a

no info

-

solar collector, ground
heat exchanger with
heat pump

yes

solar collector

Yes

PV, solar cells, wood pellet
burner, ….

Yes

Renewable percentage of
energy demand

building should be
energy neutral, but
not finished yet. No
solution can be given

no info

far not enough
to provide total
demand

100%

on annual basis

100

All the energy from wind
turbines

100

to guarantee thermal quality of building skin
thermo graphical
yes
measurement conducted
(Y/N)

achieved passive
house standard

no info

-

-

Yes

?

Yes

air tightness measurement
conducted (Y/N)

achieved passive
house standard

no info

-

Yes

-

Yes

Later this year, 2008, we
will be using a thermal
imaging camera to check
the thermal properties of
the house for leakage etc
Not completed yet

?

Yes

Lighthouse
[..]

Details

Zero Carbon House Shetland
[..]
Details

Colorado Zero Energy Home
[..]
Details

BedZED
[..]

sub-measuring of energy use
Availability of monitoring
system(Y/N)

Energy efficient outdoor lighting
Type of efficient lighting and no
control system

no info

yes

Transportation
Woonhuis 2.0
Criteria
[..]
Availability of public transportation

Assessment of Sustainable Housing Projects

bed- and bath area
apart from living.
Deep lying windows,
and small on street
side, large on garden
side

Details

yes

hedge between
houses in the
greenhouse

Yes

separate bedrooms, work
place and living room

CO2 Neutral House, local
food, transportation; all
carbon free

97%

The annual emissions
associated with the
Habitat/NREL ZEH with
BA Benchmark occupants
would be only 0.24 metric
tons of carbon dioxide
equivalent instead of 9.3
metric tons in a standard
house.

Yes

Details

100%

Zero Carbon
Development.
Although CHP is
not working, it was
designed to be CO2
neutral, so 100%
reduction is
assumed.

Yes

For occupants to be
more aware of
their energy usage,
the intention is to
locate the
water, electricity
and heat meters in
the kitchen of each
dwelling.
External lighting is
generally by post
top high efficiency
luminaires

External floodlights have
been avoided

Kaswoningen Culemborg
[..]
Details
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Yes

on annual basis

Yes

PhotoVoltaics, CHP
plant

100

on annual basis

Details

Tra2

Distance to public transport
stop (meters)

391-574m

bus (359) and tram
(26) line

343 meters
and 655
meters

bus (641 and
650),
trainstation
Culemborg
every 15
minutes train

875

Transportation frequency
(minutes)

5-8

15

time to city / public
transportation centre
(minutes)
distance to local amenities
number of facilities within
500 meters (#)

15

5 during peak hours, 8
minutes out of peak
hours (tram 26 to
Amst. CS)
to Amst. CS

Bus stop, Garston (Watford)

15

to Utrecht
Central Station

Ca. 30

Watford junction

No

?

As part of Green
Transport Plan, PT
is promoted. So
BedZED is located
on two bus routes

-

1

daycare within 500m.
Shopping centre and
shool within 700
meters

1200
meters

shopping centre
at 1200 meters.
Some heath
facilities are
closer

0

-

Far away

?

?

bike shed
bike shed available (Y/N)

yes

bike and garden
supplies shed in
garden

no info

-

Yes

Cycle storage available

No

?

Yes

pedestrian and cyclists safety
Foot/cycle paths

yes

on main roads, on low
speed roads only foot
paths

yes

car-free district,
with parking
facilities on
boundaries

-

-

No

?

Yes

6%

Water

Woonhuis 2.0

Zero Carbon House Shetland

Colorado Zero Energy Home

BedZED

Code
Wat 1

Criteria
water consumption
Annual drink-water
consumption (Liter/year)

[..]

Details

[..]

Details

[..]

Details

[..]

[..]

[..]

no info

no info

-

-

-

Zero

Measures for reduction
(Y/N)

yes

what is annual drinkwater consumption?
Or how much is
calculated?
low water use
measures on taps and
water-efficient shower
head; rain water for
toilet and irrigation

yes

low water use
toilet flushing,
district has
filtering
facilities: grey
water is used
for toilet
flushing

Yes

low water shower 8 liters/min
and taps; dual flush WC 4/2
liters; 160 liters bath; water
efficiency washing machine&
dishwasher

Yes

Tra3

Tra4

Wat 2

Wat 3

Kaswoningen

Lighthouse

Details

Well spring fed in the
garden, rain water
havesting system,

Details

?

72 liters/
person/day

N

Yes

Watermeter
Watermeter available (Y/N)

no

no active water meter
available, normal one
available in technical
space

no info

-

Yes

Intelligent energy meter with
a touch screen displays
energy info & solar hot water
generation and mains water
consumption

No info

Yes

Yes

Main leakage detection
Leak detection system (Y/N)

no

no leak detection
available

no info

-

-

-

-

-

?

no leak detection
available

no info

-

-

-

No

No

No

Wat 4

Self-closing watersupply for sanitary facilities.

Wat 5

Presence detection system
(Y/N)
water recycling

no
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Aim was to
decrease
transportation for
daily needs

parking placed at
the edge of the
community and
pedestrianised
areas
in the centre

Details

Grey and rain
water recycling

Wat 6

12,50
%
Code
Mat 1

Grey/rain water use (Y/N)

yes

rain water collection,
storage in water tank
in garden. Used for
toilet flushing

yes

percentage of total demand
for toilet flushing and
irrigation (%)

no info

no info

Purification system(Y/N)

no

all toilet use by rain
water, garden
irrigation by
rainwater. Percentage
unknown
no purification system
available

Irrigation system
Irrigation system (Y/N)

no

Materials

Woonhuis 2.0

Criteria
building materials
Attention for low emission
materials (Yes/No),

[..]

Details

[..]

Details

[..]

yes

mostly wood used but
concrete foundation.
Design based on C2C
method.

yes

in material
choice,
attention has
been given to
material types.

Materials for main
structure, climate classes

FSC-wood
(vuren), I

foundation and
ground floor concrete.
Walls and floors FSC
wood; climate class 1

sand bricks,
concrete,
wooden
beam

Materials for roofing and
facades, climate classes

Wood
(loarch)
/epdm

wooden walls, epdm
roofing

EPDM,
glass, wood,
stucco

Materials for furnishing,
climate classes

Wood(I),
marmoleum ;
Tiles

walls and higher floors
in wood, ground floor
with tiles; Mosa

Wood(I),
marmoleum

sand bricks,
concrete slap
floors with
wooden beam
layers
EPDM roofing,
glass
greenhouse,
Azobe reused
wood façade
walls and higher
floors in wood,
ground floor
with tiles,
mineral stucco,
high solid
painting

Assessment of Sustainable Housing Projects

no system, but
irrigation water can be
taken from rainwater
storage tank

rain water used
for toilet
flushing. Grey
water is also
used after
district
purification
-

yes

in district:
hleiofytes

yes

Waste water
streams are
distinguidshed in
rain- grey and
black water. Grey
and black water is
purificated in
several irrigation
for surrounding
land

Kaswoningen

Yes

Collection from shower, bath,
basin; cleans on basic level;
flush toilet

Yes

-

-

Yes

No

Yes

-

-

-

Basic level cleaning of grey
water for toilet flushing

No

No

Yes

Wastewater
Reclamation Plant,
Membrane
bioreactor

Rainwater collection tank in
garden, for washing machine
and garden irrigation

Yes

No

Yes

Rain water
recirculation for
irrigation

Zero Carbon House Shetland

Colorado Zero Energy Home

BedZED

Details

[..]

Details

[..]

Details

[..]

Details

Yes

Every building material and
component used is specified
for its ability to optimize the
house’s overall sustainability
credentials and minimize
embodied energy and
maximize recycled content
and reuse.

Yes

The entire frame of the
house and most of the
fixturers are natural
timber from certified
forestsTimber is a low
embodied energy,
renewable material that
will be sourced from
Scotland to minimise
transportation costs and
impacts.

No

a double stud wall with
fiberglass batt
construction because it
has low material costs,
uses familiar volunteerfriendly construction
techniques

Yes

98 tonnes of
reclaimedstructural
steel Timber
window frame
279tonnes of
recycledcrushed
green glass.

Wood

Timber frame, screw
piles;Floating ground floor,
replacing concrete

Timber
Frame

Wood

Fiberglass batt with
wooden frame

Wood

Sweet chestnut cladding

Timber

Prestreese
d concrete
slab and
reclaimed
steel
concrete

Var.

Wool carpet, Natural rubber
flooring

?

?

Yes

Lighthouse
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?

Rain water recycled to
central sump

Done by spring and rain
water from central sump

Materials for insulation,
climate classes
Locally Sourced Materials

Mat 5

Mat 7

Well-founded origin of materials
Origin of materials known?
yes
(Yes/No), average Tier value

unknown material

mineral
foam

mineral foam
insulation in
walls
source or origin
of materials is
unknown

-

-

colatex
foam

No climate class info

most structure
originates from
southern of Germany.
Some recycled
materials from
Amsterdam

no info

Yes

Materials already in UK
market, no additional
information

Yes

Material that will be
sourced from Scotland

all materials origins
can be deducted, but
not by assessor.

no info

-

-

-

Yes

solid woodens
structure, low on
fragile details. Better
than fragile details of
copper plates in
Woonhuis 1.0

yes

due to
greenhouse,
low impact by
environment on
inner house
façade

-

-

?

No

fixed structures of
Yes
core house and
greenhouse.
Though
greenhouse
structure is light
and easilly
demountable.
Greenhouse is
designed for
possible sun
shading after
some time (was
not necessary)
greenhouse can Yes
be used for
several
purposes. It can
be added or
detached from
living space
standard with of Yes
house, some
sleeping rooms
could be used
for other
function

Foundations of off-site timber
floor cassettes, when building
reaches end of useful
lifespan, the fast foundation
support point can be
removed.

yes

Industrial, flexible and detachable building (IFD)
Technical flexibility (Y/N)
yes
all parts are
assemblied by screws,
so are demountable.
Since wooden
construction, holes
can be made, parts
can be changes easily.
But it will damage..
Domotica system is
wireless, so very
flexible. Options are
left open for addition
of building services
Spatial flexibility (Y/N)

yes

ground and first floor
are very open, so
open for space
planning. Top 2 floors
include more walls.

Yes

Functional flexibility(Y/N);
On building and district
level!

yes

bedrooms and guest
room can easily be
used for other
purposes.

yes

7,50%

Waste

Woonhuis 2.0

Code

Criteria

[..]

Wst 1

colatex foam

Rockwool

No details

?

Yes

BedZED’s local
sourcing policy was
able to source 52%
of
the materials from
within the target
35 mile radius

Materials will be sourced
from ceritfied forests

?

Yes

?

?

?

No

?

?

Spatial flexibility: The living
space uses a timber portal
structure so floors can be
slotted between the frames
or left open as required

No

?

?

Bedroom 2 can also be used
as meeting room.

???

?

?

Solid design (protection from damage)
Solid design measures (Y/N)

Mat 8

isovlok,
wood fibre,
matras
yes/no

Kaswoningen

Lighthouse

Nothing special
mentioned about
flexibility

Zero Carbon House Shetland

Colorado Zero Energy Home

BedZED

Details

[..]

Details

[..]

Details

[..]

[..]

[..]

Details

prefabrication
resulted in low waste:
3 building waste bags
and some wood for
fire place
wood is used for fire
place

`no info

-

Yes

Construction waste
management system

Yes

?

Yes

Aim was to
minimize waste
during construction

no info

-

-

-

Yes

?

?

Details

Details

Construction Site Waste management
Waste minimized (Y/N)

yes

Seperation of waste
products (Y/N, type of

yes
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products)

Wst 2

Wst 3

Wst 5

10%
Code
LE1

LE2

LE3

LE4

LE6

LE 8

Recycled material used (Y/N,
in what amount
Use of secondary material
Recycled additional material
applied (Y/N)

yes

tree and harbour
poals

no info

-

Yes

-

Yes

no info

is recycled additional
material used for
example the concrete
parts?

no info

-

-

-

-

-

-

no info

-

Yes

55 litre recycle box with
compartments for:
paper/steel and
aluminium/plastic bottles.
Green waste collection.

Yes

No details

yes

compost
collection in
greenhouse

Yes

Composting facilities are
optional and
subsidized(mentioned in user
manual). So it's considered

Storage space for recyclable waste (household)
Recyclable waste collection
yes
there is space for
(Y/N)
waste separation, but
green- and rest waste
is not collected
separate. Glass and
paper can be
separated
Compost (only for houses with garden)
Composting (Y/N)
no
no compost collection

Land usage and ecology
Criteria
Reuse of land
Ecological impact (high/low)

Polluted grounds
Built on polluted (and then
cleaned) grounds (Y/N)

Woonhuis 2.0
[..]

Details

?

?

-

Yes

BedZED sourced
3,404 tonnes of
reclaimed and
recycled
materials, 15% of
the total materials

No

Yes

• Mixed dry
recyclables • Glass
• White paper
recycling bin

Yes

No

Yes

Compost bins
available in the
neighborhood

Kaswoningen
[..]
Details

Lighthouse
[..]

Details

Zero Carbon House Shetland
[..]
Details

Colorado Zero Energy Home
[..]
Details

BedZED
[..]

?

Low

BedZED is built on
a former sewage
works

The Land
had some heavy
metal
contamination.

low

Ijburg is a new island,
constructed in the IJ
with sand from
Markermeer. empty
building lot

low

though the
district was a
water winning
area, measures
have been
taken to keep
up the
environmental
status

Low

Built on present science park

Low

no

non polluted ground

no

non polluted
ground

-

-

No

No

Yes

yes

flora and fauna
were protected

-

-

Yes

?

?

yes

flora kept part
of district
design. Also
food growing in
greenhouses

-

-

Yes

?

?

yes

water winning
area was kept,
though part of
housing district

-

-

Yes

?

?

existing flora and fauna on location of building project
Flora and fauna protected
n/a
there was no existing
(Y/N)
flora and fauna
flora and fauna as joint users of the planned area.
Joint land use with flora and no
no existing flora and
fauna (Y/N)
fauna

long-term sustainable joint use for flora and fauna
Sustainable maintenance
no
there was no plan to
plan to improve flora and
improve flora and
fauna on building site (Y/N)
fauna on location
Partnerships with local nature conservation organizations.
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Built on a brownfield.
Built on an existing
(demolished) building
site

Spring water is used to
irrigate the garden area,
hydroponics

Details

LEX

10%
Code
Pol 1

Pol 2

Pol 4

Pol 5

Partnership with local
nature conservation
organization (Y/N)
Ground use
used floor area : built terrain
(ratio); demand 2,5-3 : 1

Pol 7

Pol 8

-

no info

-

-

-

-

-

-

3,8

294/76,8

no info

no info on built
terrain area

-

-

-

-

-

Details

Kaswoningen
[..]
Details

Lighthouse
[..]

Details

Zero Carbon House Shetland
[..]
Details

Colorado Zero Energy Home
[..]
Details

BedZED
[..]

no use of cooling
resources

-

no use of
cooling
resources

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

no use of cooling
resources

-

no use of
cooling
resources

no info

-

-

-

-

no info

-

no info

-

No info

No info

No info

high flood risks due to
constructed land

low

by district
design

No info

-

High

?

?

drainage system in
garden to prevent
flood. No use of
crawling space to
prevent flooding.
Grass in garden

yes

no hard ground
covers

No info

façade does not
contain paint
particles, since it is
treated by burning

yes

non polluting
materials, and
advise for
owners during
use in users
manual

Yes

no outdoor lighting at
all

no info

-

n/a

yes

extra skin of
greenhouse will
reduce the
noise pollution
to outside

Pollution
Woonhuis 2.0
Criteria
[..]
GWP of cooling resources for climate control
GWP, Demand GWP <5
-

Prevention of leakage in cooling resources
Leakage detection applied
(Y/N)
Space heating related NOx emission
NOx emission (mg/kWh
no info
delivered thermal energy).
Demand: ≤ 70-50-35
Minimizing flood risks
Flood risk of location
high
(high/low)
Building measures to
prevent flooding (Y/N)

Pol 6

no

yes

Minimizing pollution of surface water run-off
Pollution preventing
yes
measures (Y/N)

Minimizing pollution by lighting
Outside lighting turned off
yes
23.00-07.00 (Y/N)

Noise pollution
Prevention of noise pollution
to nearby noise sensitive
buildings/locations (Y/N)

n/a
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Details

Yes

French drain

?

?

Bio-filtration through surface
water
management - swales

Yes

French drain, bio tank for
sewage

?

Yes

Surface water
treatment

no info

-

No info

?

Yes

Lighting control is
provided by
standard
photocells with a
manual override
facility

no info

-

No info

?

?

points to gain

management

share of breeam

14 Appendix G: Assessment Rating of six case studies

health and comfort

12

energy
19%

5

Lighthouse

ZEH/NREL
Colorado

BedZED

points
awarded

points
awarded

points awarded

points
awarded

points
awarded

points
awarded

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

1

1

0

1

man3

1

0

1

1

0

1

man4

1

1

0

1

0

1

man6

1

1

1

0

1

1

man7

1

1

0

0

0

0

man8

1

0

1

1

0

0

man9

1

1

1

1

1

1

man10

1

1

1

1

1

1

man11

1

1

0

0

0

0

man12

0

1

0

0

1

1

man13

0

0

1

0

0

0

10

8

8

7

5

8

% of man

83%

67%

67%

58%

42%

67%

% of breeam

10%

8%

8%

7%

5%

8%

hea1

1

0

0

1

0

1

hea2

1

0

0

1

0

0

hea3

1

0

1

1

0

0

hea4

1

0

1

1

1

1

hea6

1

0

1

1

0

1

hea7

1

1

0

1

1

1

hea8

1

1

1

1

1

1

hea9

1

0

0

0

0

0

hea10

1

1

1

1

0

1

hea11

1

0

1

0

1

1

hea13

1

0

1

0

0

0

hea14

1

1

1

1

1

1

12

4

8

9

5

8

100%

33%

67%

75%

42%

67%

15%

5%

10%

11%

6%

10%

ene1

1

1

1

1

1

1

ene2

1

0

1

1

1

1

ene4

0

0

1

1

1

1

% of hea
12

Zero carbon
House Shetland

man2

total
15%

Kaswoningen

man1

total
12%

Woonhuis 2.0

% of breeam

ene5

0

0

1

1

1

1

ene10

1

0

1

1

0

1

total

3

1

5

5

4

5

% of ene

60%

20%

100%

100%

80%

100%

% of breeam

11%

4%

19%

19%

15%

19%
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transport

tra1

1

1

0

0

0

1

tra2

0

0

0

0

0

0

tra3

1

0

0

1

0

1

tra4

1

1

0

0

0

1

total

3

2

0

1

0

3

75%

50%

0%

25%

0%

75%

6%

4%

0%

2%

0%

6%

wat1

1

1

1

1

0

1

wat2

0

0

0

1

1

1

wat3

0

0

0

0

0

0

wat4

0

0

0

0

0

0

wat5

1

1

1

1

0

1

% of tra
4

water

8%

% of breeam
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15 Appendix H: Graphical results of assessment
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Graphs of all case studies, per category
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